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Termolegno.
Warmth, Italian style.

We know wood. And we know how to transform it to give it
new uses. And increase its prestige.
That’s the secret behind what we do. Because we know
that the appearance of wood may change, but it will never lose
its identity if it is given the respect of natural drying
and delicate treatment.
Our associates can design, build, test and personalize a system
for you in any part of the world...
to offer you, too, the same quality and the service that
has enabled us to reach the heart of wood.
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A

s you all know, the mission of Xylon International
is to promote "made in Italy" products. In other
words, we use most of the pages of our magazine to write about the solutions and the innovations proposed by Italian companies which supply technologies and provide products for the wood industry.
We have examined with great attention the results provided during the 17th Global convention of Italian chambers
of commerce abroad, held in Rimini, because these figures give a detailed picture of the future of Italian export.
An encouraging figure: fashion and furniture will have
huge success in Russia in the first months of 2009, but
the situation in the Usa will not be very positive, as you
can easily imagine.
The agricultural and food industry will record a positive
trend in China and Turkey, and mechanical engineering
will have positive results in India and Brazil.
Generally speaking, we can say that many industrialized
countries will see a slowdown of consumption, while the
countries which depend on oil extraction and emerging
economies will have better trends.
If we look more carefully at Italian mechanical engineering we can notice that − as we have already mentioned −
in India and Brazil, short-term expectations are rather pos-

itive, even if the two countries are growing at different
rates. Our export in the Indian subcontinent will be six
times higher than five years ago (222 million Euros in the
first quarter 2009), in Brazil it will be “just" three times higher (export is expected to reach 99 million Euros, in the first
three months of the next year).
Let's examine the remarks by Edoardo Pollastri, president of Assocamerestero: “This is a difficult moment (...)
but we shall not lose confidence in the markets, and most
of all we cannot curb the dynamism that has been characterizing Italian companies all over the world for all these
years. Sure, in this very moment, the government cannot
take financial resources away from promotion activities.
(…) We must take a joint action to support the relevance
and strength of the Italian System, which in these difficult
times needs such strength to support small and medium
enterprises facing the uncertainty of markets!”.
Wishing a Happy New Year to our readers all around the
world, we want to tell them that the big actors of “made in
Italy” will keep presenting ideas, technology and products
at excellent levels. The present time for economy is what
we all know, but the industries that can bring innovation,
make research, and look at the world as their reference
market, will be able to find the right antidote. Good luck.

MARKETS
The wood flooring market in China

news

China is building more than 19 million
houses a year, compared to fewer than
two million in the Usa and just over two
million in Europe. This creates tremendous demand for all products that can
be used in the building sector.
The wood sector worldwide has been
strongly influenced by China, which has
rapidly become one of the major world
wood importers. China is building preferential links with strategic suppliers of
the wood products so necessary to its
economy. The main driver of expansion
of the Chinese wood firms is the growth
of the domestic market, with a population of 1.3 billion people, increasing by
40 million every year and with a growing
purchasing capacity.
The Chinese Wood Flooring Industry
Report analyses the wood flooring sector, one of the wood sectors that has
been more strongly influenced by
Chinese production and exports.
In 2007 China produced more than 360
million square metres of wood flooring,
including laminated flooring, much
more than the Usa and more or less the
same quantity produced in Europe. It
exported about 150 million square
metres of flooring, only slightly less than
the entire Usa production. By 2010
flooring production is expected to reach

500 million square meters, with exports
accounting for 200 million. These figures are so large and growth is so fast
that the world is bound to be influenced
by Chinese production and exports.
Over the last four years Gardino
Consulting Company with headoffice in
Genova and Csil based in Milan (Italy)
have both invested considerable time
and effort in Asia, reaching a good
knowledge of this part of the world.
The report will be a very useful tool for all
companies wishing to do business with
China and also an important tool for
wood-flooring producers and traders in
all countries, since it provides a clear
and up-to-date picture of the competition
among Chinese companies, an analysis
of which will be useful for identifying
potential customers or suppliers. ■

MARKETS
North American production falls 18 percent
North American structural wood panel
(plywood and Osb) production is
expected to total 31.66 billion ft2 this
year, down 18 percent from 2007 and
26 percent from the record 43.1 billion
ft2 produced in 2005, according to the
annual forecast of Apa-the engineered
wood association.
Production in 2009 may be even less,
with output falling another 3 percent to
30.87 billion ft2, based on the expecta-

tion that Us single-family and multi-family housing starts will total 880,000,
down fron about 910,000 this year.
Softwood plywood production is forecast to total 12.57 billion ft2 this year,
down nearly 14 percent from 2007,
while Osb output is expected to reach
19.1 billion ft2, a decline of 20 percent.
Production of both plywood and Osb
next year is forecast to decline an additional 2-3 percent. ■

EUMABOIS
Drevmash: new member of Eumabois
In an atmosphere of great cordiality and collaboration
the 2008 General Assembly of Eumabois
(www.eumabois.com) took place in Nitra, Slovakia,
organized by the local association. A new association
was added to the 12 existing ones – Drevmash, the
Russian association of woodworking machinery manufacturers. General director of Drevmash is Vladimir
Gorbenko, Alexander Vasilev is president. Although the companies currently
represented are only 11, the number will grow quickly since it is estimated that
more than 300 companies are involved in the woodworking machinery industry
in the country. During his opening speech to the Assembly, president FranzJosef Buetfering warmly thanked Past president Gianni Ghizzoni for his continuing helpful collaboration, particularly with organizers of shows supported by
our organization. The 2009 calendar has been approved and will now be published both for the media and on the Eumabois website. “We are also very happy to have launched “Made in Europe”- he said. We have now reached the point
where we can introduce ourselves to the world as a European industry, while still
maintaining the identity of each individual country. Our promotional campaign
and its central theme, “Choose the original,” will be key to protecting the originators of technology and combating imitations in an effective manner”. Much
emphasis was given to the theme of technical development and strategies to
help facilitate foreign trade: the new Eumabois nomenclature, available on the
site in 11 languages, a complex and interminable work because terminology
must be constantly updated with all the new terms we encounter in our research.
World exhibitions network 2009 (updated to October 2008)
Expopromueble
Delhiwood
Woodmac China
Fimma Brazil
Drema
Woodshow
Ligna
Fitecma
Awfs
HI Woodtech
Wood and Bioenergy
Furnitech Woodtech
(one of Aseanwood
series supported by Eumabois)
Lisderevmash
Vietnamwood
Wood-Tec
Fimma Valencia
Woodex-Lestechprodukzia

Mexico City - Mexico
New Delhi - India
Shanghai - Cina
Bento Gonçalves - Brazil
Poznan - Poland
Dubai - Uae
Hanover - Germany
Buenos Aires - Argentina
Las Vegas - Usa
Herning - Denmark
Jyväskylä - Finland
Bangkok - Thailand

21/24 January
12/17 February
17/20 February
23/27 March
31 March/3 April
21/23 April
18/22 May
7/11 July
15/18 July
1/4 September
2/4 September
2/5 September

Kiev - Ukraine
Ho Chi Minh City - Vietnam
Brno - Czech Republic
Valencia - Spain
Moscow - Russia

22/26 September
24/27 September
20/23 October
3/6 November
1/4 December

NEWS

PANELS
Egger opens 16th plant of the group in Romania
In the middle of September the Austrian
wood materials manufacturer Egger
officially opened the 16th plant of the
group in the Romanian town of Radauti.
The plant has a capacity of 600,000 m3
per year. Roughly 80 percent of this is
further refined and reaches the market
in the form of melamine coated chipboards (Mfc boards). On the one hand
Egger ensures the sustainability and
environmental friendliness of the production processes through most up-todate production lines and on the other
hand these in turn guarantee the best
possible quality of the products: production start already in January 2008.
The high degree of commitment and the
team spirit that was put into the project
by Egger also manifest in the speed at
which the location was brought to production start: Only a little over a year
after the first ground-breaking in

October 2006, the coating of boards
has already started in December 2007.
The production of chipboard as well as
two short cycle coating plants are running since January.
An impregnation plant with a capacity of
45 million. m2 of decor paper has gone
into operation at the end of August. By
this means, Radauti will become independent from the supply of impregnated materials from other Egger plants.
This creates the requirements for in
future being able to further refine even
more raw chipboards through coating
with melamine resin. For this purpose, in
the coming November a tandem press
will additionally be taken into operation,
with which the coating capacities of the
plant will increase from 14 million m2 to
28 million m2.
The location is currently in its first
expansion stage, with plants for the
manufacture of raw and coated chipboards. The 76 hectares large site however provides potential for further
expansion.
The determining factor for the construction of the plant at its current location
was amongst other things the proximity
to the upcoming Eastern European markets in Poland, White Russia, Romania
and the Ukraine. ■

FANTONI GROUP
Fantoni shows profit rise of 135 percent
The Fantoni Group (www.fantoni.it),
producers of office furniture, soundadsorption and partition systems, particleboard and Mdf panels, says it closed
2007 with remarkable financial results,
with total turnover of 354.234m euros,
an increase of 15 percent compared to
the previous year.
Fantoni says that the most remarkable
achievement is seen in the net profit
which, at 4.979m euros, shows an

increase of 134.64 percent compared
with 2006.
“This reflects the result of increase sales
of particleboard and Mdf on the domestic market and significant contributions
from the Slovenian company Lesonit
and the Serbia none Spik Inverica” said managing director Paolo Fantoni.
He also praised the positive progress at
subsidiary Patt, a company specialising
in sound absorption panelling. ■
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FLOORING
“Tecnodeck” by Gruppo Sogimi
“Tecnodeck” by Gruppo Sogimi (www.
sogimi.com): innovative system for Wpc
pavements made of wood and thermoplastic material (Wpc).
The “Tecnodeck” stave offers an alternative flooring solution to wood,
extremely durable over time, with no
need of maintenance or surface treatment, and easy to clean: therefore it’s
the ideal product for indoor and outdoor
flooring. “Tecnodeck” is a fully recycla-

ble product obtained with a production
process that uses wood wastes, without
affecting living forests. Resistant to failure and weather agents, fungi and bacteria, it needs no maintenance with oils
or immunizing agents, it doesn’t splinter
and it is resistant to humidity. Besides,
it’s easy to assemble using traditional
tools for natural wood items with no
environmentally harmful components.
Distributed by the companies of Sogimi
Group, “Tecnodeck” is available in 3meter staves in tropical brown color
and, on request, sandy brown and volcano black. ■

COSMIT
Guglielmi is the new president
Carlo Guglielmi has been recently
appointed as new president of Cosmit,
the company of Federlegno-Arredo
which organizes the Furniture show in
Milan (“ISaloni”).
Guglielmi, president and Ceo of
FontanaArte, is taking over from Rosario
Messina, president of Cosmit since
1999 and president of FederlegnoArredo since July of this year. ■

XYLON
Now you can read Xylon & Xylon International also online
A new exclusive service for Xylon's friends, i.e. our advertisers and subscribers, is starting off today. They will have the exclusive opportunity to read
Xylon and Xylon International long before the day they are going to receive the
printed copies by post. As soon as an issue is complete, all the files are
processed and uploaded in the "Xylon's Friends" section, which can be
accessed through the ID code and password printed on your fidelity card.
A convenient electronic version of our magazines, which you can leaf through
just like a standard magazine, printing out any interesting page or article at high
resolution.
For more information: Paola Gandini, phone +39 02 89210282, gandini@xylon.it.

ECONOMY
Furniture exports from Denmark
According to information given by the
Danish statistics centre, in the first half
of 2008 exports of furniture from
Denmark decreased of four percent in
comparison with the same period of last
year. Specially exports towards
Germany decreased of five percent,
with an improvement in second quarter
upon the first one which got a decrease
of 19 percent. Negative also the percentage regarding Sweden (-4%) and
Great Britain (-10%). ■

GIBEN
Grand entrance to Chinese market
Italian panel saw manufacturer Giben,
Italy (www.giben.com) has made a dramatic entry to the chinese market in
2008. The company has supplied two
saw lines to panel maker Yingang. One
was shipped in August 2008 to
Yingang’s mill in Sichuan province and
the second is due to be shipped at the
end of this year, to Hubei.
Giben has also sold a line to Senlan

ECONOMY
Sawn timber from Finland

PANELS
The flyweights by Thermopal

According to information given by Ffif
(the Finnish association of forest industry), exports of sawn timber from
Finland decreased during the first seven months of the year of 17.6 percent.
Supplies towards Europe suffered a
reduction of 20.7 percent. In detail,
Germany retired 18 percent less of
material. Just for some countries like
Poland, Russia, Turkey and Hungary,
supplies remained with positive results.
Exports outside Europe are decreased
of 13 percent. ■

Company Thermopal (www.thermopal.com) has five core materials in its
programme that are used specifically to
meet the requirements in lightweight
construction and which combine properties such as high pressure resistance,
design and lightness. This makes them
suitable for use in the interiors of caravans, ship and vehicle cabins. These
cores are ideal for use as trade fair panels or stands because they meet every
requirement with regard to mobility and
individual ambience.
Among decorative wood materials, plywood super light composite is a genuine lightweight among decorative

Wood, Sinchuan and to Taishan Weihua
for delivery this year; for delivery in
2009 to Xianglin.
In August, Giben won the “Challengers
Award” at the Iwf exhibition in Atlanta,
Usa. The award, for the innovation, was
for the company’s “Zero” system in
which the saw’s motor no longer travels
with the saw but is located in the base
of the machine. ■

wood materials. With a central layer of
wedge galvanized Albasia and
veneered on both sides, the material
has a very good bending resistance
with low weight per unit area.
Furthermore, the Hpl surface guarantees maximum resistance and design
freedom.
Because it is so easy to handle, holds
screws firmly and is ideal for cutting,
processors will find it extremely useful
for many different areas: whether vehicle construction or ship-building, trade
fair construction or for exclusive interiors – wherever the panel material has to
meet the highest requirements. ■
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NEWS

TOOLS
Lach Diamant: Pcd and Cbn cutting inserts for controlled chipbreaking
Lach Diamant (www.lach-diamant.de),
the pioneer among the manufacturers of
diamond tools is showing the new complete program of patented “Pcd inserts”
with chipbreaker at the Amb in Stuttgart
(9-13 September 2008). For the first time
worldwide “Cbn cutting inserts” with
chipbreaker have been presented.
Lach Diamant is basing this development
on ten years experience in the manufacturing of Pcd cutting inserts with chip
guide steps or chip breakers, which led
on January 26, 1999 to the first patent

applications (e.g. European patent Ep 1
023 961 B1 and Ep 1 023 962 B1).
In comparison to conventional aluminium alloys, these significantly tougher
alloys tend to produce unwanted ribbon
chips and thread chips.
By unforeseen and unwanted machine
shutdowns tools can be damaged
which have to be replaced and in some
cases large clews of cutting chips have
to be removed from the working space
of these machines. This development is
not limited to Pcd cutting materials one
and is evidenced by the introduction of
the Cbn cutting insert program by Lach
Diamant under the name of Cbn-Duo
power with chipbreaker.
Cbn chipbreaker inserts from the dreborid® program are recommended by
Lach Diamant, on one hand for the cutting of grey cast iron with positive cut
and on the other hand for the finishing
of hardened steels in order to prevent
disrupting ribbon and thread chips. ■

SYMPOSIUM
International wood composites Symposium in Seattle
The 43rd International Wood composites
Symposium and technical workshop will
be held March 30-April 1, 2009 at the
Red Lion Hotel on Fifth Avenue in Seattle, Washington (www.woodsymposium.wsu.edu). Organized by Wsu’s wood
materials and engineering laboratory,
the Symposium is an industry-driven
forum presenting the latest advances
and developments in wood composites
technology. This year’s keynote speaker
is Wolf-Gerd Dieffenbacher, president
and Ceo of Dieffenbacher with headquarters located in Eppingen, Germany. The agenda for the two-day
Symposium will feature sessions on
“Life cycle assessment”, “Adhesive
developments” and “Product and
process improvement”. A one-day

Technical Workshop on “Natural fibers:
their role in the carbon economy” will
take place on Monday, March 30,
before the Symposium. The Technical
Workshop Keynote Speaker will be
James Holbery, a scientist/principal
investigator in the Energy and
Environment directorate at the Pacific
Northwest national laboratory. ■
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SYMPOSIUM
Wood & biofiber composites

Since the first conference in 1991,
organized by Forest products society
(www.forestprod.org), the International
conference on wood & biofiber plastic
composites, has brought together international experts frn the scientific, technical and commercial communities to
encourage the Exchange and dissemination of information on the latest
avances and future opportunities for
these materials.
Alternating years with its Canadian
counterpart, this biennial spring conference has evolved into the largest of its
kind. On May 11-12 2009, two-track format of formal presentations will explore
the nature, structure, performance, markets and issues concerning wood/ natural fiber-plastic composites. An evening
reception on May 11 will feature poster
presentation and industrial exhibits by
researchers and suppliers of materials,
equipment, products and technical
services.
In addition to the conference, a
Cellulose nanocomposites symposium
will be held on May 13, 2009. A select
group of speakers will inform attendees
on the latest research on these
nanocomposites made from polymers
and cellulose nanocrystals or anofibrils.
A mid-day poster session will provide an
opportunity for networking about this
new classo of nano-materials. ■

NEWS

ACQUISITIONS
Süddekor takes over the sales operations of Wkp

Wkp Württembergische Kunststoffplattenwerke GmbH & Co hass been taken
over by Süddekor GmbH in Laichingen
(www.sueddekor.com) on 30th September 2008. The contract includes the purchase of technical plants, all rights,
patents and brands, as well as an
employment offer to all staff. Wkp is a
global organization specializing in finish
foils, antiadhesive papers and melamime film. Thanks to this acquisition,
Süddekor is going to expand its product
portfolio and related expertise as an
active supplier in the lamination of
wood-based materials. Operating wo-

rldwide together with 2D Holding –
which also includes Dakor and
Süddekor Art – Süddekor can offer its
customers worldwide a greater range of
products, the one and only on the market actually. Following the acquisition,
all involved parties will still pursue their
current business relationships and stick
to Wkp’s commitments: Wkp customers
are expected to be delivered all products and all support as it has always
been, with the same quality now and
forever. Regarding the price of the
acquisition, the parties have decided
not to disclose it. ■

AUTOMATION
MD Micro Detectors: the new line of ultrasonic sensor
MD Micro Detectors (www.microdetectors.com), benchmark in developing
sensors for automation, introduces the
new ultrasonic sensors with “teach-in”
function. They are available with M18,
M30 and cubic housing with a sensing
distance up to 6m and analogue (current
or voltage) and digital outputs. By the
“teach-in” function, it is possible to set
two independent switching points and
control the operating window and slope
of the analogue output. Ultrasonic sensors proposed by MD could be used to
detect presence, position and dimensions of an object, independently from its
transparency, colour and shines. They
are also available with through-beam
configuration, with a sensing distance up
to 1100mm. ■
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FAIRS
Mtkt in Kiev
Mtkt 2009 innovation, the 14th international specialized exhibition of components for furniture manufacturing will be
held from 24th to 27th february 2009 in
Kyev, Ukraina and is organized in the
format of the latest European exhibition
tendencies. The break-neck growth in
the development of furniture manufacturing, the modern market condition
makes special demands to the exhibition “Furniture, Technologies, Components, Textiles”, as a main marketing
instrument.
The exhibition that was held before with-

in the frames Kyiv International furniture
forum (Kiff), will be held in a new format
(Mtkt innovation).
The effect from participation in Mtkt
innovation exhibition is achieved by the
fact that this fair follows the new business concept, leading international
experience of exhibition organization,
popularity and recognition among the
specialists. The exhibition is aimed at
the furniture markets of Ukraine and Cis
countries. Mtkt innovation offers furniture components of innovation design,
modern materials that have intangible
characteristics, image and reputation of
finished product. Design and intangible
characteristics are the most powerful
and important instrument in modern furniture business. ■

FAIRS
Zow comes to Shenzhen: premiere in March 2009
Between 19 and 22 March 2009, in
China, the Shenzhen convention and
exhibition centre will play host of its first
Zow supplier fair for the furniture and
interior design industry. Zow is taking
place at the same time as the Shenzhen
International furniture exhibition (Sife),

held every March, which brings together the decision-makers in the furniture
industry in this important economic hub
in southern China. The organizers of
Zow, Survey Asia marketing and consultino, is delighted at this new strategic
partnership. ■

FAIRS
After DomusLegno, here is Technodomus!
From March 11th to 14th 2009 Rimini Fiera
is organizing the first edition of the
Technodomus exhibition of woodworking
technology and building components.
After the positive experience with the
organization of DomusLegno, held in
November 2006 and 2007, Rimini Fiera

purchased the brand and exhibition
from Ribera Legno Fiere to start developing the expo project, which has now
been boosted by the addition of woodworking technology, a trade that in Italy
had a turnover of 1,866 million euros in
2007 (2.5 percent more than 2006) with
over 80 percent earmarked for export.
The expo area will thus inherit from
DomusLegno the space dedicated to
building components and will focus
attention on the sector of machinery,
accessories and small technology used
by woodworking companies.
The aim is also to extend the exhibit
area to include everything revolving
round the use of wooden materials for
building construction.
Technodomus also intends expanding
the trade fair calendar with an expo that
– on odd-numbered years – ensures an

overview of what the sector has to offer,
as happens in Germany, another leading international market for the manufacture of machinery, with the Hanover
and Nuremberg fairs.
Rimini Fiera chairman Lorenzo Cagnoni
explains: “The strategy for the launch of
Technodomus has been well planned.
Starting out from the excellent potential
of DomusLegno, already dedicated to
the wood sector, in particular building
components, we decide to extend the
product categories, as we were also
aware of being located in an area with
an industrial sector that is a world
leader in the manufacture of woodworking machinery.”
Technodomus will occupy four halls
(B1-B3-D1-D3) with access through the
main (South) entrance to the Rimini
Expo Centre. The on-site railway station
(on the Milan - Bari line), located 50
metres from the entrance to the trade
fair will be open during the exhibition
and will put sixteen trains at exhibiting
firms’ and visitors’ disposal. ■

NEWS

flash news

FAIRS
Furniture in Malaysia

FAIRS
Final preparations for Made
Created by Made Eventi and FederlegnoArredo, Made expo 2009 will be opening
up at the Milano-Rho fair center from 4 to
7 February 2009. There are great expectations for the second edition of the event.
The première was a real success and, so
far, 80% of 2008 exhibitors have already
confirmed their participation in 2009. To
strengthen the role of the event as an

BUILDING The building research
Institute Euroconstruct, outlook forecasts on building development in
Europe to drop down through 2010. On
the basis of 2007 figures, the number of
buildings in the 19 Euroconstruct countries will decrease of 22.1 per cent.

DESIGN The organizers of
Istanbul Design Week
(www.designinturkey.com) just informed
with a press release that due to circumstances beyound their control in connection with technical problems, the
event has been postponed to 2009, 1621 June, instead of 16-20 October
2008, as previously stated.
The main location, the Old Galata
Bridge, in the heart ot Istanbul, remains
unchanged.

FURNITURE During the half-year
press conference, Dirk Uwe Klaas,
president of Vdm, the association of
German furniture manufacturers,
referred about German market situation on furniture. Thanks overall to
exports, in the first half of the year the
market trend has been positive. The situation will getting worse in the second
half of the year so it is foreseen, on
annual basis, an increase of 2.5 percent compared to last year.
The slow-down is due to internal market
dynamics, but also to a slight slowdown on demands from East European
countries.
PFLEIDERER Germany’s Pfleiderer
Ag plans to invest 144 million euros in a
new fibreboard facility in northwest
Russia, according to Russian media
reports.

Mffm 2009, the Malaysia furniture furnishing materials exhibition (www.mffm.com.my), will gather the most comprehensive collection of supplies to the
furniture and furnishing industry such
as parts & components, fittings &
accessories, hardware & tools and finishing materials. It will also include
décor essentials like bathroom & accessories, kitchenware, lightings, 2009 is
set to abound with global business
opportunities. Scheduled from the 4-7
March 2009 at the Kuala Lumpur convention centre, Mffm 2009 creates the
perfect opportunity for the global players in the trade to meet directly with the
targeted audience. Participation at this
exhibition will also gain exposure to new
market opportunity. ■

international reference point, the 2009
edition will be supported by an extraordinary promotional campaign on the major
European and international markets. The
advertising campaign outside Italy will be
translated into 17 languages and will cover 52 publications in 22 countries, for a
total number of 74 ads. More pages are
planned on 155 publications and magazines in Italy, for a total of 372 ads, plus
news on TV and radio programs, Web
portals, online magazines and direct
mailing activities. ■

FAIRS
Interzum 2009: excellent trend of registrations
The 26th Interzum edition, the international exhibition on supplies for the furniture
industry, will be held in Cologne from 13th to 16th May 2009. Interzum 2009 has
already sparked off strong enthusiasm among international exhibitors thanks to the
positive mood and great expectations for the future market situation. There are many
months to come but there are more than 500 international companies already registered and important brands in the field have already confirmed their participation. The
Italian companies taking part in the event have already exceeded 100 units. These
figures, together with the previous edition (1361 exhibitors from 60 countries and
more than 50 thousand qualified and specialized visitors from 137 different countries), show the importance and international leadership of Interzum. Koelnmesse srl,
the Italian subsidiary of the Cologne Fair (www.koelnmesse.it), is planning a collective participation to help all involved Italian companies as well as offer many organization and logistic benefits. There will be three Italian exhibition areas in three strategic halls with standard booths of different size including all services. ■
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NEWS

flash news
WOOD According to a survey carried
out by Interconnection Consulting in
Vienna on the European market of windows, the market of windows in Italy
will be facing a decrease in 2008 just
like it did in 2006 with -1.4 percent.
With a 48 percent market share, wood
windows still keep their predominant
role. In Germany, the market share of
wood windows is just 19.2 percent.

CHINA According to the latest statistics from China’s customs agencies, the
total trade value of forest products in
China (exports and imports) amounted
to about Usd 31 billion in the first half of
2008, up 14 percent from the same
period in 2007. The total import value
was Usd 14.1 billion, rising 21 percent
from last year and the export value was
Usd 16.9 billion, up 8.8 percent from
the previous year. The balance of forest
product trade was Usd 2.78 billion.
REHAU For the second time, Rehau
(www.rehau.it), a leader in construction,
industry and automotive, is sponsor of
the International Design Award
(www.internationaldesignaward.com),
the well-known competition for design
students. Together with Hettich, an
important door producer of hardware for
the furniture industry, Rehau supported
the award organization and contributed
to the definition of new standards.
FURNITURE According to the Trade
Association of the Us department of
commerce, in the first six months of the
year, the import of furniture and similar
products from Us went down by 4 percent compared to last year. The
decrease mainly affected the major furniture suppliers of the United States,
namely China, Canada and Mexico.

FAIRS
Bau 2009: main role for the building material wood
Whether it’s for roofs, walls or floors,
wood as a building material is traditionally a major component at Bau, and the
same will again be true in 2009.
Between 12 and 17 January 2009, at the
New Munich trade fair Centre, the timber industry will be showing just what
wood can do and how attractive the
result is (www.bau-muenchen.com).

Trade visitors will find the theme of timber construction dealt with in no less
than six exhibition halls. In Hall B5, the
subject is structural timber, interior fittings and timber derivatives. The entire
spectrum of wooden windows and
doors will be presented in Halls C3, C4
and B4. Parquet flooring is on show in
Hall B6. And finally, Hall A3 covers the
full range of materials for roof construction, including roof windows.
The focus in the section on timber
research is on the presentation of proj-

ects that are promoted by the Bavarian
Ministry of economics in the programme
“Holzbau der Zukunft” (Timber construction of the future): www.holzbauderzukunft.de. At Bau 2009 the partners
in this research initiative – the Technical
University of Munich, the University of
Applied Sciences of Rosenheim and Ift
(Institut für Fenstertechnik) – will be putting on a presentation of the projects in
association with Isp Rosenheim, the
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Holzforschung (DGfH) and timber trade associations. There are twenty projects in all,
grouped into the themes of “Fire protection”, “Façade”, “Energy”, “Climate and
systems technology” and “New building
components, new building materials”.
In each case the emphasis is on how to
exploit the untapped potential in the
building material of wood.
Among the trade visitors to Bau, the
themes of timber construction and
wood-based materials are traditionally
always of high interest. An estimated
2,000 exhibitors from 40 countries on a
net exhibiting surface of 180,000
square meters and over 200,000 visitors
from 140 countries are expected to take
part in the fair. ■

FAIRS
Building and more at Shanghai
The International building & construction trade fair and the Kitchen & bath
China will open in May 25-28, 2009.
There will be more than 100,000 sponsors and organizers to invite visitors
throughout China, and from the countries in Asia, to visit the show. A promotion campaign towards the extensive
visitors like end-users, decision-makers, importing and exporting companies, designers, engineers, technicians
etcetera is to be launched before the
opening of the show through govern-
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ment organizations, industrial associations or societies, news releases, various advertisements, direct mailing
etcetera. A series of activities and conferences, organized by the government
and industrial associations concerned,
will be held for the coordination of the
complete success of the show. Last year
over 60 thousand visitors attended the
show and exhibited 1,774 companies,
covering all exhibiting surface availble
at new Shanghai Pudong centre. More
information on www.corexpo.it. ■
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FAIRS

NOVEMBER
5-7 novembre
ExpoVetas
Technology and supplies exhibition
www.expovetas.com
• Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Components and accessories
5-8 November
Ecomondo Keyenergy
International trade fair of energy
recovery and sustainable development
www.ecomondo.com/
• Rimini (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

24-28 november
Zow Moscow
International exhibition
of components and accessories
for the furniture industry
www.zow.ru
• Moscow (Russia)
Components and accessories
25-28 November
Bauma China
International fair
for construction machinery
www.bauma-china.com/
• Shanghai (China)
Constructing and architecture

11-14 November
Tekhnodrev Siberia
Fair for the woodworking machinery
www.restec.ru
• Krasnoyarsk (Russia)
Technology

29 November 7 December
Heim+Handwerk
Sales exhibition for building,
furnishing and living
www.hh-online.de
• Munich (Germany)
Construction and home decoration

13-16 November
Expoedilizia
Construction and architecture fair
www.senaf.it
• Rome (Italy)
Construction

29 November 8 December
Ecoabitare
Fair for home finishing
www.artigianoinfiera.it
• Milan (Italy)
Constructions

18-21 November
Fenestration China
Windows and door fair
www.nuernbergglobalfairs.com
• Beijing (China)
Windows and doors
19-22 November
International Furniture Fair Tokyo
International furniture fair
www.idafij.or.jp/en_IFFT
• Tokyo (Japan)
Furniture

DECEMBER
3-7 December
Index Dubai
International furniture fair
www.indexexhibition.com
• Dubai (UAE)
Furniture
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JANUARY 2009
11-14 January
Italianexpo Vietnam
Fair for woodworking technologies
www.italianexpo.it
• Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam)
Technology
12-17 January
Bau
Constructing and architecture fair
www.bau-muenchen.com
• Munich (Germany)
Constructing and architecture
19-25 January
Imm Cologne
Internationale Moebelmesse
www.imm-cologne.com/
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture
21-24 January
Expopromueble
Woodworking machinery exhibition
www.promueble.com.mx
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Technology
22-25 January
Klimahouse
International fair for energy savings
www.klimahouse.it
• Bolzano (Italy)
Constructing and architecture
22-26 January
Meuble Paris
Paris furniture exhibition
www.meuble-paris.net/
• Paris (France)
Furniture

11-14 March
Technodomus
Exhibition for woodworking machinery
and components for constructing
www.technodomus.it
• Rimini (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

FEBRUARY 2009
4-7 February
MadeExpo
Milano Architettura Design Edillizia
www.madeexpo.it
• Rho/Pero (Italy)
Constructing and architecture
9-12 February
Zow
Zuliefermesse Ost-Westfalen
www.zow.de
• Bad Salzuflen (Germany)
Semifinished products, components,
supplies
12-15 February
Samulegno
Biennial woodworking machinery fair
www.samulegno.it
• Pordenone (Italy)
Technology
12-15 February
Delhi Wood
Woodworking technologies fair
www.delhi-wood.com
• New Delhi (India)
Technology

18-21 March
Saiespring
Exhibition of doors and windows
www.saie.bolognafiere.it
• Bologne (Italy)
Constructing and architecture
17-20 February
Woodmac China
Woodworking technologies fair
www.woodmacchina.net
• Shanghai (China)
Technology

19-21 March
Woodworking
Woodworking machinery exhibition
www.sibfair.ru
• Novosibirsk (Russia)
Technology

25-28 February
Eurobois
Construction and woodworking
machinery fair
www.eurobois.net
• Lione (France)
Technology

23-27 March
Fimma Brasil
Woodworking technologies fair
www.fimma.com.br
• Bento Goncalves (Brasil)
Technology
25-28 March
Technomebel
International fair of machines
and tools for the wood industry
www.bulgarreklama.com
• Sofia (Bulgaria)
Technology

26 February-1 March
Legno&Edilizia
International exhibition
on the use of wood in building
www.piemmetispa.com
• Verona (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

MARCH 2009
5-8 March
Lignomec
Specialized fair for the woodworking
industry
www.lignomec.it
• Bolzano (Italy)
Technology

27-30 March
Interzum Guangzhou
Woodworking technologies fair
www.interzum-guangzhou.com
• Guangzhou (China)
Technology
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TOOLS

REKORD
BECOMES
“CASACLIMA”
PARTNER
Sharing the same vision and philosophy with the “CasaClima” project,
Rekord from Rovereto (www.rekordsrl.com) has passed the evaluation
process of the agency based in
Bolzano and has thus become the
first manufacturer of woodworking
tools to achieve the status of
“CasaClima” partner.
“Living in healthy and environmental friendly places” is the concept of
CasaClima and the aim of Rekord.
The most recent project is “Esperia”

www.stsautomazioni.it

STS
Engineering
20045
Besana Brianza
(Milano) Italy
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by Rekord Engineering, an integrated system for the production of
69/78 and 92 mm wood windows,
able to reduce energy waste and
increase dwelling health.
CasaClima takes customer relationship into great consideration. The
partner status therefore also
acknowledges Rekord’s constant
commitment to providing customers
with the most adequate support and
advice: from design concept to tools
supply, from post-sales support and
maintenance to suggestions for
proper sustainable environmental
management. ■

STUDIOVERDE

The Italian Concept
www.griggio.com

GRIGGIO S.p.A. Via Ca’ Brion 40
P.o. Box 54 35011 RESCHIGLIANO (PD) - Italy
Tel. +39.049.9299711 r.a. Fax +39.049.9201433
info@griggio.com - www.griggio.com

EXHIBITIONS

ZOW LEAVES PORDENONE
WITH A SUCCESSFUL EDITION

The lights of Zow Pordenone were switched off: the renowned exhibition said
"thanks and goodbye" to the town of Friuli. This year the exhibition experienced
a particularly successful edition.
We must admit it: we really do not know where to start
from. It has been a long time since this did not happen. We are used to writing about our feelings,
impressions, facts and figures about an exhibition,
we have been doing it for years. But this time we really do not know how to introduce the Italian edition of
Zow 2008, which took place last October 15-18.
To reduce our embarrassment, let’s say that we will
talk about the next year edition in the next issue of
Xylon International. We have already talked with

Sicam Pordenone and Zow Verona managers
and we managed to have their word for it: they will
give us details about their projects, trends, how
many and which exhibitors have accepted their
offer and how they will implement their plans. And
maybe we will ask their opinions about the idea of
some entrepreneurs who want to convince Cosmit
to reintroduce the old Sasmil. As we have already
mentioned in one of our newsletters, it seems that
Sasmil would like to catch the opportunity (maybe
coming too late...) offered by this huge change to
come back to the forefront.
But in these pages, we prefer to talk about something else, giving you a summary of one of the editions we liked the most. Maybe it was due to that
"electricity" perceived in the air-even if organizers
and owners have do all their best to put everybody,
visitors and exhibitors, at ease. Or almost. Maybe
for the clear feeling that people were attending a
“well-visited” exhibition – a more and more unusual thing today – and maybe for the fact that
exhibitors were focused on their job and were satisfied to perceive such a high attention level on their
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products. Maybe for the flawless organization, even if we are used to it... Certainly,
the effect is mainly due to the solutions
exhibited at an event such as Zow, because
elements, colors, shapes, surfaces of components and accessories of furniture items play a
very important aesthetic role and are the most perceivable values at a glance. We were impressed
by the quantity and the quality of the solutions as
to surfaces: we saw papers, composites, laminated, veneered, solid wood panels of unique beauty
and – we are sure – we will soon see them applied
in the most prestigious furniture collections.
But let’s give some figures, which are particularly interesting also this time: exhibitors were 733,
21 more than in 2007, 180 of whom arrived in Pordenone from 28 different countries. There were
many German companies that represent the
largest foreign group, followed by Austria, Turkey
and Switzerland.
A good level of internationality was also recorded
for visitors, 19,577 people this year, one thousand
less than 20,695 of 2007. The progression of visits
stopped this year, but we can add a very interesting figure: 43 percent of visitors (8,221 vs 6,504 of
2007) were foreigners and came from 96 different
countries, against 32 percent recorded last year.
Let’s go looking for hidden reasons and analyze the
lower attendance level of Italians (from 14,191 down
to 11,356 this year) as a normal consequence of a
rather “fence-sitting” market. But how come this laziness has not involved foreigners too? Things are
not going better in other countries – at least economically speaking – as compared to Italy. But the
truth is right before our eyes: Zow Pordenone has
got an appeal that goes beyond national borders.
Only (and “only” has to be put in brackets, obviously) for the great promotional activity that has
been carried out by its organizer in all these years

or maybe also because people would like to attend
more international events? We will be find out during the next months.
A record has been established also as to exhibition surface: Fiera di Pordenone has now reached
the limit of “imaginable” space and, besides preparing new Hall 1 in record time, it also leveraged once
again the tent structure of Hall 10. So, the exhibition area reached 33,000 square meters.

THE PRESS CONFERENCE
This year, the Zow press conference was attended
by Peter Meyer, the founder of Zow, and, for the first
time by Romano Ugolini, the new “driver” of the
Italian version of the German concept after the end
of collaboration between Survey Marketing + Consulting and Carlo Giobbi’s Business International.
Don’t worry, we will fulfill our promise and talk about
the future of the event in our next issue. But we think
we must report Meyer’s satisfaction for the excellent results and the success achieved up to now
by the Italian “branch”. Meyer talked about the
beginning of the Italian adventure in 2000, when
different locations were evaluated and, eventually,
the Pordenone exhibition center was chosen as the
best facility, thanks to the enthusiasm showed by
Paolo Rosa, Managing Director and today General Manager of Fiera di Pordenone. This has been
a successful decision for several reasons and that
is why the exhibition area covered by the event has
grown significantly during all these years.
A growth that now has to be boosted – as Meyer
was saying – with other choices, opening new
doors. And we will talk about this soon. (l.r.) ■
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EXHIBITIONS

SAMULEGNO RENEWS ITSELF
WITH “FOCUS HIGH TECH”
Samulegno, the biennial exhibition of woodworking technology,
scheduled in Pordenone in February 16-20, 2009,
will propose a new point of view to analyze industry exhibitions.
“Though international excellence and research centers are located in Trieste, “Focus High Tech” will
take place in Pordenone, a town with the highest
number of registered patents in Friuli: this event
will have an impact on all the exhibitions dedicated to the industrial world which will be held in the
exhibition center starting from 2009 such as
mechanical machining (Samumetal), plastic material processing (Samuplast) and the wood and furniture industry (Samulegno).
The 2009 edition of Samulegno, which will be held
from 12 to 15 February 2009, will host for the first
time this “Innovation path”. That was the starting
point of the presentation held in Pordenone a few
days ago, introducing the next edition of Samulegno, the biennial exhibition on woodworking
machines and technologies.
Paolo Rosa, general manager of the exhibition
center, welcomed us and immediately laid his cards

Pictures showing
Samulegno 2007 edition.
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on the table: “Exhibitions are changing and operators have more and more opportunities to be up
to date and to be informed on the latest trends. If
up to some time ago industry events were "not to
be missed" and everybody was trying to establish
new records as to exhibitors and visitors, today we
try to operate with a different approach, we focus
on quality, providing exhibitors and visitors with a
real service”.
This is a truthful analysis of the situation, but it is
not always easy to implement. In Pordenone, they
have decided to implement a clear plan. “What is
the most difficult thing to obtain today?”, Rosa asks
himself. “In a more and more variegated offer, with
an increasingly tailor-made and diversified production, it is extremely difficult to perceive the real
innovation and to understand which are the real
innovative solutions exhibited in the stands.

THE “METADISTRICT” OF WOOD-FURNITURE: SINISTRA PIAVE AND LIVENZA
The wood-furniture production area of
Sinistra Piave, near Treviso, extends into
another similar district, called Livenza,
near Pordenone. Together they provide
an extremely high production capacity,
they represent one of the most important
areas for Italian furniture and that is why
they are officially recognized by the
regional law as a “metadistrict”. It’s a very
wide area, including 65 towns (55 in the
Treviso province, 10 in the Pordenone
province) where wood and processes
play a primary role. As many as 2,289
companies operate in this “cross-border” area employing 31,885 operators,
more than 10% of all the people working
in the Italian furniture industry. In this
metadistrict - always referring to the furniture industry - the average size of local
companies is higher than the national
average (17.6 employees versus 5.8).

Export value of the top-four Italian provinces in the first six months of 2008
Treviso
682,436,792 Euros
15% of national export
Milan
551,661,112 Euros
12% of national export
Pordenone
408.899,552 Euros
9% of national export
Udine
318,835,836 Euros
7% of national export
Percent variation of furniture export, 1st half 2008 vs. 1st half 2007
Pordenone
+ 8.9%
Treviso
+6.6%
Udine
-5.1%
Main destination markets by province in the metadistrict
Pordenone
Russia
49.4%
Germany
29.0%
Treviso
Germany
15.9%
United Kingdom
8.0%
Source: Figures provided by Osservatorio mobili
“Fondazione Edison” on behalf of Federlegno-Arredo.

Samulegno has decided to focus on this aspect carrying out two initiatives: the first initiative is "selection", identifying all the machines and equipment
that feature particularly innovative solutions as to
product and process. The second initiative consists
in a series of meetings allowing to understand specific aspects of furniture machining and manufacturing, to clarify particularly important issues".
As to the first part of the plan, we can say that there
will be a sort of “committee” which will analyze and
identify the technologies that “deserve” to be shown
to visitors and to be fitted into a real “Innovation
path” covering several halls.
As to the forum, “Focus high tech” will include two
main events. The first meeting, called “How clever
should a woodworking machine be: remarks and
automation examples for edgebanding”, will be
chaired by Professor Adrian Regel of the German
high school Ostwestfalen-Lippe in Lemgo; the second event − with the participation of Uni and
Andrea Giavon of Catas − will be focused on the
impact of furniture production standards on design,
suitability for their purpose, defect analysis and
production process qualification.

There will be also a series of "quick meetings"
(twenty, thirty minutes maximum) on very specific
technical issues, offering an opportunity to analyze
specific topics in depth... the agenda still has to
be defined. These meetings will offer added value
to the exhibition, without introducing particularly
long and committing meetings which could "distract" visitors and/or exhibitors from sales and marketing activities.
The whole project is supervised by Angelo Speranza of Catas in cooperation with Acimall. (l.r.) ■
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MARKETS

TIME OF GREAT CHALLENGES
IN USA FURNITURE MARKET
The main engine of the world furniture industry in the last decade,
the United States furniture market is today facing a period of great uncertainty due
to the current financial crisis coupled to upward pressure on energy and raw materials.
This scenario poses great challenges for furniture companies active in the Us market,
especially for Us based manufacturers.
Total furniture consumption in the Usa increased
continuously between 2001 and 2007 to reach over
U dollars 89,000 million at production prices thanks
to several factors. Firstly, the Us economic growth
phase since 2003 encouraged family spending.
Secondly, the increasing imports of low cost Asian
products contributed to keeping furniture prices
low. Thirdly, economic growth has gone hand in
hand with a buzzing house market, which further
boosted furniture sales.
Moreover, analysing the Us furniture trade balance,
we note that the trade deficit more than doubled in
the space of eight years. These important increases recorded in furniture imports can be mainly
attributed to the penetration of the US market by
Asian countries, first and foremost China.
The current situation, however, appears rather challenging for both foreign and local-based manufacturers. A slowdown in furniture demand growth

United States. Furniture exports, imports
and trade balance, 1998-2007. Us$ million

Source: Csil processing of Us Census Bureau data.
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is underway with some sector analysts even predicting a severe contraction for 2008; not only is
this likely to impact on the Us furniture industry, but
also to exert a severe drag on furniture imports,
with worldwide effects. Behind the crisis there is a
set of factors interlinked.
Firstly comes the credit crunch outstands. The
financial crisis started in the beginning of 2007
resulted in a substantial tightening of loan conditions and badly aggravated in the early 2008. This
in turn affected the housing market and consumer
credit with dropping home sales and falling
demand of durable goods (including furniture). In
parallel, the housing market crisis, which had
already started in early 2007, exerted a severe drag
on the whole economy with particularly dampening effects on the furniture sector. Not only did the
decrease in home values reduce households credit availability, but falling home sales undermined
all the home-related industries including furniture.
This gloomy scenario brought consumer confidence at its lowest with rising concerns over unemployment and mounting inflation.
On the supply side things are not better; produc-

tion costs have been growing in recent years, not
only in the Us but in all the major Us suppliers, with
China in the forefront. Prices for wood, fabric, steel
and foam have been constantly on the rise. Energy costs have skyrocketed; this has in turn resulted in growing logistic cost, partly eroding the
advantages to shift production to low wage countries. As a result, retail prices experienced more
and more upward pressure, putting additional strain
on household purchasing power. Inflation indeed
hit both “made in Usa” products and imported ones
in the context of a weak Us Dollar, putting further
upward pressure on imported goods prices.
As for local manufacturers, last years witnessed a
gradual weakening of the Usa based furniture
industry, due to the growing dependency on
imports from low wage suppliers.
As such, a number of major Us manufacturers
closed down their Us operations and turned into
mere importers from China. Others adopted a
mixed approach. On the one hand they integrated
imported components into their production lines to
reduce production costs. On the other hand, they
upgraded their Usa based operations using lean
manufacturing techniques and more flexible industrial organization. Moreover, they focused in providing services that are less vulnerable to foreign
competition, such as quick ship programs for high
volume items.
Yet official sources estimate that the Us furniture
industry, excluding the kitchen sector, lost as much
as 108,000 jobs between 1998 and 2005. In this
respect, the household furniture sector has been
the hardest hit, while kitchen and office furniture
manufacturers proved more resilient towards
imports competition.
As regards small medium manufacturers, the most
successful were those specialising in customized
and niche markets that are less accessible to offshore competitors. Indeed, they are able to ship
small orders and make last minute changes, which
proves a great advantages towards foreign competitors. In the coming years, the winning strategy
for Usa based manufacturers to resist offshore competition and overcome the current crisis links to the
proximity to the final customer.
In particular, local manufacturers should exploit the
ability to deal with customized orders, the superior flexibility in orders delivering and payment as
well as quality standards higher than those of
imports from low wage countries.

United States. New Homes sales, 1996-2007.
Thousand units

Source: Csil processing of Us Census Bureau data.

United States. Furniture production prices, 1990-2007.
Index (1989=100)

Source: Csil processing of Us Bureau of Labor Statistics data.

It has to be added, however, that a number of analysts consider the current scenario as a temporary
one, with a likely recovery of the Us economy in
the medium term. Indeed, the Us economy still has
strong fundamentals and resources to properly
overcome the crisis.
by Giovanni Belgioioso ■

Csil multiclient report related to the subject:
The furniture industry in the United States and Canada
Edition IX, year 2008, available now:
www.csilmilano.com - www.worldfurnitureonline.com
Information and quotes: tracogna@csilmilano.com
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SPHERA SYSTEM: NEWLY BORN,
BUT WITH 75 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Two leading Italian companies – specializing in technologies for solid wood processing –
merged to create a stronger and more structured company, which is able
to face future challenges with strength and effectiveness.
smarter observers, who see the future of the industry in these operations, aimed at strengthening the
manufacturing and distribution organizations.
We discussed with Elio Balestrini and Alvaro Mazzola, who told us why – being the first in Italy – they
decided to unite their strengths.

The facade
of the Sphera System
factory in Seveso.

The new company is called Sphera System srl and
will be active as of 1 January 2009, with some 70
employees. The company’s five owners are: Alvaro
Mazzola, Armando Zappa, Antonio, Elio and Rosalinda Balestrini, the latter taking the role of managing director.
In the future, Sphera System machines will continue to be sold under both historical brands, to protect consolidated values such as tradition, technology and quality, that represent an irreplaceable
value for both companies. By integrating their mutual experience, the new company will focus on the
market of solid wood processing with a wider and
more complete range of products, so that it can
enter different industries with a stronger approach.
During a meeting held in Seveso, in the future
Sphera System headquarters, we tried to understand the origins of the merger between Balestrini and MZ Project, which has surprised the world
of Italian woodworking technology but not the
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How did you come up with this merger?
“Three years ago – said Balestrini – Acimall entrusted Kpmg with a study to analyze the situation of its
member companies. The result was basically in
line with the situation of the Italian small and medium companies, that are too small to keep up with
the global market. The only solution is to merging
and create stronger companies and groups, so that
they can face the international competitiveness.
We had already identified this need, especially to
approach the international markets, and this market study helped us come to the decision.
With the globalization, all parameters have changed,
competition has increased and we have to face a
global scenario. Also small companies have to trav-

From left: Alvaro and Sara Mazzola and Elio Balestrini.

el and invest constantly to support America, Australia and China, just to make an example; therefore,
costs are high, whereas sales prices cannot be
increased accordingly due to the abundant offer.
The decision to join forces came from the idea of
optimizing these costs and, above all, making use
of more resources and energies deriving from the
product integration and scale economy”.
And what have you done then?
“We started to look around – continued Balestrini –
to plan our future according to the challenges the
world delivers every day. With MZ Project, we saw
that there were precious opportunities to seize
together: complementary machines, often overlapping markets, same exhibitions, many things in
common... And we have known each other for so
many years... Mutual trust and high esteem are solid foundations to make this kind of plans. That’s how
we started to flirt with this idea of merging”.
You took this step after a positive year for the woodworking machinery industry, not in a negative period when you normally stop and think about the
future... How come?
“Positive periods are the best moment to take new
roads to foster the growth of the company - said
Alvaro Mazzola. In hard times you are too busy trying to get to the end of the month... When our minds
are free from worries, we can consider strategies,
make significant changes or even set up a new
company, as we actually did.
Then, you wouldn’t be smart if you think that, just
because 2007 was good, then you have solved your
problems. In the past few years, positive and negative cycles have taken turns more rapidly, and
probably, if we hadn’t started talking about this
opportunity one year ago, now we wouldn’t be able
to do what we have done, considering the current
economic troubles. But since we planned everything in a less complicated moment, now we just
have to let the project go and look ahead... stronger
and better organized than ever”.
The merger into one company was challenging, we
imagine...
“Yes, indeed! And we are not finished, yet. It took
a year – explained Alvaro Mazzola – during which
we analyzed all economic, organization and structural issues.
We are two companies with a long history, each

being used to managing and working on its own.
It’s like a marriage, where each person has to say
bye bye to something, but if things work out, then
the results are outstanding. Having an important,
clear and shared goal in mind, we lived through
the difficulties as a spur to go further”.

Another picture
of the factory.

What problems did you have to face during the creation of Sphera System?
“Well, nothing serious, actually: once we had a
clear goal in mind, and after analyzing all steps to
achieve it, we just bumped into some bureaucratic
delays. Once the merging process is completed,
we might have some problems in terms of different managing habits, but we are willing to find a
solution for everything”.
Who’s going to have the greatest benefits from this
operation?
“It may look strange, but new and old customers
will take more benefits from it. With a bigger structure we will provide a better project and support
service, as well as the great save derived from the
merging. In this way we can invest on research and
offer more and more innovative systems”.
When is the new company meant to be operative?
“Sphera System as a company is already existing
and it can accept orders to be delivered during
next year. Nevertheless, it will become the actual
reference for our customers starting from 1st January, although the Balestrini and MZ Project brands
will still be applied to our machines”.
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Did you have any problems with the integration of
your product ranges?
“We are both into solid wood processing – said Elio
Balestrini – but MZ Project is focused on raw wood,
whereas Balestrini is more dedicated to downstream
operations and to the finishing of single workpieces.
Each company has a specific focus. No overlapping, but a real complementary program. We count
on this compatibility in order to acquire market
shares, because there are customers who use
machines of both companies”.
Regarding distribution, how is Sphera System going
to be organized?
“Geographically, we are everywhere with our sales
organization, therefore for the time being, we are
going to optimize what we have. In a second step,
we aim at involving those market niches we left
aside in the past. I’m referring to product ranges
but also to companies that use our machines but
we are not serving as we should, due to inadequate
organization or lack of time.
We want to analyze possible different applications
of our machines in new industries and maybe
change or adapt our technology to meet the
demand of new market segments”.
When we asked how you came up with the name
Sphera System, the answer came from Sara Mazzola, in charge for the brand image of the new
company.
“The brand name wants to communicate two important and vital messages to face the future: “Sphera”
meaning world, global market, the natural environment where we must work everyday; and “System”
meaning a systematic approach, not only machines,
but industrial solutions which can define new trends
in the solid wood industry and other sectors. Special attention will be devoted to capture market signals and requirements, which will be the drivers for
our experts and designers to create innovative and
performing products”.
Which kind of image are you going to communicate
to the market?
“The two brands – added Sara Mazzola – will survive
and support the business activity with their own image.
Together, they boast 75 years of experience and customers associate both to quality and professionalism,
values that have been developed through the
decades and are harder and harder to find”.

How will Sphera System be different from Balestrini and MZ Project?
“Our company is going to devote particular attention to its customers, who will be real partners, promoting enduring and collaborative partnership. Both
companies already had this attitude, but sometimes
they couldn’t fully pursue it due to lack of time or
human resources; but now it’s going to be a priority thanks to the availability of more resources”.
So, which are the first commitments for the future?
“First of all – said Alvaro Mazzola – we want to promote the new name without losing the identity of
each company, as their experience and tradition in
wood processing is the real heritage of this new
organization”.

A picture of the
Sphera System factory.

There haven’t been many mergers in our industry...
“As far as I know, we are the first. When the Kpmg
study was presented in October 2006 – said Elio
Balestrini – we all said it was extremely urgent to
change our business approach, otherwise many
small industries could disappear. We set to work
immediately, and in less than two years we laid the
foundations for our new future. Unfortunately, many
Italian businessmen are just as fond and jealous of
their companies as they are of their own houses.
On the contrary, in other countries, mergers are considered positively because they offer an opportunity to improve your organization. We wanted to go
beyond this cultural barrier, because we were sure
it was the right moment to take certain decisions
and make a quality leap”.
by Danilo Morigi ■
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MAKOR GROUP:
40 YEARS OF SUCCESS
We met Mario Ceccuzzi, owner of the Tuscany-based group together
with Luigi Scaperrotta, to go back over 40 years of intensive business
and to understand what it’s like being constantly at the top, analyzing markets,
thinking about the future, and trying to guess where wood technology is heading.
We liked to be taken aback by Mario Ceccuzzi,
who runs the Makor Group together with Luigi
Scaperrotta. At Xylexpo NEW, during a toast to celebrate the 40-year anniversary, we asked to visit
him at Makor and have a talk about their story. But
when we met Ceccuzzi at the Makor headquarters
in Sinalunga, he actually didn’t make a list of important dates, events, new machines, agency agreements and patents; instead, he told us about his
story, his personal point of view. We reviewed the
story Ceccuzzi has been going through and sharing with Scaperrotta, the hard times they both faced,
their dreams and their achievements, always together. “Look at these pictures” he said laughing, showing us a picture (the one you see on this page) of

himself and Scaperrotta together at the very beginning of their carrier in Makor. “Scaperrotta and I are
very young whereas this machine is old. Today, it’s
the other way round”. A perfect combination of
humanity and cheerful mood which are one of the
best things you find in Tuscany and its people.

“It all began, as usual, almost by chance. Chance
and will power, the determination to make our way
into the world”, continued Ceccuzzi. “In 1968, we
designed a brushing machine to paint frames. We
might say it was a modern car wash in miniature.
But the machine was particularly effective and, handling all kinds of profiles, could solve all problems.
After a while, we added a spraying machine and,
as soon as the American 3M introduced its special
abrasive wheels which could be shaped to obtain
the required profile, we started to manufacture our
first sanding machines. Scaperrotta and I were both
engineers, and we were good - let me tell you - at
understanding the requests of customers and building the equipment they needed. Had we had a

Mario Ceccuzzi,
the protagonist –
with Luigi Scaperrotta –
of the success story
of Makor Group.

Ceccuzzi and Scaperrotta with their first machine
manufactured in 1968.
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Foto 1: Profile line.
Foto 2: Vertical oven for profiles.
Foto 3: Panel test lab.

more “commercial” spirit, maybe we would have
become successful long before... but we wanted
to stick to our roots, not forgetting what we really
are, and this is still true today”.
Why did you decide to get into the frame and profile industry?
“Because Certaldo was the home town of Nencini &
Masini and Albor, the biggest frame manufacturers
back then. Not far away there was Del Tongo, which
designed a cabinet door system that could be assembled using modular profiles. So we started to work
for them as well. At that time, hardly anybody
designed machines for the wood industry. We were
actually the “most southern” manufacturers in the
area: there was nobody further south! As a matter of
fact, we looked up north, delivering our machines to
Emilia Romagna, Veneto, Lombardy... we grew and
acqcuired new experience. We applied for an international patent for a rotary loading/unloading system
that transferred processed frames onto a rack; this
solution really boosted productivity and helped us
make another major step forward. We were thinking
about export, too: in 1973, we presented some of our
solutions at Ligna in Hannover.
On the opening day, two inspectors came and, after
checking our machines, said that we had to make
few minor changes for the German market. It was just
small details to be compliant with German regulations, so we realized that we were ready to face the
challenge. We really learned our lesson at Ligna: we
realized we had to be careful, look around, understand markets, their rules and needs. We were
on the right way, and our concept of woodworking machinery was correct”.

You haven’t told us how you and Scaperrotta first
met...
“It was at school in 1959. We were at the same
technical school. Then, Luigi moved to Switzerland
to work, while I went to Poggibonsi. We were both
involved in turning and milling operations. In 1961,
Luigi moved back to Italy and found a job in Poggibonsi, and we happened to stay at the same
guest house. During the 1964/65 crisis, I moved
back to Montepulciano to be employed as Maintenance Manager in the biggest furniture industry
in Sinalunga. One year later, Luigi moved back to
Sinalunga, his birthplace, and found a job in the
same furniture industry where I worked, so we
found ourselves together for the third time. Chance
or twist of fate...who knows? We worked there for
3 years, collecting significant experience and excellent knowledge of machines for the processing of
panels and frames for furniture. Day by day, we
decided to set up a company of our own, so Makor
was founded in March 1968”.
Your company has always been focused on adhoc, special solutions...
“...that’s what we can do in Tuscany: in our region,
there are not so many industries with big numbers
and mass production. We are more creative than
“fast”, we prefer to invent... but still there
are a score of companies that have
been able to find their own space
between small enterprises and

Edge finishing
plant “Gemini”.
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Edge polishing plant
“Compact Lux”.

big groups that dominate
the industry. All these companies are focused on a “special”
product, on a level of customization
that only companies with certain principles and features can offer. 40 years ago,
if we hadn’t been experts able to meet customer needs and to build the machines our customers really needed - meeting even the most
demanding requests - I don’t think you would be here
today listening to our story. In this way, we also developed an effective marketing action. We have always
done everything, from design to assembly. Today
we have modern tools, remote diagnostics, machine
design and software, remote assistance... but nothing has changed in our “close to the customer”
approach which led to the creation of Makor”
You have gone a long way...
“Yes, indeed. For years we have been a worldwide
reference for profile finishing. Over time, we have
realized this was not enough and we had to focus on
the panel industry as well. As leaders in the profile
industry we could collaborate with many big names
in the panel finishing industry, where there are much
more opportunities. We have developed several
machines for these processes, but only in the past
few years, with a new organization our group, we have
created a real “division”. Today, the Makor Group is
active in three close but distinct sectors: “Quadrum”,
solutions for frames; “Profile” for profiles, and “Panel” for panel, cabinet door and solid wood worktop

finishing... This organization is
also the result of a new attitude that has set through in
our industry, when companies realized it was high time
to move from single machines to
plants. We could, we had to make a
step further, and we did. In many situations,
we had great satisfaction and, at the same time, we
realized - maybe before others - that we had to be
open to new ideas and concepts. Some 15 years ago
we collaborated to the design of a plant where panels were loaded, cut into strips, profiled, sanded,
painted and packaged. We were part of the “team”
(and our part was worth almost one million Euros”)
because our leadership had been acknowledged;
and that was a moment when we realized we could
offer even more...”.
Does the acquisition of Tecnolegno in Pesaro fit into
this strategy?
“We had to develop our activity in the panel industry, bring this part of our production to the same level of the others. As I said, we often collaborated
with other manufacturers. One of those was Tecnolegno; we collaborated more and more closely
with them, until we got a share in the company and
ultimately completed the takeover”.
This decision was consistent with a process that
turned your company into an “industry”.
“That’s true. We have renewed ourselves in different

THE EVOLUTION OF THE SPECIES... ”KRONOS 2008”
Makor Group (www.makor.it) presented
“Kronos”, the new oscillating spraying
machine. The new features of this model make it a particular effective solution
when both high production levels and
excellent quality are required. This
machine is the sixth generation of oscillating spraying machines and incorpo-

rates 40 years of Makor experience.
“The attractive design and the double
glazed door are not just elements of
design, but rather solutions resulting from
specific technological decisions to meet
the demands of high-productivity operations, also thanks to a larger volume (the
largest for this type of machine). In addi-

1968
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1970

tion, automatic pressurization control
ensures consistent performance independently of the filter saturation levels.
Dry filters are used in the standard model, but a version with a water curtain filter system and overspray scrubber is also
available, as well as a “skimmer unit” to
separate solid residues from water.
1980

areas, from product up to factories. It took time before
we decided to become an industry because we
were well aware that it was a decision with no return.
We expanded our sales activity, the number of engineers in our staff, we reorganized customer service
and design area to make them even more efficient,
we hired managers and external consultants. We also
started to get ready for the inevitable change of generation, defining the future guidelines and tasks that
will be assigned to Mauro Scaperrotta and my two
sons, Simone (currently in charge of Tecnolegno)
and Gesi. And I already have grandchildren who
make me think of the third generation!”.
Mr Ceccuzzi, during these 40 years, have you ever
made mistakes? What would you never do again?
“Honestly, I would do exactly what I’ve done. I have
no unsolved issues behind. No regrets. Things have
gone just like Luigi and I had imagined. We are excited to be the leaders of a successful company, with
some tens of employees... and grown-up children
around us. I wish I had spent more time with them
when they were young, but you have to make tough
decisions when you run a company. It’s their turn now:
we’ve been preparing for this moment for many years.
We have to find a meeting point, the softest way to
leave the control seat, reassuring them that we will
always be ready to help if they need”.
What hs changed in the industry in these four
decades?”
“Everything. It would take too long even to mention

The versatility in color change - quicker
thanks to the cleaning system with removable box and scraper - meets the requirements of a market that calls for more and
more “just-in-time” production. For this
purpose, the gun setup has become
quicker and easier, the vertical adjustment is motor-driven and the supporting

all changes. China is now at the top of the agenda,
but we as Makor believe that our mission is to produce high technology in Italy, export it worldwide
and provide the necessary technical support. By
the way, after the subsidiary in Atlanta (Usa, Canada and Mexico), Madrid (Spain and Portugal) and
Kuala Lumpur (Asia and Oceania), from January
2009 the new subsidiary in Shanghai will be operating directly on the Chinese market, which is very
important for us.
We have to produce quickly because, when customers invest, they don’t want to waste time since
they have to face an ever-changing market. Therefore, we have to answer as soon as we receive a
request. And it’s not easy.
Regarding technology and its use, everybody is looking for greater and greater ease of use. Technology must be easy to use, machines must be equipped
and setup in few seconds, they must be more and
more automatic and flexible. In the frames, the castings are the same, but we install more and more
innovative and effective aggregates and software,
which are the areas where this challenge can be
won. To be leaders we have to be the first to find
new solutions. And we don’t have to forget that
teamwork is important, because the ingenuity of a
businessman is not enough to keep up with market
evolution. But we all have good legs... I’m positive,
as long as we keep
on providing innovative solutions”.
by Luca Rossetti ■

plate of the guns can be rotated so that there are no guns or
pipes in the spraying area.
“Kronos” new control software
was developed to be intuitive
for the user and, at the same
time, easy to implement with
general line controls.
2008

2000

2005
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ALBERO E FOGLIA: THE CHALLENGE
OF A “BIOLOGIC PRODUCTION”
A challenge: working solid wood to create “biologic” furniture manufactured with no
need of hardware. But also showing how new materials processed with state-of-the-art
technology can become great opportunities for small joiner workshops as well...
Albero e foglia (www.alberoefoglia.com), a joinery
from Travagliato, in the province of Brescia, has
gathered about 100 years of history (see box on
page 51). Some distinctive features witness the
inevitability of faith, how much the members of a
family can be similar even though far away from
each other by several decades. The same spirit of
innovativeness of grandpa Giovanni can be clearly found in the three brothers who are currently run
the company.
With a strong flair for wood, the three brothers hold
the destiny of the family, having clear in mind that
times have changed and there are no more farm
carts to produce! They know they have to do something new, work differently, keeping up with times.
In their joinery – built in a brand new hall bought in
1999 – there are six employees producing everything, from shutters to furniture.
Picking out such peculiar name for their company
(Tree and Leaf comes from a collection of short stories by Tolkien, the famous writer of “The Lord of the
Rings”), the owners have clear in mind how to stand
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out from many joineries in the surrounding area.
They stand out first because they specialize in “biologic” furniture production, which means furniture
made of solid wood with no metal hardware, perfectly assembled with sophisticated joints. And of
course, natural products are used to paint this type
of furniture. “Certainly, this is a longer and more
expensive process compared to “traditional” building methods, but it let us enter this niche market,
work for demanding customers who want to have
a different relationship with their own house, with
a great attention for everything is natural,” so Claudio Pitossi “A relationship which often goes
through architects and interior designers for whom
we create particular and ad hoc furniture, all they
don’t want to do or cannot do.”
We are looking for new trends and new opportunities, even though we are well aware this is a niche
production but, at the same time, it represents a distinctive feature even in less “difficult and challenging” solutions, in which solid wood doors are mounted on particleboard structures, which can presum-

ALBERO E FOGLIA: THE ROOTS

ably attract more and more prospects. “One thing is
deciding to use natural water-based paints or certified woods exclusively, two conditions that apply to
our whole production. A different thing is producing
of furniture only with wooden joints: market demand
is not enough to make this our core business, even
for a small company as we are”, Pitossi says.
At Albero e Foglia, innovativeness and changes are
extremely important. So, talking about leading-edge
technologies, the company acquired a new working center besides traditional equipment; a center
recently replaced with one of the most innovative
systems by Morbidelli, a Scm Group company
(www.scmgroup.com).

“The new working center lets us create particular
solutions which, otherwise, would take too much
time if we had to use traditional equipment. For us,
instead, these operations have become so easy
that we are engaged as subcontractors by other
joineries. My grandpa used to plane boards for
those joiners who still hadn’t bought those machines
he considered essential!
If we had not chosen to be fully open to technolo-

The history of Albero e foglia (www.alberoefoglia.com), a joinery in
Travagliato, near Brescia, dates back to 1999. As it often happens in
Italian enterprising, at the roots there’s a long contact with the world of
wood which is almost centennial. It all began with the current owners’
grandfather, whose focus was the construction of farm carts, a traditional activity in the area of the Po plain.
Giovanni Pitossi knew what he was doing and what aims he wanted
to achieve. He was also aware that, if he wanted to make it through, he
had to work more and harder, and then he realized that machines and
technology could help him, to the extent that many workers used to go
to him asking to use his machines to plane sheets and do other operations which he could easily perform with its machines.
In the early 1970’s, one of his sons - Giuseppe - left the family company to set up a new one on his own, following into the footsteps of his
father. The company developed because tradition was handed down
from one generation to another, and Giovanni’s sons - Riccardo, Fabio
and Claudio supported him. So, in 1999, when Giuseppe retired, the
determination of his three sons resulted into the foundation of Albero e
foglia. Today, father Giuseppe still helps them when necessary.
gy, if we had stuck to traditional machines, we
wouldn’t have recorded the same results. High-performance machines are just as essential as ours,
when different products are to be produced. With
an adequately equipped working center we can
do everything we need, providing extremely high
quality products and opening up new ways.”
One of these new ways is called “solid surfaces”,
a name originally adopted for Corian®, a creation
by the giant DuPont.
“Working these materials has allowed us to expand
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“AUTHOR X5 EVOLUTION”, FIVE-AXIS WORKING CENTER WITH HIGH PERFORMANCE
“Evolution” is the latest further
enhanced version of “Author X5”. The
success of this working center has
spurred the Morbidelli management to
provide the market with a higher performance working center, offering a
quicker return on investment (ROI).
“Author X5” offers power, flexibility and
a full range of technical solutions. It also
delivers sturdiness, an efficient five-axis
unit and the possibility to be equipped

with different solutions for workpiece
clamping. Now, with the “Evolution”
series, versatility and productivity have
increased thanks to a useful area of the
worktable measuring up to 6,700 x
1,780 mm, so that every work is possible from office furniture to custom furniture. The drilling head has up to 36 independent spindles and the whole set of
drills is always available, so that different
pieces can be produced in shorter times.
A second routing unit, provided with its
own six-tool-magazine “Rapid”, was
added in order to change tools while the
main group is working. In this way cycle
times are reduced and productivity is
maximized.
The new tool-room takes the number of
available tools from 12 to 24. Both
routers can automatically pick up tools
from this magazine, optimizing tool
change and processing times.
The positioning of worktables and vacuum cups can be completely automated for a quicker and safer setup of the
working area.

the destination markets significantly, which used to
be limited to our region in the past. It’s a competence almost nobody has. Our kitchen tops, our
cabinet doors are today sold also in other districts
beyond Brescia. This is a great opportunity. And I
have to say a lot has changed in this process, too.
Our first “solid surface” dates back to some 15
years ago, when just very few people knew what
we were talking about.
But it was too early to consider it more than a test,
an experiment. We had seen it a trade fair and we
immediately realized it was an extremely interesting material with great potential. It was even more
expensive than today and we had to buy only small
batches that could not meet great demand.
For a few years, we rarely used these materials,
but five years ago we started a new partnership
with a reseller to buy as many sheets as we need-
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ed to produce worktops and other products for his
customers.
I have to say a new world has opened up, also
because demand has been growing significantly
and working “solid surfaces” has become a very
important part of our job and one of the main reasons why we changed our previous working center with a more innovative one.
“During our visit at a wood machine exhibition, we
could see the latest solutions by Morbidelli and we
realized we could make a big step forward if we
bought it,” remembers Claudio Pitossi. “We thought
about it a while, but in the end we decided to purchase the machine, since demand for Corian®
worktops was doubling year after year. Today
kitchen worktop production has become much easier and, although this is more and more important
item of our turnover, we can still use “Author” to

make anything you need in a kitchen, furniture or
windows. You only have to equip it in a slightly different way and there you go!”.
At Albero e foglia, the sheets are processed on the
Morbidelli center. They are cut to the requested
dimensions, drilled and milled.
“We also have an oven with an internal temperature
of 180° to soften the sheets and shape them
according to architects or customer specifications.
“Solid surfaces” parts are glued to each other,
applied on wood substrates to obtain “coated”
tables of any thickness, which are also easier to
mount onto the base elements of the kitchen.”
The most important stage is finishing, which is strictly carried out manually. “These materials are great
because of their extreme resistance and perfect
suitability,” Pitossi explains. “If we glue, thermoform
or assemble them to pre-molded parts, everything
can be done in terms of shape and size. What
makes the difference is handicraft skills, the polishing of joints, finishing them to be almost invisible. Everything seems to be a single block rather
than a number of pieces with few millimeter thickness, assembled and mounted together on a wooden substrate.
About dimensions, we have bought a center with
a wider working area, letting us work up to 4400
mm pieces or, in pendulum operation, up to 2200,
with a further increase of flexibility and productivity. In this type of application, the real benefit of a

working center is its accuracy. Since the operation consists of sheets being cut and glued together, it’s clear that the more precise the cut, the better the assembling of the different parts; with almost
invisible joints, all to the benefit of the beauty of the
final result.
A successful decision was providing our center –
besides the drilling head – with a 5 axis unit which
virtually removes all restrictions.
We have also realized that today these big
machines are extremely easier to use. Often in companies like ours, you fear that a person who can
use it could become a bottleneck. I can say that’s
just partially true, because with the new software
you can install, it really takes short time before other workers can operate the center, at least for routine activities. (l.r.) ■
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RUNNING FAST
IN WOOD DRYING
Probably, Garbellotto in Conegliano is best known for the production
of big wine casks made from naturally seasoned wood. But wood machining
and sales have always been parallel activities completing the offer with synergy.
Between handicraft know-how and innovation there is drying: vacuum drying
to gain precious time throughout the production cycle.
The manufacturing tradition is old and it has always
stayed the same, but the innovation and the will to
boost the company growth leverage state-of-theart woodworking technologies: starting from drying, which plays a vital role in the reduction of times
and in the optimization of rhythms in an extremely
delicate machining process. This is the starting
point which led us to visit Garbellotto G&P Botti e
Legnami, a company located in Conegliano, near
Treviso with roots dating back to 1775.
The company has over 200 years of history and that
is why it has been included in the prestigious and
exclusive association called “Les Hénokiens”, dedicated to few production organizations all over the
world where the members of the family starting the
business still control most of the capital or votes.
The story of Garbellotto coincides with the story of
the family for eight generations: founded by
Giuseppe Garbellotto, wood craftsman, in the 18th
century, the company is now managed by three
brothers belonging to the last – up until now – generation, that is Pieremilio (responsible for the tech-

nical area), Piero (managing the cask department)
and Piergregorio (operating on different industries);
all of them following into the footsteps of their father
Piero, 85 years old, who represents a basic reference point.
Garbellotto is renowned for the production of casks,
tuns and barriques with an extremely rich catalog
(from 7 to 750 liters). But the real company vocation are big casks, from 10 hectoliters on, to have
an idea. These round and oval casks are developed with the expertise of people who know wood

The “core” of the sawing equipment by Artiglio at Garbellotto.
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THE PRODUCTION OF CASKS
Most of the deserved reputation of Garbellotto, as written in this article, comes
from their centennial tradition in cask production. After wood has been cut and
naturally seasoned, the staves − or better the "boards" of different shapes and
dimensions that will be used to make
staves − are transferred to the second
area of the warehouse, where they will
be stored before being assigned to an
order within a time period that can be as
long as one year. This product substantially influences the final taste of the wine;
that is why there are some customers
that select their casks stave by stave.
The rest is up to the handicraft skills of
Garbellotto generations, supported by
Nc machines, specifically designed and
developed to meet the company’s
requirements. “It seems impossible –
says Piergregorio Garbellotto – but

there are no machines for cask production. The machines we use have been
designed and invented by ourselves and
they reproduce the manual operations
we have been executing for centuries”.
The quality control of each process element and the specific requirements of
the wine market represent the limits of
this activity. “Considered that it is not
possible to anticipate the trends of the
demand for the next three or five years
− said Garbellotto − as cask manufacturers we have to keep boards of different thickness and dimensions in our
warehouse". The wood pieces are selected and tested one by one. Then the
shape is drawn in order to create the
staves that will be used for the production of casks with specific shapes,
dimensions and capacity. The cask bottom is made separately and assembled,

from the forest where it originates and who know
wine can “push hard” against the walls and can be
magnified by the right wood. The casks are produced with manual hooping and they require both
handicraft and industrial skills.
On the other hand – as we said before – the company trades wood for joiners. The turnover – reaching about 15 million Euros – is equally distributed
between the two fields, but casks represent clearly the history of the company; almost fifty operators
out of seventy are directly involved in the cask
department. The trading activity is based on the
wood which, once selected, is considered “inadequate” for the production of casks: the industrial
synergy for the optimization of raw materials stems
from this approach.
The wood types used are oak, cherry, acacia,

and then they are put in specific steam
cells for bending.
The cask walls, instead, are bent using
fire, accurate moisture control and great
manual skills for assembling. Bending
has to meet specific requirements: the
staves are bent throughout their thickness, while the bottom parts are curved
in a double arch, according to the section of a sphere, in order to withstand
wine pressure. Hooping is carried out
using a manual process, blow after blow,
with zinc-coated iron hoops. Once the
casks are assembled, the inner part is
planed in order to provide a smooth and
easy-to-clean surface, while the outer surfaces are customized and finished with
breathable protective paint; the red stripe
on the top of the casks protects the wood
exactly in the critical area where the wood
fibers are interrupted and exposed.

chestnut, ash and other minor species. They are
purchased directly from French, Slavonian and
Balkan forests and then selected once the wood
is delivered at the facility. In the company warehouse there are 14,000 cubic meters of wood of
all types, mainly European and North American
sawnwood, oak and chestnut first of all (the most
requested species and the most suitable types for
the production of casks) but also Burma teak.
Logs and sawn wood (Garbellotto processes 30
percent of wood in its facility) come from almost all
European countries and they are divided according to their lengths. If the wood is used for cask
production, the logs are "cut into quarters" in order
to obtain mirrored, semi-mirrored and fine-grain
sawn staves. Then the best material faces the most
delicate stage, natural seasoning, which provides

Above: some stages
of cask production.
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DRYING: THE “VACUUM” BENEFITS
The cell provided by Wde Maspell
(www.wde-maspell.it) in Terni is 15.3
meters long, 3.65 meters wide and 3.25
meters high, for a total weight reaching
37 tons. Wood handling operations are
carried out by four carriages which run
along two rails inside the cell and two
rails outside. The loading capacity is
eight stacks measuring 1.2x1.2x6 meters, for an overall net load capacity of
50 cubic meters. An installed power of
33.4 kW activates the ventilation system
with four motors, a vacuum pump, a hot
water pump, the control unit with related accessories and the condenser; separately, a boiler provides heated steam
which delivers the thermal energy
required for wood drying.
Wde Maspell in Terni has over forty years
of experience in the production of vacuum drying systems. It was the first company to apply and patent the use of
these systems in woodworking applica-

tions, offering two types: vacuum dryers and vacuum press dryers. The main
advantages of this technology include:
drying time from five to 20 times shorter
than traditional dryers; high drying quality thanks to homogeneous final moisture in wood and straightening of warped
boards (in press models); production
flexibility, as small-sized cells allow
homogeneous loads of wood in terms of
wood species, initial moisture, thickness;
versatility, because vacuum dryers can
be used as production machines but
also as complementary machines to traditional dryers; reliability ensured by the
selection of the best components and
the Aisi 304 stainless steel cells.
Operation is quite simple thanks to the
study of automatic control systems that
do not require the intervention of any
skilled worker. Installation and startup
require just few hours, you only need to
provide power, thermal and water connections. The plant can be transport-

wood with the proper physical and chemical stability. Outdoor natural seasoning eliminates the colloidal properties of polyphenols and polysaccharides, causing them to dissolve. In this way they
become more pleasant and they can be absorbed
by wine, lending it their typical flavor.
A 60,340 square meter deposit is available for this
kind of processing, where wood has to be dried for
at least eight months up to one cm thickness.
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ed easily in case of changes in the facility layout.
The dryers feature an automatic control
system with “Mcp2000” microprocessor
with 40 stored drying programs (10 of
which can be customized by the final
user), temperature, moisture and pressure control for completely automated
process control. Another significant benefit provided by vacuum system consists
in the fact that vacuum dryers − working continuously in a vacuum environment − do not need any air change. On
the contrary, with traditional dryers, the
hot and humid air contained in the cell
has to be periodically replaced with dry
and cold air taken from the outside. Then
the “new” air has to be warmed, increasing thermal energy consumption. Finally, thanks to their high speed − much
higher than traditional dryers − vacuum
systems can minimize the use of fans,
generating a further reduction of power
consumption.

INDUSTRIAL DRYING
Fortunately, cask wood drying requires a process
which would be uselessly long for other kinds of
applications. That is why the company has established a partnership with Wde Maspell in Terni, from
which it bought the innovative vacuum system drying plant. The goal is to minimize wood drying cycle
times, limiting the amount of time spent by the wood
inside the dryer in order to react tactively and prompt-

ly on market requirements with perfectly dried products. There are about ten dryers operating in the Garbellotto facility for an overall capacity of 1,200 cubic
meters, but the “productivity” of the new plant seems
to reach the output of four of these huge “cabins”...

“I must say at the beginning we had some doubts”,
says Piergregorio Garbellotto. “We were used to
leveraging common systems and we did not think
it was possible to reach such results. We were
amazed and satisfied with the results achieved with
the new solution and I must say that, when we have
to enhance our drying capacity further, we will chose
a vacuum system for sure. It is obvious that we are
talking about different technologies and investments,
but for us it was vital to reduce drying time. Cask
production has strict requirements in terms of
process criteria and times − which have to range
from three to five years − and for these reasons we
have to use a relevant part of our stocks, without
forgetting the immobilization of resources. We were
looking for solutions to help us save time and
achieve faster turnaround for the wood to be sold”.
Time saving in the key stage of drying allows to
reduce the overall impact of the whole process and
to optimize productivity, especially as to stock management.
“In general terms – continues Piergregorio Garbellotto – the boards enter the vacuum drying plant
with 30-35 percent humidity and, after one week,
they are ready to be used, as 2.5 percent water
evaporates every day”.
Mr. Garbellotto, is this an effective method for every
wood species?
“Generally, yes. We have carried out some tests

and the results are encouraging.
Optimal results have been
obtained with Canaletto Walnut,
one of the most difficult wood
species to dry, as it requires very
long drying cycles and it is a
“saline” wood, if your readers
accept this definition... The result
was excellent: boards with a
homogenous residual humidity
and without any defects”.
Another question: a log yard with
large supplies, a deep-rooted
know-how in woodworking, an
established reputation in the wine
industry, a family bound to this activity for centuries...
We guess you may even take new roads in the
future, sooner or later....
“Let me say that everything we do, the “added value” we have been associating to our sales activities and to cask production, are extremely demanding tasks. Our time and our resources are almost
completely absorbed. And I also want to say that
we still have many things to learn, although we are
one of the oldest new entrepreneurs in the wood
industry. When you are dealing with this special raw
material, you have to keep learning on and on....
But this does not mean that we are not thinking
about plans in other industries. Considering that
our heart beats for hardwood, industries like constructions and structures would not be an ideal marketplace to operate".
by Luca Rossetti ■
in collaboration with Olivia Rabbi
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NEW STRONG BRAND IMAGE
FOR BIESSE GROUP
Xylexpo NEW marked the beginning of a new commitment of the Pesaro-based
Group to communication, with a new advertising campaign which has
undoubtedly broken many habits of our industry.
Let’s confess it: the advertising campaigns of companies involved in the production of woodworking
technologies, there are some stylistic features that
seem inevitable. If we consider that “business to business” advertising keeps holding on tight to pages
and posters with very straightforward messages
(where you basically show the product you want to
sell), Biesse Group has really set a new standard
with its campaign focused on man/machine fusion,
on androids (or “integrated technology” creatures)
showing how wood can be processed today.

“We want to stand out in every thing we do and we
will do, from advertising to events and shows we
organize or participate in”, says Lara Maggiore,
brand and communication manager. After she joined
Biesse at the beginning of this year, her first challenge was to focus on a new brand image, showing
many changes in every aspect of the business life.
“A strong, representative brand - she adds - moving away from basic sales communication, opting
for a concept that conveys emotion and, therefore,
is easy to keep in mind. Everything has to be based
on clear concepts: human element, production
processes, high technology, strength, precision,
passion, and future”.
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The first ads we
have seen made
us think of machines that are easier
to use, to such an
extent that they will be
considered as real
“extensions” of the human being. “Our androids have human faces; they are a humanization of machines where
the head is the software, i.e. the element that controls and defines the whole process”, explains Lara
Maggiore. “Technology becomes a part of the body,
an element which expands the capabilities. This is
the message we want to give: working will be easier because operators can control technology
through dedicated software, handling each workpiece as if it were a single element. We won’t have
to choose between the repeatability of machines
and the handicraft skills of man: today each piece
can be customized, become unique, carry the
“footprint” of its manufacturer and the innovative
technologies used for its production.
Ultimately, this is our message: an age has finished
and a new one is opening, where machines can

transfer the creativity,
strength, skills and
intelligence of man into
unique products”.
A strong campaign which
has undoubtedly requested
an important production...
“...and complex as well: we
started off from a model casting to find the protagonists who
could reflect the global vocation

of our group. After this first shooting, we brought
some aggregates (the most representative ones)
of our machines to the studio. The third step was
to combine technology and selected models to
bring our androids to life. Finally, we added the typical features of each process. It was hard work, an
important investment in line with the approach to
stand out from our competitors, while creating a
revolutionary brand image.
We really feel we are well represented by these pictures that tell about the big change Biesse has
been going through in the past few years.: from the
Stock Exchange listing to the decision of becoming a lean company, from the development of
strongly innovative technologies to the revision of
internal processes, from the investment ion a man-

BIESSE OPENS UP THE DOORS TO UNIVERSITY
Last 29 July, Biesse President Roberto Selci and Luca Ceriscioli, mayor of Pesaro, presented the project “University in the companies, companies in the lecture room”, created by Pesaro Studi Association, the
Polytechnic University of the Marche Region, and Biesse foundation.
Training is a topic the company devotes great attention to, also through
the creation of the Biesse Corporate School and Biesse Foundation.
In tangible terms, it’s a long-term project that brings together university
and company to create a “virtuous” exchange. The first step involved the
“Production engineering course” with two key moments: the first, “Company goes to University”, with students meeting Biesse managers introducing their company, organization decisions, the role of young resources
and contact access. The second step is “University is invited in the company”, where students can see how lean organization concepts are
applied, visit the Biesse facilities, as well as the new “kaizen” production
lines. Biesse will also make its structure and professional skills available
to the most motivated students for their graduation papers on the subject
of production engineering, as well as for training and post-degree apprenticeships. These activities, in the plans of the actors involved in the project, will support the access of fresh graduates to the Pesaro-based giant.
ufacturing site in India to our commitment in the
Asian Market and in the Middle East , up to the
organization of dedicated structures for BiesseArtech, our program for handicraft and small-medium
enterprises”.
First of all, the new campaign involved the Wood
Division, but by the end of the year the subjects for
Glass & Stone and Mechatronic Division will also
be ready. This very innovative approach was the
result of the contribution of different actors. “We
selected partners that allowed us to bring together elements from different worlds, like fashion and
advertising”, says Lara Maggiore. “In this way we
could produce innovative concepts and achieve
what we had in mind”. (l.r.) ■
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GRUPPO TROMBINI AT ZOW PORDENONE
Gruppo Trombini (www.gruppotrombini.it) is one of the
most important players specialized in the production of
raw, melamine chipboard and
laminates, as well finish foils,
resins, edge banding for the
furniture industry. Its five sites
are located in Piemonte
(Annovati factories), Emilia
Romagna (Falco and Rafal
factories) and Marche (Raf

factory), with a total workforce
of 470 employees.
The Group has renewed its
own presence at Zow Pordenone (from 15 to 18 October
last), exhibition between the
most representative of International panorama about
components industry and
accessories for furniture division companies.
The Group, being always

careful to the new tendencies
of contemporary living, presented in its stand the new
“Autumn Collection 2008”,
rich of new proposals (see
pictures in this page).
New textures, new decors,
new colours: union of visual
and tactile pleasentness,
sensations of harmonious
wellness, modernity and professionality agreement.

These are the reasons that
pusher the Group to conciliate tradition with innovation,
quality, fantasy and technology, so that material can
become: elegant, sober, coloured leather; wood filling
space with pleasant warmth
and wellness; textiles inviting
to light and emotional touch;
new texture, tridimensional
and characterizing.
Attention to innovation allows
Gruppo Trombini to develop
new and continuous proposals of design, applicable to all
our products; an industrial
Group with a strong and rich
personality, that receives the
market trends and overlooks
with new spurs to satisfy
necessities and aesthetic
taste of furniture world. ■
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Compact with robust capabilities
Rover A FT is the compact machining centre designed for high
performances capable of meeting various levels of production
requirements.
It’s the ideal machine for those who require a ﬂexible and reliable
solution.
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SPECIALIZATION: KEY TO ENSURE
THE FUTURE OF A COMPANY
Piero Roman, founder and president of Gammalegno in Cecchini di Pasiano,
has no doubt. He has always believed in the principle of working and investing
in order to meet the expectations of customers.
And the first thirty years of history have proved him right...
Right: a detail showing
the high quality
of the machining
results provided
by Gammalegno.

Gammalegno (www.gammalegno.it) in Cecchini di
Pasiano, few kilometers from Pordenone, features a
story which may be common in this area of Italy, in
this part of Friuli which is very close to Veneto and
where there is a surprisingly high concentration of
companies operating in the wood and woodworking
industry. Piero Roman is not an exception to this rule
and he is included in the list of successful entrepreneurs operating in this market.
Today – with his children Daniele, Paolo and Giulia– he manages a companies in the subcontracting business. With a specific vocation: producing
elements of any types, provided that they are painted. Because painting and finishing is the real specialization of Piero Roman.

“I started off as many other people in this area”, he
says. “After school, I started working in the wood
industry. I was employed in a company producing
furniture components in Mansuè, where I stayed until
one of our suppliers decided that it was time to move
into a bigger facility. On the contrary, I decided to start
a business on my own, renting the laboratory he was
quitting, not bigger than a stable.
It was 1978, thirty years ago. Things have gone fine:
the Livenza furniture district has become one of the
most important manufacturing areas in Italy and we
have been growing just like many other companies.
As soon as I had the opportunity, I came back to CecPiero Roman.

Right: the department
features four working centers
for drilling operations.
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chini, my home town, and here I erected the first two
buildings which – step by step − were integrated with
other areas, other spaces”.
Today, Gammalegno features a six thousand square
meter surface and employs 40 people, reaching
almost six million euro annual turnover. The reference
market is Italy, absorbing 65 percent of the production; Germany was the main destination market until
2002. The crisis striking this country has forced many
companies to look for new markets and Gammalegno
has focused its activity on custom solutions.

“We started to work as subcontractors, an experience which has provided us with a perfect understanding of each stage in the production of a furniture item. We have been working as suppliers for
many years and we have differentiated our offer and
solutions. We supply our parts and elements to some

“PWM3” AND “PWM5” TECHNOLOGY: THE NEW FRONTIER OF SANDING

Above: The “Epics” sectional pad.
Top left: “Topsand K”.
Left: Operating pattern of “Pwm3”
and “Pwm5” systems.

“Topsand K” installed at Gammalegno
is equipped with an innovative system
with three to five different automatic pressure values allowing to sand panel
edges in a delicate way, without rounding them. The device allows to adjust the
operating pressure, adapting it continuof the most important industrial groups of our country, such as Natuzzi and Calligaris to mention a few.
But we also produce finished furniture items for foreign companies that only manage sales and entrust
the production to other organizations, or companies
which are not equipped to produce specific product
families. Sometimes I wonder if we should have created a brand, selling our products to end consumers
directly, but these were simply thoughts... I have
always believed that if a company wants to have a
successful future, it has to make a choice, keep a
consistent approach and be always updated.
We are a manufacturing company and our task is to
create high quality products in the quantities indi-

ously to the different areas of the panel
- including the infeed and outfeed
edges. The reading resolution ranges
from 15 mm for “Pwm3” to 7.5 mm for
“Pwm5” - two versions of the same system ensuring the highest accuracy for
flawless finishing quality.

cated by the customers, ensuring the shortest delivery times thanks to advanced management systems
and massive investments in technologies. We let other companies think about design, product definition,
sales and marketing”.
Mr. Roman, you were saying that your company is
specializing in finishing...
“That’s right. Painting is our real vocation, both lacquering and veneer painting. To tell the truth, we started lacquering operations in most recent times due
to a higher demand. Some years ago we decided to
create a line for direct glossy lacquering which added
to the other two operating lines. In this UV spraying
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Left: a really gloss finishing.
Under: table flats ready to be painted

line we implemented the "Mos” drying system by Giardina, which we
are starting to use also for our first tests with waterbased paints.
We also have a polyester painting line that we have
recently enhanced integrating a big Dmc sanding
machine by Scm Group. And we have a third direct
glossy UV spraying line, a painting method we have
pioneered. In 1989 nobody was able to carry out
this kind of finishing processes. We made tests and
experiments in order to enhance and optimize this
procedure.
Well, painting is a value added process we strongly
believe in, because it enhances the quality of furniture and it is the first element appealing to the end
consumer. This has led us to build a consolidated
structure in order to be extremely competitive and
provide painted element and furniture items, as I were
saying. We believe that we have few competitors in
this segment, while in terms of raw materials the
choice is really wide. But let me say that we can do
everything the customer desires: we have partner
companies carrying out edge-squaring operations
on the pieces that we drill and finish in following
stages. We do not only have painting machines, but
also four Nc working centers that we use to complete
any kind of processing”:
So you are pure “suppliers”, which means that you
are ready to meet all customer requirements.
“We have been specializing in this area, because only
if you are a specialist you can effectively compete
in the market and have the opportunity to improve in
the best possible way, enhancing your know-how.
Our organization has been working with a certified
quality system since 1997. Every order is tracked
through a last-generation management system, with
terminals and barcode readers in every workstation,
allowing us not only to record times and status of the
different process stages, but also to check everyday
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if the process and the choices made by the company are the most effective and profitable, or if there
are specific aspects to be improved. We have been
always focusing on three points: organization, technology and service”.
Also because today everybody is working on the
edge...
“If you have industrial customers, it means that you
need to provide solutions for companies looking for
efficiency – that is solutions and products that perfectly meet their requirements and that perfectly fit
into production dynamics and flows – and cost-effectiveness, that is the price. Nothing new, as you can
see”, says Piero Roman without hesitating.
“The price variable is always a factor. The customer
accepts a product only if he considers the price as
"correct". We have to operate in order to balance
the profit margin through organization and technology. By investing in plants and advanced technology solutions, we can increase productivity, ensuring the high quality we have been always providing
to our partners, in shorter times. The common feature to all these elements is flexibility, without which
it is impossible to operate in the market. Take this
example: the demand for glossy lacquering has skyrocketed in the past 18 months. We had to adapt to
this trend and develop a third robotic spraying line
in order to meet growing demand coming from all
our customers. But we needed to do it in the shortest time possible, and that was why we set aside
the idea of new equipment and introduced a group
of already tested and consolidated elements. At the
end of November 2007 we took the final decision;
one month later the engineers were already assembling parts and during the half of February we were
painting the first panel. That is the meaning of flexibility and ability to meet customer requirements

according to Gammalegno. But I would like to add
another basic aspect for the success of a company,
that is the concept of "team". It is the team that wins.
One single person – no matter his skills or abilities –
cannot achieve these results”.
Mr. Roman, you often mention technology and innovation...
“We have always been investing in machines and
equipment. The fact that we were the first to spray Uv
paints proves the importance we attach to experimentation and innovation. Direct glossy Uv sprayed
paint – which is our typical solution – is the result of
constant testing activities and investments. Take
another example: we wanted to increase the productivity and the finishing quality of one of our lines.
Well, since sanding represents a vital aspect of our
process, we decided to install a big sanding machine
by Dmc, that is “Topsand K”, at the beginning of the
line. An “important” solution that was mainly necessary to ensure the best natural impact of wood finishes; these painting operations have to be carried
out with a limited amount of paint. There is no other
way to provide softness and the right “touch” to an
open pore coat. In order to ensure an optimal result,
the wood pore has to be perfectly “cut”. With the
three-belt sanding machine (one cross and two longitudinal belts) we used before, we could not reach
these results. That is the reason why we decided to
invest in a more powerful machine, ensuring definitely
higher performance. We carried out tests and visited potential suppliers, but in the end we chose “Topsand K” with six units: transversal, roller, edge sanding, pad, super-finishing pad and another transversal to process panels with cross veneering.
Now we obtain a perfect surface, suitable for the
subsequent painting stages. I am amazed at the
quality level we have achieve. We have found a
sanding machine with an adequate structure but,
above all, with some technical features that make
it particularly effective.

The electronic control of pad pressure, for instance,
is a very important feature when you need to obtain
a very homogeneous surface, without excessive differences between the borders and the center of the
panel. Close to the panel edges, even if you work
with sectional pads, you normally remove too much
or too little material according to the position of the
panels related to the pads. Dmc has developed a
system allowing pads to carry out a homogenous
sanding operation all along the perimeter, as well as
in the center of the panel, through different pressure
steps. All for the benefit of painting. When you work
with glossy paints, the paint which remains on the
piece can “hide” small flaws, but with open pore and
low weight paints – that are supposed to enhance
the beauty of natural wood texture – the highest quality during the setup stage is vital. When I say that it
is necessary to specialize in specific segments in
order to solve any kind of problem and that technology is essential, I am referring to these types of experience and situations. I still remember all the things
we had to invent many years ago: I had just started
my own business and one of the first orders I
received included the production of wood frames
and elements for the German company Poggenpohl. They needed a light finishing that would not
"cover" wood. We decided to carry out a special
process, namely a hot-water bath with fish glue, so
that the “hairs” of wood could be completely raised,
making sanding more effective and allowing us to
paint pieces with low residues. The result was excellent and the customer congratulated us on our job.
Today everything is much easier, quicker and less
empirical thanks to technology".
But maybe, Mr. Roman, it’s also less funny. And you
have fewer stories to tell. But that’s life...
by Luca Rossetti ■

The sanding machine
“Topsand K” by Dmc.
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Once upon a time...
…there was the router. Or better, there was what joiners called a router, which could machine the most different pieces. It had a nice worktable where you could
lay semi-finished materials and, with a counter-template, the joiner could use the milling cutter – suspended above the table – to obtain any desired
shape. The milling cutter could be easily replaced in
order to get a suitable template. The worktable height
could be adjusted and the rotation speed could be
adapted to the dimensions of the tool by simply moving the belts on the pulleys. It may seem a bit complicated, but a skilled joiner was able to produce a few
different pieces every hour. If there were many identical pieces to machine, it was enough to build a well
defined template to clamp the raw material and –
thanks to an ingenious mechanism featuring guiding
rollers and, possibly, a drive pin projecting from the
worktable – the operations were automated. And if you
kept the template, you could repeat the same operation even after a long time. You just needed to put
away the template with all necessary information such
as the cutter/s to use, speed settings, adjustable
height, etc.
With this system – once you had set the machine –
you could produce dozens of pieces per hour and
repeat the operation later, if the adjustment was well
done, if the cutters were the same and if re-sharpening operations were accurate and if... and if... Even
after a long time, the finished pieces were reasonably
similar to the first sample.
Of course, having dozens of templates - some of
them also bulky - or even hundreds for subcontractors could be a problem, also because warehouses
used a “lifo” approach (last in first out, as defined in
most management manuals). The templates used
recently were normally the most accessible ones, but
if you needed older templates, you only had to move
some materials and that’s it. However, it was just like
shuffling cards and having to find immediately the
deuce of spades. Let me say, joiners were absolutely
good at working but they were not very good as to
tidiness and order... Not to mention technical sheets
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and logbooks. But they could remember every single
piece that was in their joinery, so, as long as the
master joiner was not ill – have you ever heard of a
joiner or a craftsman being ill? – everything went reasonably smooth.
The multi-head and multi-spindle drilling machine
is a wonderful big machine and a jewel of mechanical
engineering which can make hundreds of holes simultaneously - on the top, sides, back and front of a panel in any position (almost any, because there has to be
a minimum distance of 32 mm between some holes) in
few seconds. With 3600 seconds in an hour, with an
effective and reliable loading system, you could produce, say, 360 identical panels in one hour. Well, the
problem was the word identical because, if the good
old times of mass production did not come back, who

would need hundreds of identical panels? However,
with the same machine you could also produce different kinds of panels, you just needed to position the
heads properly, remove the drilling bits and replace
them with the required tools. This had to be done
manually and following the drawing of the piece, but
at least the drills had a quick clamping system and
the heads were provided with position indicators. You
just had to be careful and the preparation still required
dozens of minutes, and maybe you had to produce
only a few dozens of panels with that drilling pattern.
There was a solution: provided it was possible to plan
production over reasonably long times – at least in
terms of months – so as to have consistent batches,
and considerable room was available for panels waiting to be re-processed, everything could work and the

machines were used at their best. But the same was
not true for the costs due to the keep semi-finished
materials waiting in stock, the occupation of spaces
and the staff that had to handle materials. And finally,
the commercial offer was very rigid.
A production line featuring a nice combination of
machines in sequence: molding machine, tenoners,
profiling and external profiling machines for doors and
windows, squaring-edgebanding and drilling
machines for panels.
High productivity, flexible and huge lines. Yes, but how
much flexible? What If I wanted to produce one window? And if I wanted to make one cabinet? And if I
wanted to make one kitchen?
Sorry, I was taken away by reminiscence, but excluding the router – which has almost faded away (I think
that there is just one manufacturer, but for whom and
for where?), the other machines (I mentioned just a
few examples, but there were many more) are produced still today. However, they are no longer the
stars of exhibitions and marketplaces, where working
centers are dominating.
This applies not only to any piece of solid wood for
furniture, chairs, doors and windows, construction elements and panels with any cutting, profiling, drilling
pattern and maybe edgebanding and hardware inserting, but also – starting from a large panel and using
the nesting technique – to all the elements of a piece
of furniture made in one single cycle.
The templates, counter-templates and dusty warehouses of semi-finished products have been cast into oblivion: in the data storage devices of working centers –
maybe remote – there are all machining programs that
can be retrieved in any moment to produce a specific
piece exactly as you need it and when you need it.
Just more than twenty years have passed since the
introduction of electronics in our industry, with the first
Nc milling machines and point-to-point machines, but
fewer years will pass before we can say again once
upon a time ... and make a much longer list.
by Attilio Griner ■
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ALBERTI VITTORIO

WORKING PROCESS

THE “POLAREVOLUTION/CN”

HIGH TECHNOLOGY APPLIED

“PolaRevolution/Cn” is a working
centre of new concept by Alberti
Vittorio (www.valberti.com) which
is able to be free positioned in the
working space. It executes the simplest and the most complex working operations, either vertical as
well as horizontal, with interpolation
movements on up to five axes. The
system with two moving (Y-W) independently controlled tables is a
particular feature distinguishing
this product and this may be
equipped with three different configurations. For the movement of
axes X-Y-W-Z-C-B brushless moto-

Working Process (www.workingprocess.com) when back in 1999
the company was instituted, they
opted for a corporate name that
would reflect what we believed and
still believe to be the fundamental
element of success for a company
that manufactures frames: choos-

rs are used, with kinematics granting a high reliability and precision in
the time. The main working unit is
an electrospindle powered up to 11
Kw, with water cooling system. This
multi-version unit is controlled in
rotation from 0° to 360° (C axes)
and inclination from 0° to +90° and
-102° (B axes). It is available a toolholder magazine up to 20 positions. The picking up and the
deposit of the tools takes place in
an automatic way by using a
“R.T.T. shuttle. There are two drilling groups having each nine vertical spindles and two horizontal
drilling heads. Alberti has been
recognized as the owner of paternity of the “point-to-point technology” in the wood-working field. ■

ing the best working process. The
company first revolutionized the
method of manufacturing frames by
introducing the 4P™ concept,
namely: “Pre-finished”, “Pre-milled”,
“Pre-sized”, “Prepared”. The constant research and development of
the product, the strong assertion of
the concept of specialization within
specialization, the application of the
highest technology, the high qualification levels of their technicians,
have all contributed to the achievement of a range of machines that
meet the requirements of customers.
As a matter of fact, the daily production rate can range from a minimum
of seven to a maximum of 100 windows. The synthesis of the efforts so
far is represented by “Logos Sch
2008” (see picture), a machine that,
thanks to the use of highly advanced
technology, provides exceptional
performance, matchless flexibility,
accuracy and a production rate, in
the eight-hour day, of 40 finished
windows, 480 elements, offering an
absolutely attractive investment-production ratio. Ten units have already
been sold: two in Germany, two in
France and six in Italy. ■
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BACCI PAOLINO

WINTEC

UNITEAM

“MASTER” AND “EVOLUTION”

EASE OF USE

SOLUTIONS FOR EVERYTHING

Company Bacci (www.bacci.com)
present two models of their production range: “Master” is a six
axis interpolated machining centre
characterized by a monolithic
structure with high rigidity and precision due to the overdimensioning
of its elements. The big flexibility of
this machine consists on customization of the strokes of all linear axes, thus increasing the
capacity of operating fields.
“Master” is not only suitable for the
production of elements of chairs,
beds, shells, stairs and musical
instruments, but also for furnitures,
plastic, pattern makers, boats
components. “Evolution” is a double machining center equipped
with two independent operating
units with 5+5 interpolated axes;
this machine is able to: work on
four independent stations; work

“Evolution”.

with both two operating units on
the same station at the same time;
work with the two operating units
on two different working stations
at the same time; loading and
unloading on the two stations in
rest while the machine is working
on the other two. The high dynamics of machining centre “Evolution”,
brings to production levels in average three time higher than those of
conventional solutions, with only
one operator involved. ■
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Model “CNC Pro”.

The key feature of Wintec (www.
wintec.net) Cnc machines is ease
of use. The three axis are controlled by stepping motors that
move the 3-phase spindle in a
large working area. It is adjusted in
rpm directly by the control.
The compact dimensions, the 230V
single phase power supply and the
low power used, contribute to an
overall package that works well in
any environment.
The system of linear and circular
interpolation guarantees a synchronized movement of the axis. At
the speed of three meters per
minute the axis move to have a correct cutting and incision operation.
Where it is necessary, the “fast
type machine” can move at 15
meters/minute.
The machines are constructed
from specially designed aluminium
extrusion. The totally adjusted bed
of the machine allows for many different method of holding the work
piece to be employed. The legsstand and enclosure are constructed from heavy gauge steel, with
the viewing panels being made
from impact resistant plastic.
The machines are designed specifically to meet the demands of the
small to medium volume production unit. It is capable of machining
a wide variety of materials. ■

Uniteam spa (www.uniteam.cc),
the Italian company in Thiene, the
province of Vicenza, is a dynamic
industrial reality which is able to
meet any customers’ requirement
in projecting and production of
multiaxes numerically controlled
machining centres for wood processing and its derivatives. The
product range is divided into various models devoted to small,

“Universal”, 5 axis Nc working centre.

medium and big industries for processing of any kind of straight or
curve pieces; as furniture, shutters,
windows, stairs, chairs, tables,
wooden structures in building…
and complex elements in furniture
industry. For doors and windows
industry Uniteam offers high technology solutions which can perform any kind of processing and
finishing with utmost precision on
doors, rectangular windows, arches, balconies, portholes etcetera…
The ten years of technology experience in a field of robotics has
allowed Uniteam to develop the
patented five axes working centres
for processing on solid and lamellar beams in building, sports and
civil industry, for construction of
roofs and roofing in general as well
as on panels for prefabricated
houses. ■

VITAP

BRE.MA.

BIESSE

“THUNDER” SERIES

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS

RESEARCH AND INNOVATION

Vitap costruzioni meccaniche spa
(www.vitap.it) produces the new
numerically controlled machines
series “Thunder”. These machines
are the right solution to work panels
with horizontal holes and doors
and windows frame.
“Thunder1300” is a Nc drilling and
glue/dowel inserting machine,
while “ThunderDoor” is a Nc
drilling-routing and glue/dowel
inserting machine, for dowels with
maximum dimensions diameter
14x120 millimetres. “Thunder1300”
has two horizontal boring unit with
one spindle each and one horizontal injector for glue and dowels.
The vertical boring unit (optional) is
working from the bottom, to have a
good removal of the shaving and a
better precision of the drilling
“ThunderDoor” is a machine to
work doors frame jointed by glue
and wooden dowels. The operating

Bre.Ma. (www.brema.it), specialized in the production of Nc boring,
milling and hardware inserting
machines, offers customized solutions able to satisfy requests and
more complex processing mix.

The steady research for innovation
and improvement has made the
Biesse brand name (www.biesse.it) a guarantee of quality and
reliability. Biesse offers a wide
range of solutions for all types of

“Thunder1300”.

group consist in two horizontal unit,
one for drilling and one for drilling
and routing; one horizontal and tilting drilling unit for anube; one horizontal injector for glue and dowel;
and one vertical drilling unit to drill
the holes for the handle and the
lock of the doors. ■

“Vektor”.

“Rover A”.

“Krono“.

companies. “Rover A”, the entrylevel working centre, is precise and
reliable and has been designed for
the production of wooden furniture,
door elements and windows. The
machine is ideal for craftsmen,
small businesses and prototype
It is possible to offer different solutions with maximum productivity
and flexibility levels, assuring minimum overall dimensions, thanks to
the special features of Bre.Ma. system. These features are constituted
by the patented chain truck, the
processing principle with vertical
panel management, the revolver
unit, the in-real-time management
with “zero” set up for the sequential
execution of panels with different
dimensions. If the need of your
company is to process solid wood
panels, Bre.Ma. offers a complete
solution for this processing typology. “Krono” and “Vektor” machines (see pictures) are two machine typologies suitable to this
type of processing. Quality and
reliability mark Bre.Ma. in the sector of machining centres for furniture production. ■

“Rover C”.

departments of large companies
looking to increase their flexibility
and the quality of their products.
“Rover B” is used for the machining of both panels and solid wood,
while “Rover C” is used for heavy
processing operations, such as the
machining of thick wooden elements, that require the use of large
tools and aggregates. These
machines and further information
about woodworking machinery
offered by Biesse can be found on
the website www.biesse.it. ■
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WEINMANN
MULTIFUNCTION BRIDGES

Weinmann (www.weinmann-partner.de), a company of Homag
Group, offers timber house construction firms a whole range of production machines and tools which
can be individually configured and
assembled to create complete production plants. The “Wms” series is
a high-performance, flexible product
family which can be ordered by customers in a range of variants. Its
modular structure means that it can
be upgraded or converted as

Standard multifunction bridge for entry
into the world of timber house construction.

requirements change and grow. The
special equipment features of the
multifunction bridges include a 12slot tool changer, and a circular saw
with 190 mm cutting depth on a
“Flex5” unit. The low-cost basic
model of the series is the “Wms
100” with its two unit carriers.
Equipped with a milling unit and a
fastener, this model is the ideal entry
into the world of Cnc timber frame
house construction and is capable
of executing all the basic processing
operations – such as nailing panels
and milling window and door
recesses, electric sockets and connection points to wall and ceiling
elements. Equipped with two fasteners, the “Wms 110” is the specialist
in the series for fast stapling / nailing
of panel materials, while the “Wms
120”is the most flexible multifunction
bridge of the series. Other models of
this series: “Wms 150”, “Wms 160”
and “Wms 170”. ■

BUSELLATO

BALESTRINI

GREDA

THE FLEXIBLE “JET PLUS”

“CUBE” AND “IDEA”

TECHNOLOGY AND CREATIVITY

The “Jet Plus” working centers by
Busellato, Scm Group (www.busellato.it) have been designed to give
maximum flexibility for machining
panels and solid wood. The wide
range of working unit configurations,
equipped with a maximum 15 kW
electrospindle, allows all needs to
be satisfied, guaranteeing productivity, reliability and high finishing
quality. Several versions of the “Jet
Plus” are available with interpolating
5-axes head for special machinings.
The “Imc” panel supports allow the
work table configuration to be
changed according to the machinings required; this thanks to the

Balestrini (www.balestrini.com) has
developed a substantial number of
models and versions. In addition to
the research of new solutions for
chair components, it is also working
for other sectors, one of which is the
cabinet and internal doors industry.
The “Cube” double working center,
realized to carry out complex work-

Greda company (www.greda.it),
offers a variety of solutions that focus
in concentrating as many as possible working operations in one single
Cnc-machining centre. “Poker”, for
instance, is a 3-axis machining centre with 5 operating units and a twintable engineered to execute not only
end-working operations (s.a. tenons,
mortises, end-cutting), but shaping,
routing and sanding operations at
reduced working times and in total
safety, as well. Greda is also specialized in the production of high-technology 5-axis machining centres
such as “Argo”, equipped with
operating head complete with one

moveable supports that integrate
the vacuum and compressed air circuits. In this way it is possible to use
either vacuum cups or clamping
systems for narrow or thick parts.
The positioning system is managed
by numerical control which allows
the work table to be configured
quickly and automatically without
intervention by the operator.
Machining changeovers in door and
window frame production are managed automatically. A wide range of
tool changers allows the machine to
be equipped with a high number of
tools (up to 70) and large sized
aggregates. All Busellato’s working
centers are available with dedicated
software solutions either for doorwindow frames production, or for
cabinet design for home and office
furniture. ■

“Cube”.

manships on all the sides of a piece
of wood, in only one cycle, is a modern answer to the production of
stands and beams for cabinets and
stands and beams for doors. “Cube”
is able to work either in line or as an
autonomous machine, since it can
be furnished with various systems
for loading and unloading pieces.
Adjusting operations are really quick
thanks to the programmed automatic positioning of the working benches. The working cycle is carried out
in a reduced period of time thanks to
two operating units that cross one
another. Production programming
and optimization on “Cube” are efficiently supported by the “T-Cas”, a
piece of software which is shaped
for all of Balestrini’s working centers.
Also the “Idea” of a portal working
center has been used within the
door industry. Its efficiency for justin-time use is highlighted also by the
possibility to automatically detect
the thickness of the components to
be worked, and therefore adjust the
working program based on the
sequence of the operations to be
performed. ■

16 Hp electro spindle and a 12-position Nc-controlled tool-changer. The
same sturdy structure of “Argo” features “Sprinter”, a high-performance 5-axis machining centre with a
compact bi-rotative head complete
with four independent and powerful
motors, to guarantee high quality finishing at reduced time. For the panel processing, Greda offers “Sirio”:
a wide range of 3, 4 and 5 axes
machining centres, especially engineered for those customers who
require a flexible machine able to fulfil the request of a market featured
by volatile trends. ■
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TECNICA

BULLERI BREVETTI

STEMAS

THE NEW “HR 300.1”

A WIDE RANGE OF MODELS

WORKING CENTRE “01-CLF”

Tecnica snc (www.it-tecnica.com)
presents the new Cnc horizontal
working centre model “HR 300.1”.
Its distinguishing mark is high

Since 1968 Bulleri Brevetti, a
company of the Sicar Group
(www.bulleri.com), has been producing NC working centers.
The production includes a wide
range of machines, from basic and
standard models both for panels
and solid wood to machines for
production lines and special
machines developed according to
customer requirements.
The main application fields – apart
from the classical furniture industry
– can be found in specific market
segments such as the ship furniture industry, with five-axis machines – due to the complexity of
the pieces – models for molding
operations, also with five-axis machines, big machines for composite panels, motor homes, refrigerated lorries, machines for nesting
operations with specific loading/unloading units. Finally, the
company offer includes also
machining centers for doors, windows and window arches. ■

With over twenty-seven years of
experience developed in the
woodworking machine sector,
Stemas (www.stemas.it) has
achieved a main position among
the leader companies in this field.
The wide range of “custom”
machines built by Stemas counts
also many modular working centres like manual, semi-automatic
and automatic working centres for
door and window profiles. Stemas
working centres are suitable for

practicality: pieces are positioned
up against adjustable retractable
stops. Vacuum of depression suction cups – with rapid and adjustable positioning – keep pieces
clamped to the work area.
Tool change on electrospindle is
very rapid, with nine positions side
tool-room. The head units move
along the X-Y-Z- axes on high quality linear prismatic guides.
The boring group includes 15 independent boring spindles. Control
operations are directly managed
by pc, installed on the machine,
easy to use and very versatile. ■

“Twister 5XM”.
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applications such as cutting,
milling, anuba inserting-screwing
and routing. The best results can
be obtained fast and accurately
and with the maximum flexibility.
The semi-automatic working centre
model “01 Clf” (see picture), combines simple and versatile use with
a modular construction system.
These are the characteristics that
allow to execute applications such
as cut and bore on door profiles
and jambs with 45° and 90° joints,
milling for locks and strike plates. ■
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WEEKE

COLOMBO ANGELO

FRAMAR

“OPTIMAT BHX 500”

DOORS AND WINDOWS LINES

THE COMPACT “CENTERDOOR”

With over 200 processing centres
sold in 2007, the “Optimat Bhx 500”
is the number one best seller at
Weeke, Homag Group (www.weeke.de). Providing the assurance of
outstanding quality, it permits highspeed processing on five sides
simultaneously from above and
below, and is suitable for carcase
production from batch sizes as low
as one. The concept of the “Bhx
500” Optimats is based on the idea
of dividing the machine into three
technological areas: the loading

Company Colombo Angelo (www.
colomboangelo.com) has now
been on the market for three generations as a manufacturer of woodworking machinery. The technical
know-how of over 50 years has
enabled them to manufacture spe-

The compact work station for doors
and windows of company Framar
of Carpi (www.framarcarpi.com) is
particular for its dimensions (it’s not
big), the intuitive programming, the
rapidity of working executions, all
this united to an high precision.
“Centerdoor” is a small Nc four
axis workstation with circular interpolation for processing doors and
frames.It is used to cut slots for
locks, door strikes and hinges of
various shapes and sizes. The solid bed structure offers maximum
stability and precision during axis
moving: moving allowed from
screws without end to ball recirculation: easy, practical and convenient. The control system installed in
the independent control panel,
manages all its functions, both in
manual and automatic mode. The
driven programming by graphic
pages is to easy writing and allows
the memorizaton of a lot of pro-

“Optimat Bhx 500”.

area, processing area and unloading area. This concept allowed optimization of the machine sequence
both terms of both quality and time
savings. Simultaneous processing
of the workpiece from above, below
and the sides is a standard feature
of this model. In addition, two side
elements can be processed in parallel if required, with the two processing supports processing the two
side elements simultaneously. Series
“Venture” ranges from model
“Venture 05S” up to “Venture 6M”.
“Venture 4M” is a true all-rounder,
which can be deployed for the most
heavy-duty solid timber processing
operations. The highlight of the Cnc
processing centre is the new
“Flex5+” unit. ■
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cial precision machinery for window-frame manufacturing, which
are designed and built in their factory at San Giorgio su Legnano
(Milan). The angular frame systems
models "AM 22", "AM 33", "AM
33/AF","AM 50", "AM 60" are all
equipped with electronic control,
enable an easy use due to simple
but complete screen menus which
allow easy control of all machine
functions. The machine can be
programmed both for manufacturing entire lots of frames and for
manufacturing in a work sequence.
The bearing structures of the
machines have a considerable
thickness. They are strongly ribbed
so to allow the application of tenoning shafts and profiling shafts of
considerable length (up to 650 millimetres), where the different tools
necessary for machining the wooden frames can be mounted.
Manufacturing lines for door and
window frames have been realized by using different machines of
their range in order to automate
completely the manufacturing of all
types of frames for the different
jobs according to the customer’s
requirements. ■

grams. The moving parts of the
machine are protected by surrounding guards, while a clear
opening and interlocked safety
guard at the front allows to the
operator to view the process in
total safety. ■

CMS

COMEC GROUP

SMC

NESTING MACHINING CENTERS

SOLUTIONS FOR MANY FIELDS

HIGH TECHNOLOGY

Cms, a company located in Zogno,
near Bergamo (www.cms.it), produces Nc working centers for high
specialization processes: beams
for the construction industry, caravans, chairs and curved timber elements, doors, furniture items, rifle
stocks and carved pieces, nesting,
stairs, windows. In this review,
attention is mainly focused on Cms
solutions for nesting processes
and, in particular, on the “Avant”
model. The peculiar features for
this specific process are: large

Comec Group (www.comecgroup.it), produces special working
centres with three or more controlled axis for appliances on solid
wood and/or mdf, usually with a
straight and long shape. The great
capacity of personalization and the

Smc (www.smcmacchine.it) has
been focusing on the expansion of
its solution range by developing
working centers for the machining
of doors and windows with dowels:
high technology solutions which
can be customized according to
customer requirements.
These machines feature three to
eighteen Nc axes for milling and
butting operations, machining of
anuba hinge seats, dowel insertion
and gluing. They can be static or in
line, featuring also multifunction

working areas; the opportunity to
have carpet worktables, which do
not need any bleeder board and
allow to machine also small pieces
thanks to the tight grip of the carpet; automatic and integrated loading/unloading units and labeling or
laser marking systems, with downtime minimization; high cutting
speed and high productivity; panel
pack machining; easy integration
with production lines for machine
geometry. The maximum dimensions of the workpieces are
remarkable: up to 2,200 millimeters
in width and over 6,000 millimeters
in length. The machine can be
equipped with multiple and independent operating units providing
the opportunity to use drilling units
and blade units for piece sawing
operations. ■

extremely simple programming,
thanks to a dedicated software,
consent its employment in many
different sectors: beds and baby
beds, outdoor furniture, doors and
windows, furnishings, tables
etcetera. In this page we are presenting one model from their wideranging production program. “Md
Jamb” is a centre for cutting,
drilling/mortising and milling
equipped with three operating
heads and with five controlled axis.
The works on the extremities and in
the middle of the piece are carried
out simultaneously by the three
heads (multitasking), allowing a
remarkable saving of time in comparison to traditional working centres. Thanks to the three operating
heads and the Nc management
with parametric programming
assisted by visualization with 3D
macros, the “Md Jamb” is extremely productive and at the same time
flexible and fast in the model’s
change. Besides, there are many
specific types of equipment available for the operating heads, to
satisfy entirely the needs of the
customer. ■

worktables with electronic control.
The compact design of machines
combined with complete IT management ensures maximum versatility and productivity within limited
footprint. The picture on this page
shows the “SM F4 System doors”
model, a working center for
unassembled door elements which
carries out simultaneous machining of door uprights and crosspieces, milling, machining of anuba hinge seats, dowel drilling, gluing and automatic insertion. ■
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COSMEC

SAC SUERI

ESSETRE

NEWEST PRODUCTION

OVER 70 YEARS EXPERIENCE

WORKING CENTRE “FUSION”

Experience, structural strength and
rigidity, flexible utilization, reliability
and long operational life. These are
the main characteristics that
Cosmec (www.cosmecsrl.com)
offers with its Nc routers routers for
panel and solid wood processing,
both to customers looking for the
most advanced solutions and
those who approach the Nc technology for the first time. Among the
newest products Cosmec proposes: “Smart 30”, an open frame
machining centre with movable
bars and vacuum cups, which joins
high level characteristics and performances together to user-friendliness, thanks to a very innovative
graphic interface. “Conquest 515
5A” is a five axis machining centre
with bridge frame. This machine
was already present in their range,
but from now on it is available with
a Z axis=700 mm, allowing to considerably extend the five axis workings on machines of the same category. The above models complete
the wide range of 3-4-5 routers for
wood, but also for plastic and aluminium processing, among which
we would also like to highlight the
“Fox” and the “Conquest 715”,
both dedicated to nesting manufacturing. ■

The various working centers for doors and windows presented by SacSueri (www.sacsueri.com) have a
common goal: the modular integration of machines that are also very
different one from the other. “F.300”
working center represents a completely automated solution for the
definition of shapes and dimensions.
Meeting the requirements of evolving market trends, Sac-Sueri presents the new version of "F 300"

The new working centre “Fusion” by
Essetre (www.essetre.com), an
innovation to world-wide level, can
trim and edge-band the bars in the
meantime. Unlike the traditional system, the new working centre carries
out twice the production and occupies half of the space. “Fusion” saws
and edge-bands the bar by joining
together the well tested systems of
sawing and edge-banding in a new
group provided with blade, engraver
and two Nc controlled toupie-groups
to obtain a precise and finished cut.
“Fusion” is provided with the most
recent technologies for edge-banding with a gluing group for up to 80
mm high edges. There are poly-

“Conquest 515 5A”.
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working center: an extremely rational solution adapting to specific production needs with the opportunity
of quick and cost-effective updates;
a production solution which is easy
to use and integrates user-friendly
electronic devices. The equipment
is configured combining different
operating modules which can be
included from the beginning or integrated later on. This system ensures
the reduction of cycles and rework,
smaller footprint, the reduction or
elimination of intermediate deposits
and tooling times, the reduction of
manual handling operations and
number of errors, and the need for
skilled operators. The high capacity
of the tool magazine allows to carry
out the production of different types
of doors and windows without any
change, and the sophisticated
mechanical technology with shaft
positioning guides through “hydrostatic” system ensures high accuracy and excellent finishing results.
Handling/positioning of operating
units is carried out through brushless motors. ■

urethanic glue tanks and the relating
premelting devices available. To
obtain the best edge-banding of the
edge, Essetre installs a revolver
head with 4 trimmers provided with
copying devices. These Nc controlled copying devices follow precisely the bar’s profile and obtain the
best results on edges of each material (as for example melamine paper,
laminate, Abs, unicolor etc…)
“Fusion” proves to be a production
line which faces the future, very
modern with brand new and
advanced technologies. All this
allows the user to obtain from bars
furniture structures, tops, shelves,
furniture doors and tables with flexibility and versatility corresponding to
the new market’s production exigencies and requests. ■

PADE

SCM

ROUTECH

A WIDE RANGE

“RECORD 240 NT TVN TECNO”

“CHRONOS” 3D MACHINING

Pade (www.pade.it), has been specializing, since two generations, in
the production of complete line of
machinery for the processing of furniture components chairs, tables
sofa-frames, cabinets, as well as
sport articles and plastic items.

“Record 240 Nt Tvn Tecno” is the
most technologically advanced
Cnc machining centre of Scm
(www.scmgroup.com). It is present
on the market since few years but it
continues to be the reference model, in particular for all doors and
windows manufacturers worldwide.
The key features of “Record 240 Nt
Tvn Tecno” are: “Tecno” machining
unit, consisting of a three-axis routing unit and the “Prisma K” unit, it
expresses technology, productivity
and versatility. The independent Zaxes allow machining with alternate heads to reduce down times,
and with parallel heads. Rotating
waste conveyors with “Vector”

“Chronos” by Routech, Scm Group
(www.routech.it) is a high performance Cnc machining centre with five
interpolating axes, for highly complex 3D machining of wood, plastic,
fibreglass and composite materials.
“Chronos” has a closed portal
structure with a mobile crossbeam
and a considerable work piece
height capacity on large dimen-

“Spin”.

Pade’s production range consists of
Nc five axes machining centres to
mortise, bore, shape, contour, sand
models “Target”, “Compact”, “Concept”, “Clipper”, “Spin”, “Swing”,
“Vario”, “Omega”.
“Spin” and “Clipper” are very flexible line of 5 axes work centres “solid
bridge structure”. Featuring various
versions with customer’s oriented
solutions, from regular to large working areas, with two working tables,
one revolving cross-head with four
independent strong motors (four or
five spindles), optional automatic
tool changing. “Vario” and “Omega”
are Nc multifunction machining centres ideal for machining extremities
and complementary operations with
high productivity. Rotating worktable
double working area or two parallel
tables, one revolving head four or
five spindles. Left hand and right
hand pieces can be machined in the
same cycle. Two automatic feeding
devices with pre-loading station, no
idle times. Programmable positioning of clamps is integrated in working program. ■

rotating axis on the 3-axis unit, to
improve the dust exhaust; two 12positions automatic tool changer fitted on the vertical unit and the
“Prisma K” unit, in order to execute
tool changing during every machining type and with strong reduction
of down times. “Record 240 Nt Tvn
Tecno” can be equipped with
“EasySet” automatic worktable,
provided with a system for the “step
by step” automatic re-configuration
of the bars, suction cups and
pneumatic clamps. The experience and the expertise of Scm,
world leader in the woodworking
technology, has made possible to
develop a Cnc machining centre
highly flexible and productive, to
meet the requirements of artisan
and large companies. ■

sioned working areas, now available
up to 5100x2050 mm with Z=1100
mm. It is also very compact and
allows maximum accessibility.
Its dimensions means that significant volumes can be machined in a
relatively small space, making the
machine flexible and suitable for use
in an infinite number of sectors: furniture for ships, aircrafts and caravans, moulds, stairs, chairs etcetera.
The excellent features which helped
“Chronos” win over the market are:
the completely closed structure
with large sliding doors, making the
machine extremely safe, facilitates
visual inspection of machining by
the operator and prevents dust and
shavings from being dispersed; the
mobile worktables, make work
piece loading/unloading very easy,
since they are highly ergonomic
and allow the use of automatic loaders; the 12 kW electro-spindle,
completely designed and developed by Scm; the “Avio M” 5-axis
machining head, standardly included and “Prisma H”, 5-axis machining head. ■
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FRIULMAC

MASTERWOOD

FUTURA

THE SERIES “IDRAMAT”

THE NEW “PROJECT 500”

TWO MODELS FOR DOORS

Friulmac (www.friulmac.it) presents “Idramat”: double sided feed
trough workcenters, produced in
order to satisfy the various requirements of the market in the fields of
furniture, fixtures and interior
doors, with solutions that allow different configurations for several
lengthwise and crosswise process-

Always concentrated on meeting
requirements of window and door
producers, Masterwood (www.masterwood.com) has satisfied its customers again. In 1992, the first working center for arched windows was
presented on the market with the
arrival of the “Teknomat” range.
After the delivery of more than 400
working centers all around the
world, Masterwood has presentated
the “Project 500”, result of the
“Teknomat” range evolution. This
working center allows to realize all
the operations made normally on different traditional machines. On the
“Project 500”, all the components of
the window (standard or arched
one) can be positioned and worked
without repositioning the piece. The
“Masterwindow” software especially studied to generate all the programs of the single pieces simplifies
a lot the positioning of each piece on
the machine working table optimizing all operations for the complete
loading session. ■

ings. Some examples are: trimming, drilling, milling, Cnc routing,
dowel inserting, hardware driving
in, mortising etcetera
The “Idramat” machine consists of
a modular sturdy frame and it is
equipped with first quality mechanical and electronic components to
ensure finishing and precision of
working-processes without any
compromise, even in the most
demanding conditions of use.
The flexibility and productivity of
“Idramat”, represent the highest
expression of Friulmac constructive philosophy. ■

“Project 500”.

Detail of “Project 500”.
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“Tekna D500 Advance”.

Futura (www.futura-woodmac.com)
is a company of Cerasolo di
Coriano (Rimini province), specialized since more than 20 years is
specialized in the manufacture of
machines for second wood processing. Novelty of their production
is an automatic line for the working
for door and door frames.
The production is divided into two
different models: “Tekno D500
Advance” allows to carry out
millings for plates, hinges and locks
as well as holes for handles and
hardware fitting by means of the
anuba inserting unit (see picture).
“Tekno D500 Prime” specific for
milling hinges-knobs, plates and
locks as well as handle and key
slots. It is addressed to manufacturers of doors with the hingesknob system. ■
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INTOREX

MULTIAX

CML

THE MODEL “TMC-1500/3000”

MODELS “B” AND “E”

THE LATEST INNOVATION

Multiax International (www.multiax.com), well known among leading suppliers of Cnc routers for the
panel industry, particularly when
high production and automatization are the main issues, features
the classic ”B Series”, addressed
to kitchen doors manufacturers.
This model is equipped with
Multiax exclusive patented devices
“Parallel Quadrilateral Table“ and
the unique “Digital Floating
Systems”. The customised configurations of the innovative gantry “E
Series” allow high accuracy and
surface finish in 3-5 axis of flat or
curved components in solid wood,
as chairs components, marine furniture, art crafts, or rifle stocks. ■

“Helios” is a machining centre that
represents the latest innovation in
Cml (www.cmlgroup.biz) high flexibility machining for windows and
doors production. “Helios” is a
modular system: it allows the production of single elements for
doors and windows, made in wood
and/or wood/aluminum with any

Intorex (www.intorex.com) presented at Xylexpo 2008 their new
“Tmc-1500/3000” versatile Cnc
machining centre for solid wood
elements for furniture and joinery
production. This machine had
been introduced previously as novelty during the Ligna fair in
Hannover and followed this presentation with a full working demonstration in Fimma Valencia show.
This machine is suitable for flexible
manufacture of small batches
including: wooden structural and
decorative columns, staircase
posts and spindles, table, chair
and sofa legs, small solid wood
pieces with multiple machining
operation.
The new “Tmc-1500/3000” is a
multi axis machine with five interpolated axis and a further three
axis controlled by the Cnc to allow
turning, milling, sanding and
drilling of any type of leg or column, with the possibility to
machine different profile and
design into each face of the workpiece during the working cycle.
The “Tmc” is available with different versions of feeding and clamping which include twin alternating
vacuum tables or automatically
operated lathe centres. Automatic
hopper feed systems can be
added with unloading via a conveyor belt system. ■
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Model “B”.

Model “E”.

type of joint, with different working
cross sections (from the traditional
frame to the modern Klima House),
including undercuts and arched
windows.
“Helios” can utilize tenoning tools
up to 340 mm in diameter, stacked
on interchangeable spindles (up to
360 mm in height) with up to nine
positions in the magazine. Its boring/milling section is made of five
axis units (X,Y,Z,A,C), all Cnc controlled, with independent tools
magazines that have room up to 16
tools. In the profiling section the
spindles accept tooling up to 240
mm in diameter. An in-line automatic dowel inserter is also available
as an option. ■

I.S.A.

MORBIDELLI

HIRZT

THE MODEL "ISA BMH ES 22"

“AUTHOR X5 EVOLUTION”

“STANDING INNOVATION”

Research & development and innovation have been the mission of
Industrial System Automation
I.S.A. srl (www.isapc.it) since the
beginning in the year 1984. The new
machining cell “Isa Bmh ES 22”
represents a great example of this
capacity to generate solutions. It is a
unique system, which integrates all
the innovative technology available
on the market for the solid wood
joinery production.
A special patented clamping concept enables to carry out the
machining with one set up of the
work piece. The very rigid structures
permit to carry out heavy duty operations for the most sophisticated elements, with the greatest stability and

The work centre at five axes “Author
X5” stands out on the market thanks
to its particulars qualities as power,
flexibility and high technical solutions. Now, with “Author X5
Evolution”, Morbidelli (www.scmgroup.com) offers an innovative version with high versatility and productivity use. The area of the working
table can reach 6700x1780 mm, in
order to offer a suitable reply to each
working requirement from the office
furniture to customized design. The
boring head holds up to 36 independent spindles; the whole kit of
drilling bits is always available, in
order to produce different pieces in
lower time. An additional routing unit
has been installed, and it is
equipped with a six positions toolroom type “Rapid”, that allows to
change the tool while the main unit is
working, in this way it’s possible to
reduce cycle times and increase the
productivity. The brand new toolroom holds 24 (12 in the smaller
one) tools available. Both routing
units can take automatically the tools
from this tool-room, optimising the
tool change and working times.
The working table and vacuum
cups positioning can be fully automated in order to set-up quickly the
working area. With “Author X5
Evolution”, once again Morbidelli
confirms again the slickness of
replies to the continuous demands
and to the sudden development of
the market. ■

accuracy. “Isa Bmh ES 22” offers
the possibility to machine two
pieces at the same time, thus
increasing the output from the system; while on carriage 1 millings and
drillings are made on the first piece,
on carriage 2 the system can profile
the second one.
The system can machine pieces up
to 6000 mm long and operations are
carried out on all 6 sides of the component. The productivity can reach
in this way up to 300 finished elements per day, corresponding to 2530 windows a day. ■

Hirzt (www.hirzt.com) supplies high
technologic solutions for any kind of
exigency, from the boring centre for
the small carpenter (“Tosca”) to the
multi-centre line (“Meris”) for the big
industry. Hirzt erased all “deadtimes” of loading, unloading and
machine’s set up from the panel
process, reaching the highest performances in terms of flexibility and
productivity. Boring from the bottom
and through-feed panel technology
grant an excellent quality of process
(“F series”). Multiple-choices of
equipment: single or double boring
heads with independent horizontal
and vertical multi-spindles, whose
composition is defined on specific
customer’s request, with possibility
to be equipped with many other
tools, as the saw unit for grooving,
router and hinge unit (“Livra”). All
that, combined with Cad/Cam pc
parametric numeric controls of easy
use, high performance and quick
programming, makes Hirzt’s range
an excellent source of efficiency and
quality. The section of Hirzt’s
“Special machines” gives the possibility to equip working centres with
roller tables, loading/unloading systems, panel in-feeding and stacking
solutions. ■
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HOMAG

MACPOL

HOFFMANN

“VENTURE” SERIES

STANDARD AND MORE…

MINIMIZING THE TIME FACTOR

In the field of processing centres,
Homag (www.homag.com) has further extended its already highly
successful and proven “Venture”
series. Supplied complete with
comprehensive basic equipment,
this series can be upgraded on a
modular basis by a range of
patented and unique processing
units, allowing the processing centres to be quickly and easily adjusted in line with changing requirements. Possible upgrades include
for instance inclusion of the
“EasyEdge” gluing unit for edge
banding on mouldings or the new
“Flex5+” unit, which as well as
automatic set-up of the fifth axis
(e.g. for shift cuts) also offers auto-

Macpol company (www.macpol.it)
has a decennial experience in
engineering and construction of
high technology Nc wood working
machines (production of doors,
windows and stairs). The complete
range of their products dispose of
numerical control with interpolation
system on three or four axis with a
special combination of know-how,

When machining processes of sawing, routing, drilling and chamfering
are required, the ideal solution is to
process these in one machine cycle.
Whilst the time factor is important,
the finished quality of the product is
paramount. With these objectives in
mind, Hoffmann Maschinenbau
(www.hoffmann-schwalbe.de) has
recently developed a Cnc controlled, multi-axis machining centre
model “SO 7.198”.
Its main application is for machining
component parts from bar-lengthprofiles, for the manufacture of windows, doors and furniture.
The machine cycle comprises of the
saw to determine the length of the
work-piece, the router to position the
jointing- system-slot the drills for the
dowel positions and the chamfering
to create a shadow groove or design
feature. Basically, it is the control of
the servo motor which grips and
moves the work-piece to the correct
routing and drilling position and the
position which determines its length.
The machine sets itself automatically to the predetermined length posi-

“Venture 16L”.

matic tool change to reduce set-up
times. The “Venture 11” has now
been added to the series as a new
model for 2008, providing an
affordable entry level option for
processing particularly large workpieces of up to 6,175x1,850x300
mm. The models “Venture 22L”
and “Venture 16L” offer a range of
additional series highlights such as
the “Drive5+” 5-axis trimming spindle for processing 3-dimensional
components.
The automatic positioning “AP”
table (console table) is a Homag
development designed for window
processing applications. ■
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expertise of personnel and modern
technology. The range of production is composed by “Fastwork”
and “Speedy”, woodworking Nc
machines equipped by horizontal
and vertical motors (even with
automatic toolchanger) mortising
and anuba head and by “Easy
Speedy”, Nc machines dedicated
to smaller joinery producers with
motors and hinges head. Macpol is
always aware of the requirements
of the market and is sensitive to
customers’ suggestions; otherwise
they are specialised in the realization of completely automatics high
productivity machines for doors
and frames. ■

tion. The machine automatically
takes over guiding the material
through the processing cycles.
When the work-piece is complete, it
is removed and the off-cut is ejected
before the next component part is
processed. With the new “SO 7.198”
Cnc controlled multi-axis machining
centre, these difficult processes can
be efficiently performed. ■
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INNOVATION

MC: BRAND NEW ANGLE HEADS
MC, belonging to Biesse
Group, has launched two
patented right angle heads
with top technical performance, expanding the capabilities of working centers with
numerical control.
The first of these angle heads
is provided with three outputs
with variable distance between centers, the second
one features automatic wireless positioning. Both solutions
are the result of the research
activity by the Pesaro-based
company in this specific application field.
Specifically designed for
machining slots in shutters (for
the window industry), the right
angle head with variable dis-

tance between centers can
adjust the distance between
the three tools, so as to optimize the process according
to the height of the shutter.
Besides the adjustment of the
distance between centers
from 36 to 50 mm, there are
clear benefits including the
simultaneous operation with
three milling tools “in synch”
and high versatility to change
the machining process, up to
the use of one tool only.
The overall stiffness of the
system is guaranteed by a
solid aluminum central body,
featuring two robust dovetail
guides serving as sliding raceways for two mobile lateral
slides. The three “Er16” gripper tools allow the use of mills
with the same direction
of rotation, therefore
they are perfectly interchangeable.
It’s a greatly flexible
aggregate which, in
the future, might be
used also in the furniture industry and in all
applications requiring
Nc machining also on
the workpiece sides,
“loading” these aggregates onto the operating heads as if they
were simple tools.
The “WiEnc” angle
head with automatic
orientation, which can
be controlled through

Angle head with variable
distance between centers.
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a wireless system (without cables), is available
with blade as well as
gripper “Er 25” (for
shank cutters up to 16
mm diameter).
This solution is ideal for
all operations requiring
great flexibility for the
adjustment of the cutter
angle. In a nutshell, the
company changed the
“traditional” solution
(using a “C” axis) by
adopting an encoder
that communicates with
the control panel in
wireless mode, so that
the angle required by
the operator can be
constantly monitored,
ranging from +3 to -7
degrees.
Automatic angle adjustment means higher productivity (a lower number of clamping and
tooling operations) and
high flexibility, because
with one single aggregate
you can avoid to mount different dedicated angle heads. Notice that automatic
tool positioning is performed
by rotating the power spindle
and the encoder, which
dialogs remotely with the
control to achieve the optimal
position. It’s worth pointing
out that the body of the angle
head is machined from solid
Ergal sheets and the rechargeable battery that supplies the wireless system
ensures long runtime. Not
only: with one single control
module, many devices can

Side and rear view of the “WiEnc”
angle head with automatic orientation.

be controlled, so that it’s technically possible to mount several “WiEnc” angle heads on
the same numerical control
machine. ■

SURFACES

VINTERIO: UNIQUE LOOK,
INNOVATIVE QUALITIES
Vinterio (www.vinterio.com) is
a subsidiary of Danzer Group,
offering a genuine wooden surface that has numerous advantages over conventional wooden surfaces and delivers many
benefits to customers. The new
product opens up a whole new
world of decorative applications. Vinterio creates fine
wooden surfaces with looks
that have not been possible
Vinterio is available in three
product lines. “Stratus Classic” and “Stratus Superior”
made from one single species,
while “Nimbus” is a combination of species. Vinterio “Stratus” offers a number of highquality surfaces made from
one single species. These real
wooden surfaces are of elegant and decorative aesthetics and show repeatable and
consistent patterns and are
readily available.
The narrow components of Vinterio Stratus create a surprising effect. While characteristics
of the species remain clearly
visible, the overall appearance
is very balanced. This makes
Vinterio Stratus ideal for appli-

cations requiring a high-value,
consistent wooden surface with
a uniform look, e.g. architectural projects, furniture, doors,
flooring, cabinets, etc. Stratus
Classic consists of components between 18-23 mm,
while narrower strips from 8-13
mm give “Stratus Superior” a
more homogeneous look and
a unique appearance.
Vinterio “Nimbus” opens up a
number of high-quality surfaces which combine various
wood species. Surface patterns can be wild and expressive, classically elegant or
exclusively unique.
Architects and Designers can
create their own real wooden
pattern according to their ideas
and needs. Vinterio also holds
several Standard Nimbus patterns in stock.
Vinterio “Nimbus” is an exclusive and unique product with
a variable component width of
6-25 mm. It is well-suited for
architectural and design minded applications, furniture, doors, kitchen cabinets, decorative panels, wrappings, moldings, flooring and the marine
industry. All processes comply
with the highest standards.
Strict quality demands on the
raw material ensure a balanced and high-quality appearance. Surface patterns can
always be repeated in exact
detail, thanks to the new component design and innovative
manufacturing process developed by Danzer Group. At the
same time, each Vinterio surface maintains its individual
specie characteristics. ■
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TECHNOLOGY

FROM WOOD TO MOTOR CARAVANS
IT’S A SHORT WAY...

We went to Peniscola, in Spain, to visit Benimar Ocarsa, a company specializing
in the production of motor caravans and belonging to the French giant Trigano.
We saw a manufacturing line that proves the existence of “interesting” areas
for woodworking technology in this specific industry.
According to a Nielsen market survey of September
2007, about 160 thousand Italians (say 50 thousand
families) could buy a motor caravan by 2010. 2.5
percent of the Italian population – always according
to the survey ordered by Anfia, the Italian associa-

A partial view of the area
where motor caravan
furniture is produced.
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tion of the automotive supply chain – use motor caravans for their holidays and over 2.4 million Italians
have used one at least once in their lives.
Among those who have never made this experience,
3.4 million people (7 percent) are “very attracted”,
while nearly 8.4 million feel “just” attracted (not “very”,
to avoid any misunderstanding). The same situation
is found in many other countries, proving that this
industry is recording a definitely interesting trend.
Yes, we are talking about motor caravans. And you
are not reading the wrong magazine. The fact is that
as we have already written in the past – this is one
of the many industries where woodworking technologies and know–how are getting satisfaction. And
they could record even more positive results.
Every year in Europe – though we are talking about

THE STS ENGINEERING LINE

Some pictures of the Sts Engineering line.

a niche market – almost 120 thousand motor caravans are sold, 15,000 of which only in Italy. During
the past few years the leading manufacturers – French
and German – are buying out small and medium manufacturers, creating a process of concentration that
will necessarily result into a search for new, more
advanced and performing technologies.
Let’s take Fiat, for instance. The Italian car manufacturer has decided to produce a “Ducato” van specifically designed to be adapted as a “holiday home".
This has allowed the company to conquer important
market shares to the detriment of giants such as
Renault or Mercedes, which have become suppliers
of very limited editions, often tailor-made.
Important economic interests, high concentration,
advanced industrialization of a process gathering
extremely different expertise and skills: from mechanical engineering to hydraulics, from refrigeration to
conditioning, from tapestry and wallpapers to woodworking. An effort to achieve the necessary critical
mass, if you think that over 80 percent of the costs
relating to a motor caravan are determined by the
material being used and purchased. If you can buy
one thousand vehicle bodies instead of one hundred,
or 10 thousand fridges instead of one thousand, it is
obvious that costs are lower.
This is the philosophy on which the success of the

The Spanish company Benimar Ocarsa in Peniscola, belonging to Group
Trigano, an important caravan and motor caravan manufacturer, has
recently decided to add a new line – developed by Sts-Engineering
(www.stsautomazioni.it) – for the production of special structural panels for its vehicles (walls, floorings and tops). The new line, integrated
at the beginning of 2008, can produce panels with maximum dimensions of 2800x7700 millimeters and weight up to 150 kilograms (the floor
of a motor caravan may reach 120 kilos, while walls may weigh about

40 kilos). The line allows to carry out all the operations necessary for the
preparation of the panel, that is gluing and pressing. Pressing operations are carried out with a “Pca.S” press by Colombo Remo in Bovisio Masciago (Milan), which features 3000x8000 mm heated platens
and 200 mm stroke length generating a pressure on the worktable of
300 tons. It is provided with a system that disable the pressing cylinders activity in the areas where there isn’t any material to be machined.
Downstream the press, there is a powerful working center provided by
Cms in Zogno – “Avant Caravan” – configured with two 15 kW “Power”
working units and a special worktable for loading, positioning/reference,
clamping and unloading operations. The range of Sts Engineering includes
a series of feeding/stacking units for many types of materials (laminates,
stainless steel, aluminum, plywood, polystyrene, pvc, polyester), a series
of belt and roller conveyors for all operations concerning panel composition and transport of different components. All the operations of the line
and of the integrated machines are managed by a plc.
Trigano group is based. The French group is a real
giant in the industry and it produces something like
20,000 vehicles per year, with a total turnover close
to one billion Euros. The organization can count on
a dozen of production facilities, subsidiaries and sister companies located all over Europe. A relentless
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growth, an organization we have had the pleasure to
know through its long-lasting relationship with Sts
Engineering in Besana Brianza (Milan).
As a matter of fact, woodworking technologies are
more and more “at home” in this region of Lombardy. And we are not referring just to the interior
decoration of motor caravans, but also to its structure, walls, floorings and ceilings, produced from
panels that have a wood frame clad with aluminum,
plywood, fiberglass. For the handling and transport
of these elements along the production line, up to
the assembling area, Sts Engineering provides the
right solutions.

BENIMAR OCARSA

Fernando Ortiz Roca,
general manager
of Benimar Ocarsa
in Pensiscola (Spain).

The headquarters of Benimar Ocarsa (www.benimar.com.es) are located halfway between Valencia
and Barcelona, in Peniscola. The Spanish motor caravan manufacturer has been part of the Trigano
Group since 2002. In this facility, every year 1,800
motor caravans are produced for a total turnover of
more than 45 million Euros and a staff of 180 people.
“A result which was unconceivable just a few years
ago”, said the general manager, Fernando Ortiz
Roca, as he welcomed us.
“Joining the Trigano Group has allowed our company to experience significant growth. Our turnover has
almost tripled with a limited staff increase – only 30
new employees – thanks to a deep change of our
production method, our philosophy, our approach.
We have reviewed our production cycles and our procedures, adapting our technologies and work organization. This has allowed us to reduce the number of
working hours per vehicle and to reduce industrial
costs, also for the benefit of our customers...".
How did you make it?
“First of all, we decided to implement series production, organizing all the activities in the facility around
a line where vehicles are carried along a sort of conveyor with several working stations; each station carries out a specific machining process or applies a
part of the interior decoration. One fourth of the installations is produced in house, with the support of a
few small local supplier. The rest is bought from a
specializing furniture factory located in the North of
France and owned by the Trigano Group. During the
past few years – and I say that with some pride – the
share of the products we develop in our premises is
increasing. For many elements, it is obvious to lever-
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In the middle, the press provided
by Colombo Remo in Bovisio Masciago.

age the group synergies. But it is also true that, by
exploiting technology, releasing labor and organizing our work in a more effective way – when possible
and advisable – we can manage all strategic aspects
in terms of process and quality control”.
The order submitted to Sts Engineering fits into
this scenario, because the production of panels
that will be used for walls, ceilings and floors plays
a basic role.
“The structure of a motor caravan is made up of panels consisting of a frame filled with polystyrene and
coated on both sides,” says Riccardo Ferrari, Sts
Engineering sales manager. “Each manufacturer
chooses the most suitable materials and gluing
processes for his purposes, but our job does not
change substantially: we have to provide carriages
where the wooden frames are assembled, bring them
inside the line where they are glued and combined
with the coating materials, that is large sheets of aluminum, plywood or fiberglass. These sandwich panels are then loaded into the press and sent to the Nc
center which carries out all machining processes or
to a warehouse/buffer if you want to machine the
pieces later. The solution we have developed together with Benimar Ocarsa has a high level of automa-

tion, with several loading and unloading stations for
the various elements, and it has been designed and
developed in order to ensure the highest flexibility
and productivity".
“We are facing a market – said Fernando Ortiz Roca
– where everybody is looking for higher and higher
quality. The motor caravan structure and walls play a
primary role for the look, quality and sturdiness of our
products. A global quality where gluing represents a
very important procedure. Controlling all the production process of these elements is vital even from
an industrial point of view. Before using this line, the
situation was quite complicated. An external supplier in Italy provided us with the panels for the construction of the motor caravans we sell to the Trigano
Group, which are then marketed with the Challenger
and Chausson brands. We could not do otherwise,
as the factory of the group specializing in this process
was not able to meet our demand, even if it was working on three shifts, 365 days a year.
In addition, we had to meet the production requirements of Benimar Ocarsa, for which we machined
panels in our facility using rather “old” technologies.
The growth we have achieved after the arrival of Trigano has forced us to make more consistent decisions
and we have implemented a more complicated and
performing line.
We did not have any hesitation in defining our project with Sts Engineering, leveraging the experience
this Italian company has acquired by designing and
developing similar lines in other companies of our
group. And we are fully satisfied with this choice and
the change we have been able to implement.
Take this example: until few months ago we could
press a panel every 30 minutes, but now the frequency has been cut down to 7 minutes per panel.
We have added new machines to complete the Sts
project in order to obtain a line ensuring high performance: we added a German gluing machine, a
large press provided by Colombo Remo and an

important working center from Cms in Zogno. The
technology innovation has allowed us to leverage and
optimize human resources which were used in the
assembling area and today – thanks to this investment and to the strategies implemented – I can say
that we can produce seven vehicles per day as compared to one vehicle some years ago".
“We are really satisfied with this line and with the
results it has contributed to achieve”, adds Riccardo
Ferrari. “I would say that the success of a line
depends on the correct understanding of customer
needs and on the cooperation established with them.
Our task, indeed, is to provide them with the right tools
to implement what they have in mind in the most effective way. We always follow this principle,
trying to “decode” the needs, to bring our
expertise and to define the most costeffective and efficient system in that specific context. In this case, for example,
we have focused our attention on the
structuring process and on the coordination of the different process stages, trying to minimize dimensions and footprint.
The result is a particularly performing but
compact line which has not forced our
customer to revolutionize his facility in order to carry
out installation and become quickly operative".

Riccardo Ferrari,
sales manager
of Sts Engineering,
with Fernando Ortiz Roca
(right).

Mr. Ortiz, which are the destination markets for your
production?
“As I have already said, a part of our production –
about 50 percent – is addressed to the Trigano Group.
The remaining 50 percent is sold with the Benimar
brand. 80 percent of our products are exported to
about fifteen countries: Portugal, France, Italy, the
United Kingdom, Ireland, Germany, the Netherlands,
Belgium, Slovenia and New Zealand, at the other end
of the world. The Spanish market is rather small: the
record year was 2006, with a bit more than 2,500
motor caravans sold".
by Luca Rossetti ■
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PANEL SAW WITH “FIRST”
TOOLCHANGER BY SELCO
The robotic sawblade toolchanger is the new solution presented by Selco,
a Biesse Group member company.
A particularly interesting innovation by Selco, a
Biesse Group brand specializing in the production
of panel saws, is “First” (Fully integrated robotic
sawblade toolchanger), the first automatic sawblade
toolchanger based on the technology of Nc working centers. The basic concept seems even banal:
a special robotized arm replaces the blade according to the wear level of teeth or the quantity of linear meters already cut, or also to install a specific
tool to cut different materials.
How does it work? Easy: all you have to do is open
a porthole and put the new blade into the proper
seat. At the right moment, the device removes the
worn blade and installs the new one inside the
machine. And that’s all.
The operator programs
the “First” blade toolchanger
on the control unit of model
“WNT 750” (you can see
the open door and the area
where the blade is loaded
waiting to replace
the old one).

Let’s talk about benefits. First of all, the working tool
is always perfectly sharpened, as it is replaced in
the appropriate moment without counting on the
operator’s decision who might wait until the end of
the working shift or a certain sequence of cutting
operations. Due to this rather widespread attitude,

the panels processed in the final stages of the
process are often cut with inadequate quality.
“We have been working on this project for some
time now”, says Marco Campana, product manager at Selco. “In the past, we designed a special system for the automatic replacement of blades based
on a 10-tool magazine. But that was a highly innovative solution whose cost could be faced only for
its original use on large sawing plants operating 24
hours a day with up to 240 millimetres thick packs.
This new “version” is definitely less expensive and
we assume it can be interesting for a significant
number of users”.
Let’s go into details. As already mentioned, this solution can be used for a real “second blade” (different material to cut or different operations), but more
frequently it will be adopted to have a “double
blade”, an identical tool ready to be substituted for
the blade currently installed in order to keep high
quality and production rates during the cutting operation. The automatic system can act in every
moment: once the operator places the new tool in
its seat (the operation is made outside the machine,
therefore there’s no need to stop it or to do anything
else apart from opening the cover of the loading
seat) and the software is in charge of determining
the right moment to change the blade, according
to the instructions received. The blade carriage
moves into the area of the toolchanger, the blade
is stopped and a robotized arm removes it and
replaces it with a new one. The new blade starts
over again and, in the meantime, the carriage is
back in operation, ready to cut new materials.
“The clamping system – says Campana – comes
from Nc working centers, we patented it and now
we are the first to offer such a solution on our panel saws”.
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The blade toolchanger
system viewed inside
the panel saw
and during rotation.

The device providing
the alignement between
blade and scoring unit.

For the effectiveness of the new Biesse patent, a
very important element is the blade alignment system. In all panel saws with pressing bar, the cutting quality on the upper surface is guaranteed by
the blade sharpening, whereas on the lower surface, which lies on the working table, quality
depends on the best possible alignment with the
scoring unit. To achieve the best quality, the grooving created by the scoring unit must have a depth
of approximately one millimetres and be 3-4 hundredths of a millimeter wider on each side as compared to the main blade, which has to be perfectly centered to the scoring unit.
When a blade is changed in the “traditional” way,
some aspects must be taken into consideration: the
blades, though having the same specifications, may
have different dimensions, even minor ones, or have
a different teeth-to-body alignment.
Therefore, there are different things to take into consideration and require proper cutting tests and
adjustment, not always carried out perfectly by operators, before the sawing machine is restarted for a
proper setup. Biesse has patented an alignment
system which – through laser beams that are activated when the tool rotates slowly – controls the
actual dimensions and features of the blade mounted on the spindle and positions the scoring unit
accordingly.
The operator has nothing else to do but load the
new blade into the proper seat: “First” robotic
toolchanger does the rest.

“I want to stress that this is not a prototype but a
real solution included in our catalog for some
months now, and it’s particularly effective even for
machines with one cutting line, not only in angle

plants,” adds Campana. “Without this system, you
should stop the motors, remove the old blade,
replace it, make one or more cutting tests, center
the blade to the scoring unit, and start production
again. It all takes at least 15 minutes, 30 minutes
when it comes to angle plants. To obtain high-quality cuts, this operation is to be carried out at least
every four hours”.
“First” robotic toolchanger takes only 40 seconds
between the moment when the software detects
the need to change the blade and when the cutting operations are re-started, with advantages in
terms of effectiveness and global machine productivity. It’s a perfectly functional innovation for
daily use and it doesn’t require a significant investment: the blade changer and automatic alignment
system of the new tool have a maximum impact of
5-10 percent on the final price of the sawing
machine”. (l.r.) ■
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FINISHING

POLISHING AND BUFFING:
“SMARTGLOSS” BY SORBINI

The Sorbini site in Pesaro.

Four-fold productivity as compared
to traditional processes: in a nutshell,
this is what you can achieve in this specific
segment of finishing technology,
thanks to a new process developed by Sorbini,
belonging to Cefla Finishing Group.
Sorbini presented an effective and innovative
process for polishing and buffing panels in continuous cycle, based on a working center consisting of two machines in sequence, which receive
sanded panels and carry out a complete polishing
and buffing cycle on polyurethane, polyesters and
polyacrylic paints. Tests and research have led to
an inline process that reaches a speed from 0.7 to
2 meters per minute, according to the product color, and that delivers great potential, as well as the
notable benefit of a production capacity that can be
up to 4 times higher than a traditional polishing-buffing machine. The operations, which were so fare
carried out discontinuously with several steps on the
same panels, were tested and optimized by Sorbini leveraging the most innovative technologies, in
terms of materials used and electronics, offering the
possibility to control all parameters via Plc.
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Abrasive and polishing pastes take into consideration the quality of base paints which must be polished and buffed, while their application is
adjustable in terms of quantity via the Plc in the
control panel. The sensors placed before the two
brushes can read and transfer the dimensions of
the workpieces that are passing through the
machine, so that the Plc can control the opening
and the closing of paste application guns.
The working width of the two machines is 1300 mm
and there’s virtually no limit to the size of panels to
be polished, thanks to the vacuum system of the
belt conveyor that is adjusted automatically, according to the load of the conveyor. The working center receives the panels coming from the sanding
station after full drying. Consider that the efficiency of the drying stage is essential to achieve an
excellent final result.
As previously mentioned, the line consists of two
machines in sequence. “Smartgloss”, the first one,
polishes the panels with 3 brushes made of cotton
discs, rotating and oscillating independently. Abrasive pastes are sprayed automatically with guns
controlled by Plc as the panel is fed through, using
pneumatic pumps. With an energetic action on the
pieces, the surface temperature inevitably increases. A cooling system - blowing bars, placed after

THE “SMARTGLOSS” SYSTEM AT LAPM IN PASIANO DI PORDENONE
Enrico Faè owns Lapm based in Pasiano
di Pordenone. Lapm is specializing in the
production of lacquered semifinished
products and furniture components and
in outsourced lacquering, painting and
polishing services. The company has just
installed a polishing and buffing line to
complete the automatic finishing process,
consisting of machines “Smartgloss”
and “Smartgloss/B”.
Set up 20 years ago as a small sanding
business, Lapm has made its way
through the years, expanding its portfolio with operations such as polyester
coating and the finishing of lacquered
materials. Today, the company has 60
employees in a factory covering over 8
thousand square meters.
Mr. Faè, what kind of processes are carried out in your factory?
“We make both glossy and opaque finishing, but in recent times, we have been
focusing on glossy coatings, which are
the most requested. We offer highly innovative plants and we can handle up to

1000 square meters every day if requested. All processes are made within our
factory, from the application of the primer
to sanding, up to finishing and polishing
operations. We offer a completely automatic line meeting all our expectations
in terms of quality and productivity”.

So why did you buy “Smartgloss”?
“Until few months ago, our problem was
glossy finishing. There’s no use in applying polyester, sanding and lacquering
1000 meters if you cannot polish and
deliver them on time. Brushing is an
accurate process and we could polish
only a portion of the products we manufacture each day. With “Smartgloss” we
have completed our production cycle,
because now we polish the full volume
of Lapm production in continuous cycle,
without additional working shifts or subcontracting. As compared to traditional
machines, production levels have
increased by 4-5 times. Now we can be
competitive also with our polished product, in terms of times and quantity.

Are you happy with this solution?
“Absolutely.. Now we can produce 700800 square meters of glossy products
each day, without forcing the machines
and working shifts.
“Smartgloss is the right answer to our
needs, also because we collaborated
with Sorbini during the design and the
production of the machine. I daresay we
let the machine grow together.
We can produce white but also colored
products; we obtain the right combination between volumes and flexibility, as
we deal with both large lots and “just in
time” production.
Setup is simple and, even using peculiar colors such as red or black, we have
great results in terms of brightness.
We’ve kept quality standards high, but
we have notably reduced processing
times.
This simplifies the relationship with our
customers and it also gives the opportunity, once more, to provide them with
our key strengths: quality, delivery times
and service”.

the first and the second brush, working with cold
and dehumidified air from a proper chiller - makes
sure that the chemical-physical
qualities of paints remain
unchanged.
“Smartgloss/B”, the second machine, provides
a perfect buffing and
polishing of the pieces
with a brush and two
groups of 16 rotating
and oscillating pads,
leading to 96/97 gloss levels. Also with this machine,
the application of polishing waxes is
made through guns controlled by Plc.
On both machines, the counter-rotating humidified brush − placed under the feeding conveyor
− is an important feature because it clean the workpiece perfectly.

“Smartgloss” line
by Sorbini.
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Every function is controlled by Plc, including the
dosage of the waxes, the speed of each motor, the
actions to perform according to the panel thickness;
every step is monitored on the touch screen with
simple and intuitive graphics.
In Sorbini’s 50-year history, “Smartgloss” is an
extremely important step. Throughout the years the
Pesaro-based company has always been one of
the leaders, in Italy and worldwide, for the production of painting machines for the wood industry.
The development of brush technology has led to
“Smartsand 2”, representing a new generation of
brush sanding machines for flat and shaped panels:
an orbital oscillating group, provided with 8 rotary
and swiveling brushes, acts upstream the traditional sanding process using two parallel brushes that
are perpendicular to the feeding process. The entire
machine is suitable for sanding raw wood and the
primer coat on doors with particularly deep and complex shapes, and it also sands the edges in line.
Great flexibility is the key feature for the potential of
this machine, because it can work on different materials with different finishing grades. The machine is
very compact with ergonomic design, with no parts
protruding from the structure. The construction modularity allows to opt for the best configuration
referred to in-line and off-line uses and for all types
of raw woods and paints.
A simplified version of the sanding machine is also
available. “Smartsand 1” has no orbital group and
it can operate with 2 parallel abrasive brushes, feature an adjustable angle up to 15°, keeping flexibility levels very high.
Sorbini has also been a pioneer in the complete
painting of panel edges, both wood and Mdf, linear and shaped. The technological process can
include the edge milling, painting, filling, priming
and finishing. For this kind of process, the Cefla
Group company has designed “Smartedge”, an
effective solution that responds to the growing
importance of edge painting in the most modern
industries. This innovative machine is a real working center for complete edge painting and sanding, including solid, veneered or Mdf panels. The
process is complete and it includes: raw workpiece
sanding, application and drying of paint and primer,
intermediate sanding and topcoat application and
drying, with different possible combinations of working aggregates according to customer needs.
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The gun applying
polishing waxes.

The process includes the application of stains and
primers colors and paints as well as Uv finishing,
thanks to vertical groups with patented soft rollers.
Linear and shaped edges can be painted as well
with no need to change application groups. The
drying system is made with Uv lights with adjustable
power. The importance of the sanding process to
get better finishing quality is guaranteed by sanding pads with electronic adjustment.
Combined with the roller lines, this machine ensures
an extremely high quality of the final product,
repeatability and lower paint consumption.
All machines are the result of long experience, of
know-how that has been further improved since
Sorbini joined the Cefla Finishing Group. The company strengthened its leading position in the painting, printing and finishing of panels for furniture,
parquet, glass sheets for interior design, as well as
the painting of surface and edges of plastic panels. The partnership between Sorbini and Cefla
has strengthened a constant process of research
and experimentation, an exchange of experience
and know-how which has strongly influenced the
new solutions as well as the new and strategic production synergies.
Moreover, Sorbini remains a reference point in the
production of roller machines for the application of
paints on wood and glass, curtain application technology, printing machines for wood and Pvc (in panels and coils) and for all polishing and brushing
machines for flat and shaped panels. ■
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IMPREGNATION

THE GREAT RACE
TO IMPREGNATE WOOD
The timber construction industry craved a machine for automatic impregnation
of components, from matchboards to large beams. Paoloni Onelio & Figlio
came up with the solution, designing a series of ad hoc machines for small craftsmen
as well as large enterprises. All without using electronics.

The “Universal
impregnation tunnel”
by Paoloni Onelio & Figlio,
for beams and profiles
with section up to 40x60 cm.

Andrea Paoloni is used to run fast: until eight years
ago, he was a member of the national Italian team
of athletics. When he became export manager in
his family’s company, he brought his sprinting attitude with himself.
For Paoloni Onelio & Figlio (www.paolonipesaro.com) from Pesaro, set up in 1959 and ever
since specializing in the production of construction and roadwork machinery, the arrival of Andrea
– the third generation after Onelio, the founder, and
his son Gastone – set off a new innovative process
in the field of impregnation systems for construction wood. The world of timber constructions
is characterized by a more and more extensive use
of electronics applied to machinery, whereas the
approach of the Pesaro-based company bucked
the trend, offering the impregnation machines “La
Perlina” for matchboards up to 10x25 cm section,
and “Universal Impregnation Tunnel”, a
model suitable for bigger
profiles with up to 40x60
cm sections mechanical
engineering, combined
with easy and intuitive
operation and maintenance, are the common aspects of these
two “simple” solutions,
the result of Paoloni’s
research and development activity.
The test bench for this concept, or maybe the source
of inspiration, is the construction industry itself, where
Paoloni offers machines to clean the
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wood of formworks, available in different sizes, costeffective and ready to use: these machines crush
the concrete with crushing rollers first, then widia
blades and rotary brushes remove the crumbled
concrete and complete the cleaning process; at
the end of the entire cycle, a box collects the form
stripper which is then sprayed onto the wood.
Andrea Paoloni, 34 years old, a degree in political
science and a master in Economics, has a sporting attitude which has turned up to be effective not
only for his results on the running tracks (4 Italian
titles, competitions at high levels in Italy and
Europe, participation in world competitions, the
experience as an athlete in the Police). Traveling
around the world to know customers and resellers
offered the opportunity to “feel the pulse” of the
construction industry and to focus on new business purposes. Paoloni says: “The need for

PAOLONI ONELIO & FIGLIO, TRADITIONAL MECHANICAL ENGINEERING FOR IMPREGNATION
Easy to use in both versions (“La Perlina” for sections up to 10x25 cm, “Universal impregnation tunnel” for carpentry components up to 40x60 cm), the
automatic impregnation machine by
Paoloni Onelio & Figlio allows to reduce
processing times in the construction site;
it’s cost effective and compact, so that
it is suitable also for handicraft businesses and small companies.
The manual adjustment of all elements

of the impregnation process is extremely easy and based on four motors: from
width to traction with drive rollers, from
pump to pressure with the option of
adjusting jet direction and intensity
through the nozzles so as to have a
spread or focused stream; the sponges
absorbing the impregnating fluid in
excess (water-based or solvent-based),
which is then recycled, and the rotary
brushes that complete the work. A fan

machines for automatic impregnation of wood with
a quick process came up from our contacts. Until
recently it wasn’t possible unless you spent several thousand Euros”.
The main requirement for joiners, small craftsmen
and timber roof builders was the impregnation of
matchboards. This is how the “La Perlina” project
started. A project created with the collaboration of
just two people in a makeshift office, using felt-tip
pens to draw. “It was the beginning of a new age
and today we keep on producing machines for the
construction industry, but we are focusing on impregnation machines. We produce 20 units at a time of
the small version”, says Paoloni. Attending 7-8 fairs
every year, from Spain to Ukraine, the market scope
has expanded and today this machine is sold in 25
countries. Russia forced the company to take a further step forward in terms of dimensions, in order to
meet the demand of a local importer. One year ago
they developed the “Universal impregnation tunnel”
presented at Xylexpo New last May; the principle is
the same of “La Perlina”, with some changes to the
traction and brush mechanical systems, in order to
optimize the process of impregnation for heavy and
large components.
Today, Paoloni Onelio & Figlio have some 2 million
Euro turnover; future development expectations
are also related to the machines for the automatic
impregnation of wood. Until two years ago, the
company mainly sold its products in Italy, France,
Portugal, Greece and Cyprus. Today Paoloni
machines are sold in almost all European countries, where each reseller purchases 5-6 machines
every year. Paoloni export manager adds: “We are
a small company but we have created something

blows air at room temperature to dry the
treated piece and, at the same time, to
cool the motor. When the piece leaves
the machine, it’s 90% dry and within an
hour it’s ready to be installed. Designed
to avoid the penetration of impregnating fluid into the internal mechanisms,
the motor is easy to maintain over time,
with cost-effective spare parts, whereas the lack of electronic devices allows
the customer to save as much as 20%.

innovative”. A machine to clean old bricks, roadwork machines to cut asphalt, polishers to prepare
the surface for floorings, and compactors. In the
future, the company is planning to launch a compact sanding-rusticating machine; for the wood
industry, Paoloni is already distributing a manual
impregnation machine that can be carried on the
back. This machine sprays the impregnating fluid,
spreads it and finishes the components on all sides.
It’s too early to say how much the new production
will affect turnover: “So far it represents 15 percent
– says Paoloni – in particular the first “Tunnels” were
delivered starting from September, expect for the
one designed for the Russian customer. Although
we feel the crisis a little bit, we hope our new solutions will help us find a suitable balance”. ■

Andrea Paoloni,
export manager of
Paoloni Onelio & Figlio,
with the new “Universal
impregnation tunnel”.
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MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY
TO SUPPORT THE GROWTH
The selection of a new Mos plant to dry wood in very humid conditions
is an opportunity to increase the efficiency and productivity of a company,
while expanding the product catalog and enhancing production performance.

The dynamic buffer in the workpiece
loading area of the Mos system.

The external area of the “Flow coating” system.

Replacing the traditional drying system, a Mos
microwave plant allows to optimize processing
times and product quality even in conditions of high
moisture. The Pircher factory is based in Dobbiaco, at 1200 meter altitude in the province of Bozen.
A leader in the production and sales of wood products for interiors and exteriors, the company opted for the Mos system created by Giardina officine
aeromeccaniche (www.giardinagroup.com), the
manufacturer of painting and drying plants based
in Figino Serenza, Como. After testing the laboratory version of the Mos plant for a week, Pircher
installed a drying plant in line with its production
needs, cutting down the time for impregnated wood
seasoning by a few months, speeding up paint

Pump unit of the Mos system by Giardina.

Vertical flow painting booth.
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The check area at the “Flow coating” output.

application operations. The Mos system showed
that, in just a few minutes, it could dry all coats
applied by the painting systems without heating
up the solid wood, eliminating the problem of
cracks and resin leak from the knots; all of this in
shorter time, so as to allow the management of several colors with a “just in time” process and the
consequent reduction of paints in stock.

DRYING WITHOUT HEATING
The plant supplied by Giardina to Pircher has been
in operation since April 2007. It consists of a “Power and Free” overhead conveyor, two interchangeable “Flow coating” systems for different
colors, a vertical flow booth and a Mos selected

Manual painting in the vertical flow booth.

microwave drying system which can dry wood without heating it up, independently of the moisture levels in the environment. The Mos drying system used
before painting allows to achieve a uniform content
of moisture in the wood impregnated a few months
before, and at the same time, in a few minutes it
dries also the products applied using “Flow coating” and painting booth. The hanging devices on
the overhead conveyors can carry furniture parts
or glulam beams up to 6 meter long and 2.4 meter
high. The conveyor can move both in steps (in the
loading/unloading area and inside the booth) and
in continuous during the “Flow coating” application.

TOP ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLINESS
There are two painting cycles. Painting cycle with
open pore on impregnated wood, where three colors are applied by “Flow coating” (Cappuccino,
Gray and Chestnut), and painting cycle with closed
pore where a stain and two spraying coats in
green, light blue and white are applied on raw
wood. All paints, supplied by a German manufacturer, are water-based and free of pollutants.
Regarding sustainability, in Pircher everything is
recycled: for example, after creating energy to heat
the facilities, wood processing wastes are pressed
into pellets and sold in a volume of 12 thousand
kg every day to heat all the houses of the surrounding area. Processed wood is collected from
Pefc certified forests in Finland, Sweden, Austria
and Germany. Processed wood is submitted to an
exclusive autoclave treatment, where a chromiumfree product is applied under vacuum, allowing
Pircher to guarantee outdoor resistance for 10
years; these wood materials are then dried under
a roof for 12 months. The spur to technological innovation comes from the market: until recently, products from catalog were only available with a clear
natural finish, while today other colors are requested. Because of this, both the production cycle and

Infeed and outfeed
of the microwave area
of the Mos system.

Hot air area.

IT ALL STARTED WITH A SAWMILL
Pircher (www.pircher.eu) was set up in 1928 as a sawmill in Dobbiaco
(Bozen) by Josef Pircher. In 1956, Josef’s son Reihnard started working in the company. Throughout the years, production was expanded
and diversified, leading to the development of a garden furniture line
with the “Tartaruga” brand. 2003 was a turning point for the company’s
growth. Christian Pircher, Reinhard’s son, launched the company into
the international market of design, promoting a new culture based on
quality, architectural beauty and new shapes.
Today Pircher is a leader in design, production and distribution of furniture and structure for outdoor constructions.
Other divisions manufacture garden houses, roofs for residential buildings, interior decorations and a complete range of solutions for constructions and do-it-yourself. It employs 185 people and the 2007
turnover was 56 million Euros.
Considering the big changes which - especially in the past few years have characterized the story of the company, the whole strategy was
modified in terms of brand marketing and product ranges. The company has a new organization and structure of existing brands, with some
brand new entries: Pircher Garden for garden and outdoor furniture.
This area includes the “Tartaruga” and “Collections” brands; Pircher
Solution is the brand for small and large distribution stores and, as the
name suggests, it offers practical solutions, smart and cost-effective. It
includes the “Holzmarkt”, “Le Terrazze” and “Facile” brands.
Pircher Living is addressed to architects as well as final users, offering
high quality materials and ideas to create unique personalized living
environments, in line with the principles of bioconstruction. Pircher Living is divided in two main areas: Abitare al naturale and Costruire al
naturale (Bilam®, floors and panelings, wooden roofs, Planit® modular
buildings). Wood comes from Pefc certified forests in Finland, Sweden,
Austria and Germany.
the existing plants had to be adapted. It took one
year to test the new production process at an external painting company and, at the same time, to
identify the best plant technology on the market.
“Made in Italy” has always been a reference point
for Pircher’s growth; the company has decided to
invest in the Italian area exclusively for its own production. Thanks to the success of the new products from catalog, besides the service offered and
the ability to anticipate market demand, the company is expanding its position in Italy and worldwide: this is clearly shown by the increase of working hours of the new painting line which, since last
April 2007, has almost reached its full production
capacity. For 2008, the company is evaluating the
introduction of a second working shift. ■
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XYLEXPO NEW: THE OPINION
OF WARD WILLIAMS
A trip around the pavilions through the eyes and the feelings of an American journalist
who has always been a regular and attentive visitor of Milan’s biennial exhibition.
It seems to us very interesting to offer our readers his contribution.
Last Xylexpo NEW set an enviable new standard
that will be hard to beat. For five days in May, the
Italians played host to many thousands of visitors
eager to see the newest machinery and equipment
and ponder the technology for the manufacture of
composite panels and a vast range of the other
products made possible from harvest of the world’s
forests. The event, bearing the title Xylexpo NEW,
was the latest in the long chain of international wood
products technology spectacles held bi-annually
in Milan, the nation’s second-largest city, after Rome.
(Actually, the fair grounds are situated in the sub-

urban town of Rho.) The exhibition is organized by
Cepra, Acimall’s promotional centre, the nation’s
association in this specialized industrial field.
Having attended nearly every edition of this bi-annual technology extravaganza for the last 40 years,
I’ve always felt a certain kinship with the organizers, the exhibitors and the always-new-and-exciting level of technical progress made by the world’s
premier suppliers to this industry sector. In the following informal on-the-spot report, this “veteran”
reporter is pleased to pass along a few personal
views for our readers who were not able to attend.

MILAN, THE NORTH ITALY HUB, AND
RHO, THE ACTUAL FAIR LOCATION
For those thousands of us who made Milan our temporary home, the underground Metro rail was the
best and easiest mode of transportation to reach
the fairgrounds. From the farthest corners of this
city of 1.3 million, the network spreads out like a
giant spider web. The focal point is the city’s world
famous cathedral, the “Duomo,” towering 106.5
meters above ground. Beneath this historic edifice
the Metro lines converge, and fair passengers
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board direct trains that take them to the exterior of
Milan to the ancient suburb named Rho. As the visitor steps out of the Rho station, he is confronted
with a collection of shiny, bright, new, strictly spaceage exhibit halls. It resembles the typical artist’s
version of “a city in the sky” (quite a contrast from
the original Rho, an ancient Greek settlement).
That visitor may wonder just how he is going to
actually reach the expo area, but this turns out not
to be a problem. The fairgrounds are well equipped
with non-stop escalators leading to moving sidewalks. These mechanical people-movers can handle the multitudes, taking thousands at a time to
exhibit halls of their choice.
The various halls (nine plus one “open air” plot)
were basically self-contained. Besides the innumerable companies with stands showing off their
technological marvels, all the necessary amenities
are present. Each of the nine halls was devoted to
specific various woodworking, furniture supplies
and related technologies. It was thus easy to move
from one supplier’s displays to competitor companies’ stands nearby….thus enabling show visitors to save on energy! Attendance this year over
the show’s five days just under 82,000, with slightly over half coming from outside Italy. Compared
to Xylexpo of two years ago, the number of visits
was about 12 percent less.

A PHENOMENAL RANGE OF
COMPANIES AND THEIR PRODUCTS
It took a book of just under 500 pages in the main
languages and weighing nearly a kilogram to list
the credentials of the 853 exhibitors (from 41 coun-

tries) and to describe their
products on display. The
buzzwords were “Xylexpo 2008 improves your
performance”. It would be a thankless task − for
both author and reader − even to try to portray the
full scope of the exhibition and the thousands of
machines and examples of technical progress. As
a visiting reporter, I tried dutifully to at least inspect
every hall and talk to as many exhibitors as time
would allow. To narrow things down, I had singled
out two sectors, wood pellets and portable emergency housing, which I thought might be of special interest at this time.

TECHNOLOGY AND POPULARITY
OF WOOD PELLETS ARE GROWING
I spent nearly an entire day in just one exhibit hall
exploring the latest technological development of
wood pellet manufacturing. This is a sector of the
international wood products industry that is literally exploding. I discovered that many Italians would
be very happy to provide you with all the hardware
you need to start turning out the pellets! There were
mini-machines for woodworking plants looking for
profitable ways to utilize their leftovers as well as
large industrial-scale pelletizing installations for
companies engaged in serious investments.
In all, there were twenty European companies
exhibiting pellet presses and allied hardware, representing not only Italy, but also Finland, Germany
and Spain.
Despite being out of the spotlight as compared,
e.g., to Mdf, Lvl, Osb, value-added particleboard,
and other sophisticated trade-show stars, pellets
are a lusterless little “product” that is attracting a
lot of big-time attention these days. The pellet field
is already expanding rapidly and is destined to
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become more productive and profitable, for several reasons. First, versatility: pellets can provide
heat energy to a wide range of users. They are a
clean fuel, easy to handle, transport and store. Second: raw material availability: all kinds of raw wood
and leftovers from manufacturing can be converted into pellets. Secondary wood products plants
can now install their own pelletizers to utilize leftovers and scraps. Choice of plant size: suppliers
can provide equipment for just about any desired
size and pellet-making capacity. At the time of this
writing several world-class pellet plants are under
construction and timed to cash in on the switch from
conventional fossil-fuel-based energy plants to those
based upon wood.

THERE WAS ONE EXHIBIT
I HAD HOPED TO SEE…
BUT COULD NOT FIND: “ EMERGENCY
MANUFACTURED STRUCTURES”
This trade show was held on the heels of the haunting natural disasters that killed untold thousands
and tragically disrupted the lives of millions in Asia.
These calamities fueled my long-held interest in the
field of emergency housing for the victims of such
disasters. This led me to look for any stand featuring emergency housing construction.
Weinig of Germany displayed a handsome perfectly
engineered home based on solid wood components. I was greatly impressed with the precision
of fitting the simple pieces with more complex parts.
However, this was not the home I was searching for.
I had expected to find a company or companies
who had developed portable, easily assembled
structures that could be deployed quickly in areas
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laid waste by earthquakes, sunamis, fires, floods,
hurricanes, tropical storms, wars and other disasters such as we have recently seen in Africa, Asia
and North America. Hardly a month goes by without urgent pleas from governments and aid and
relief agencies.

FROM IDEA TO REALITY
I would have been greatly pleased to find a display
at the fair which featured technology for producing
a prototype low-cost fold-up structure designed for
ease of transport and erection-at-site. It would basically lend itself for human habitation as well as for
use as a field hospital, supply food depot, communications or administration hut.
Materials would be constructed of thin Mdf, hardboard or lightweight plywood. The low-basis-weight
poplar plywood of the type manufactured in Italy’s
Po Valley could be a potential base material. The
“kits” could be stockpiled in the strategic locations
for prompt delivery. Manufacturing plants sited
strategically around the globe could provide welcome employment opportunities for entrepreneurs
and skilled/unskilled workers.
For several years, wood science engineer and consultant, Bob Tichy of Seattle, Washington, USA, and
I have cooperated on basic concept planning.for a
global non-profit emergency shelter project such as
outlined above, supported by governments and relief
organizations. We would welcome partners and any
persons or parties to offer their input and assist in
moving the project along toward reality.
by Ward Williams ■
willvan@verizon.com
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CONTACTS

SECONDARY PROCESSING
HIRZT srl

BASITECH srl

Via Rovereta, 22
I-47853 - Cerasolo Ausa di Coriano (RN)
phone +39 0541 729292
fax +39 0541 729294
www.hirzt.com
info@hirzt.com

Ermes Center-Via Italia-C.da Rovano
I-64023 Mosciano S. A. (TE)
phone +39 085 8071388
fax +39 085 8078406
www.basitech.it
info@basitech.it

Hirzt has produced a complete range of edgebanders, nc boring
machines and automation systems for over 20 years. Thanks to
the constant technological progress the Hirzt’s range has
reached a very high level of quality joining high productivity
to high flexibility and satisfying specific exigency for every
single customer.

Planning and supply of complete fittings for the production
of furniture and fixtures.
New and second hand woodworking machinery.
Technical assistance and software.

MACMAZZA srl
WOODWORKING MACHINERY

OMNIFORM PRESSE
di Segato Gianfranco

Via Mondini, 72
I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 288000
fax + 39 0721 288001
info@macmazza.it
www.macmazza.it

Via Cesare Battisti, 28
I-35010 Limena (PD)
phone +39 049 8843032
fax +39 049 8846853
www.omniformpresse.com
info@omniformpresse.com

35 years experience dedicated to top level beam saws,
with special customized big plants and also smaller & standard
applications, to cut panels of every type for similar wood,
postforming, plastic, aluminum, fibrecement, etc. final mechanical accuracy and last electronics to work ‘on line’ check our videos on www.macmazza.it.

Company specialized in vacuum presses production:
cold and hot membrane presses, angular membrane presses,
membrane presses with single or double work surface,
membrane presses for veneering, membrane presses
for melamine impregnated papers, membrane presses
for plywood bending.

RVM srl

STETON spa

Via Giovanni XXIII, 8
I-22060 Arosio (CO)
phone +39 031 758241
fax +39 031 764171
www.rvmgroup.it
rvmgroup@rvmgroup.it

SS Romana Nord 41
I-41012 Carpi (MO)
phone +39 059 686771
fax +39 059 681774
steton@steton.it

Trade of new, used and reconditioned woodworking machines.
Machines reconditioning.
Original spare parts for Ocmac edgbanders, clamps
and squaring edgebanding machines.
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Machines, cnc working stations and special plants for windows;
classic and special presses and pressing lines; horizontal beam
panel saws; wide belt sanders; panel saws and a complete range
of traditional machines for joinery.

SECONDARY PROCESSING
OMGA spa

VEBA MECCANICA srl

Via Carpi Ravarino, 146
I-41010 Limidi di Soliera (MO)
phone +39 059 897333
fax +39 059 565000
www.omga.it
omga@omga.it

Via Emilia, 1678
I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323
fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it
info@veba.it

Woodworking machinery manufacturer, specialised in finger
jointing lines, optimising saws, picture frame cutting machines,
simple and double mitre and radial saws, tables for windows
finishing.

The product range is wide in the sector of traditional
woodworking machines: thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers, circular saws,
spindle moulders, combined saw-spindle moulder,
universal combined machines, band-saws.

SCM GROUP spa

CURSAL srl

Via Emilia, 77
I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111
fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com

Via Bradolini, 38/a
I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com
info@cursal.com

Woodworking machinery: the widest range of products

Complete range of automatic optimizing cross-cut saws full
optional for solid wood processing with customized versions for
the putting on line with machineries of primary and secondary
production.
• nc with interface software, automatic-laser scanner for
lengths-widths-defects detection, moisture measuring system,
printers, nc stops
• automations: loading-unloading automatic handling systems.
Feeders-unloaders and stackers with vacuum system and pliers,
multiple horizontal transfers, feeders and infeed devices for
multi-blade circular saws, moulding machines and finger-joints.

SIMIMPIANTI srl

SERGIANI spa

Via Romilli, 31
I-20139 Milano
phone +39 02 55213741
fax +39 02 5395305
www.simimpianti.it
simimpianti@simimpianti.it

Via G.Pascoli, 42
I-47852 Cerasolo Ausa-Coriano (RN)
phone +39 0541 759029/759063
fax +39 0541 759722
www.sergiani.it
info@sergiani.it

Hot and cold presses. Single and multiopening automatic
pressing lines for veneer, laminates, finish foils, melamine paper.
Membrane presses. Embossing presses. Presses for edge-glued
panels. Pressing lines for flattening of veneer.
Lines for doors, parquet flooring, H.F. pressing lines.
Calander pressing lines using polyurethane and hot melt glue.
Presses for polyurethane injected panels.
Vacuum systems for material handling.

Presses and handling systems
for wood industry

Pressing lines for panels with automatic one-daylight and multidaylight through-feed presses; special cold and hot presses,
post-forming presses, door and 2-3 layer parquet pressing
systems with patented automatic multi-daylight through-feed
presses; complete range of panel handling equipment for
rationalization of all production lines; feeders and stackers
with swinging arms or with portal structure, panelturners,
transfer in execution on request.
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AGAZZANI srl
Via M. Minghetti, 13
I-41012 Carpi (MO)
phone +39 059 6222511
fax +39 059 641666
www.agazzani.it
info@agazzani.it
Complete range of band saws from Mod. 400 to Mod. 1050
combined with a number of optionals.
Range of band resawing machines Mod. 800-900-950
equippable with feeding device.
Range of quick and sturdy single-blade Cut-off saws
with blade diam. 350-500-600.

ELWOOD snc
di Bossi Franco e c.
Viale Industria, 66/2
I-27029 Gambolò (PV)
phone +39 0381 641279
fax +39 0381 648791
www.elwoodmac.it
info@elwoodmac.it
Over 30 years of experience in designing and manufacturing
a wide range of edge banding machines for both small
and medium companies and for industrial productions.

PAOLONI GROUP

VOLPATO srl

Via F. Meda, 3
I-61032 Fano (PU)
telefono +39 0721 854251
fax +39 0721 854001
www.paolonimacchine.it
www.futura-woodmac.com
www.it-tecnica.com
info@paolonimacchine.it

Via C. Colombo, 18
I-35011 Campodarsego (PD)
phone +39 049 5564039
fax +39 049 9200960

UNIQUES TOGETHER
Our production range offers: circular saws, circular saws with
electronic programmer, edge-banding machines, electronic panel
saws, calibrating and sanding machines, spindle moulders,
spindle moulders with electronic programmer, surface planers,
thicknessing machines, combination machines, mortisers,
vertical belt routers, hydraulic presses, semiautomatic boring
machines, vertical cnc, horizontal cnc, 4-sided straightening
machines, 4-8 spindles automatic moulding machines,
cnc machine to build doors.

Manual, semiautomatic and automatic sanding machines for
edges, straight and curved profiles in solid wood for veneered
and polished edges. Moulding sanding machine. Long belt.
Sanding machine. Sanding machine lines. Special sanding
machines. Denibbing machine for edges and profiles.

GRIGGIO spa

TEKNA srl

Via Cà Brion, 40
I-35011 Reschigliano
Campodarsego (PD)
phone +39 049 9299711
fax +39 049 9201433
www.griggio.com
info@griggio.com

Via Monte Bisbino, 56
I-20021 Baranzate (MI)
phone +39 02 356961
fax +39 02 3562293
www.tekna.it
tekna@tekna.it

Griggio, for 60 years leading company in the field of traditional
woodworking machinery, with a wide commercial network in
Italy as well as abroad, which has reached 90% exportation.
Production includes: panel saws; panel saws with electronic
programmer; spindle moulders; spindle moulders with electronic
programmer; thicknessing machines; surface planers; band saws;
band re-sawing machines; multiple boring machines; universal
combined machines; automatic moulders; wide belt sanders.
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Machining centres, 3, 4, 5 axes suitable for the fabrication of bars
and panels, non-ferrous and similar materials (wood, composite etc.).
Automatic loading and unloading systems for both panels and bars.
Automatic and cnc cutting machines and lines with one or two heads.
Manual cutting, drilling, chamfering, riveting and sealing machines, copy
routers. Well established know-how in the supply of machineries/lines for
the production of architectural systems (windows and doors, cladding
systems and curtain walls), furniture accessories,
construction components, industrial components, automotive
and transportation components.

SECONDARY PROCESSING
A.C.M. srl

ESSETRE spa

Via A. Einstein, 7
I-42017 Novellara (RE)
phone +39 0522 661284
fax +39 0522 653433
www.acmitaly.com
acm@acmitaly.com

Via del Lavoro, 10
I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445 365999
fax +39 0445 360195
www.essetre.com
info@essetre.com

Band-saws diam. 400Æ940mm. Power band re-saws diam.
740-940mm. Oscillating edge sanders. Band saw blade guides.

BALESTRINI RENZO spa
Via Don Sturzo, 3
I-20030 Seveso (MI)
phone +39 0362 52721
fax +39 0362 527250
www.balestrini.com
sales@balestrini.com
For more than 50 years innovative machines for working chairs
and furniture components by solid wood: cnc working centres,
double-sided shapers, round-end tenoners, mortisers,
end cut-off boring and milling machines.

Nc working centers for processing tables, furniture, furniture
doors, chairs, windows and doors, stairs, roofs and beams.
Automatic working lines for processing kitchen tops.

GREDA snc
di Daschini N. & C.
Via S. Agata, 3
I-22066 Mariano C.se (CO)
phone +39 031 750966
fax +39 031 750967
www.greda.it
info@greda.it
Nc-machining centers for processing of chairs, tables, furniture,
windows, doors and beams.
Round-end tenoners, mortisers, double sided-shapers,
end-cutting, boring, shaping and glue/dowel inserting machines.

BIESSE spa

ORMAMACCHINE spa

Via della Meccanica, 16
I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100
fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com
sales@biesse.it

Viale Lombardia 47
I-24020 Torre Boldone (BG)
phone +39 35 364011
fax +39 35 346290
www.ormamacchine.it
comm@ormamacchine.it

The Biesse Wood Division product line includes panel sizing
centres, vertical panel saws, manual and automatic
edgebanders, squaring/edgebanding machines, sanders,
cnc machining centres, routers, through feed boring
and inserting machines, material handling equipment
and packaging.

Production range: cold presses, hot presses, frame presses,
embossing presses, solid wood and/or plywood bending
systems, pu presses, edge and face gluing pressing lines,
membrane presses, fully automatic through feed pressing lines,
single and multi daylight pressing lines for doors and parquet,
short cycle pressing lines for melamine impregnated papers,
customized pressing systems upon request.
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ANDREONI LUIGI

OMAL srl

Via Fermi, 23-25
I-20036 Meda (MI)
phone +39 0362 70104
fax +39 0362 73629
www.andreoni.it
andreoni@andreoni.it

Via Adda, 1
I-22070 Senna Comasco (CO)
phone +39 031 561308
fax +39 031 561277
www.omalsystem.it
info@omalsystem.it

For more than 40 years Andreoni is specialized in
manufacturing manual and automatic pantograph carving
machines, to produce any kind of wooden pieces: furniture
parts, panels, wooden objects, etc. A full range of carving
machines with the best solutions to meet different needs
of customers: from the small artisan to the big industry.

Cnc machines for boring, milling, hardware
and dowel inserting.

C.M. MACCHINE srl

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa

Via Campazzi, 24
I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445 381525
fax +39 0445 384520
www.cmmacchine.com
info@cmmacchine.com

Via Irlanda, 1
I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311
fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com

Planers: with working width from 300 mm to 2100 mm and
working speed up to 120 mt/minute for hydro models.
Impregnating lines: To impregnate wood beams, matchboards,
wood houses elements with dimensions up to 600 x 450 mm.
Finger-jointing lines: Automatic and semi automatic lines
for the production of laminated beams, bi-lam and kvh.
Parquetry lines: For the production of solid wood parquet.
Brushing machines: 1 side and 3 sides and up to 4 brushes.

Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for cutting wooden
panels, plastic and acm products. Welded steel frames,
to grant rigidity and precision. Special applications allowing
the possibility to make also grooving on sandwich panels
for folding. Automatic horizontal beam saws with many
different configurations accordingly to the panel sizes
and thickness requirements.

STROMAB spa

FRIULMAC spa

Via Zuccardi, 28/a
I-42012 Campagnola Emilia (RE)
phone: +39 0522 1718800
fax: +39 0522 1718803
www.stromab.com
info@stromab.com

Via della Tecnologia, 3
I-33050 Pavia di Udine (UD)
phone +39 0432 655007
fax +39 0432 655107
www.friulmac.it
friulmac@friulmac.it

Radial arm saw; pendulum saws; circular saws; hydraulic
and pneumatic cut-off saws; electronic pushers and side stops;
optimizing and defecting cutting lines; clamps for frames
and cabinet doors; presses for edge-glueing panels; presses for
laminated beams; cnc machining and sawing centres for beams.
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Double end tenoner for the processing of components and
panels for kitchen cabinets and entry doors, furniture, windows,
lines for the production of parquet at fixed and random length,
automatic devices for glue injection and dowel driving,
working centres for the production of components
for solid and wrapped wood furniture, working centres
for the “Just in Time” production of furniture components,
stiles and doors, automatic feeders for moulders.

ELECTRIC SPINDLES

DELIVERY OF COMPLETE PLANTS

ELETTROMECCANICA
GIORDANO COLOMBO srl

SECEA ESSICCATOI srl
Via Pigna, 34/A
I-36027 Rosà (VI)
phone +39 0424 869911
fax +39 0424 869999
www.secea.com
info@secea.com

Via Rivera 53,
I-20048 Carate Brianza (MI)
phone +39 0362 904282 r.a.
fax +39 0362 990817
www.gcolombo.eu
commerciale@gcolombo.eu
G. Colombo Electromechanics has designed, produced and commercialised electrospindles to be used on different materials for
50 years: wood, marble, plastic, steel and light alloys. Thanks to
the personalized and flexible design, the domestic high-precision and technology production and a fast and accurate postsale assistance, any need the customer has can be satisfied as
well as small and large order by developing solutions in close
collaboration with the manufacturers of machines tools.

Turn-key plants for wood drying.
Steaming chambers, pallet heat treatment kilns
according to FAO-ISPM 15 rules.
Hot water, superheated water or steam bio-mass boilers.
Complete hydraulic plants. Wood chips refiners,
pneumatic devices, silos.
Drying cycles electronic control devices (hardware and software).

KOIMPEX srl

Moscow
S.Petersburg
Ekaterinburg
Minsk

Via Nazionale 47/1
I-34151 Opicina (TS)
phone +39 040 2157111
fax +39 040 2157177
www.koimpex.it
info@koimpex.it
Skype: koimpexsrltrieste

Koimpex has been operating in the international market
for more than 25 years. Koimpex woodworking Engineering
is able to offer machines, lines, tools and every solution
to different production cycles and to specific requests for the
woodworking industry. Koimpex Engineering is able to project
and develop highly specialized manufacturing lines to satisfy
the clients needs. The after-sales service and the technical
assistance guarantees, at international level, an essential
support for the final clients.

PRIBO srl
Via Nazionale, 12
I-38080 Lardaro (TN)
phone +39 0465 901945
fax +39 0465 901959
www.pribo.it
info@pribo.it
Design, production, installation, training, technical service
for sawmill machines and plants.
Machines and plants for timber handling, debarkers for
hard-wood and soft-wood. Technology for sawmill.
Sorting plants up to 50 boxes, stacking and destacking lines
for planks, chipping plants for logs and discards, plants for poles
processing, planing machines for round poles, planing lines with
automatic loading and unloading, impregnation machines.
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SPECIAL PROCESSES

PANELS

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl

FLAMINIO MARIN sas

Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453
fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com
info@zaffaroni.com

Via Kennedy, 13/A
I-31030 Valla’ di Riese Pio X (TV)
phone +39 0423 746139
fax +39 0423 746522
www.marinwood.com
marinwood@marinwood.com

Multi-blade panel saws; v-grooving machines (folding system);
longitudinal precision milling machines.

NUMERICAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

Edged glued panel, edged glued finger jointed panels.
Laminated board for windows.
Timber, kinl-dried, steaming, vacuum treatment.

WINDOWS AND DOORS WOOD FRAME

OSAI spa

COOP LEGNO Società cooperativa

Via Torino, 14
I-10010 Barone C.se (TO)
phone +39 011 9899710
fax +39 011 9899808
www.osai.it
sales@osai.it

Via Sant’Eusebio, 4/G
I-41014 Castelvetro di Modena (MO)
phone +39 059 702712
fax +39 059 702254
cooplegno@cooplegno.it
www.cooplegno.it

Complete range of numerical control units, servo-drives
and servo-motors.
Project and development of special application solutions in
cooperation with the machine tool builders.
Technical support and technical services,
in Italy and worldwide.

Certificated Integrate System for:
Quality - uni en 9001, security - ohsas 18001,
environment - uni en iso 14001.
Production of classical and modern interior
wooden doors.
Production of poplar plywood, multilayers,
combi, pmp, t-fex.

HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES
BOTECO spa
Via L. Pettinà, 16
I-36010 Zanè (VI)
phone +39 0445 316411
fax +39 0445 316400
www.boteco.it
boteco@boteco.it
commerciale@boteco.it
Boteco produce control handles and it now offers a large range
of articles as handwheels, handles, lever, knobs.
Our articles are characterised by high quality and good price.
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SURFACE FINISHING
EMC srl

CEFLA sc

Via Brodolini, 23
I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0542 688034
fax +39 0542 643959
www.emc-italia.it
emc@emc-italia.it

Via Selice Prov.le, 23/a
I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0542 653111
fax +39 0542 653344
www.cefla.it
ceflaimola@cefla.it

Best manufacturer of high performances calibrating sanding
machines, smaller investment, widest options range
Most reliable, safe and easy.

Technology, machines and systems to address any requirement
in the finishing of wooden items, plastic and glass products.

TECNOAZZURRA srl

MAURI MACCHINE srl

Via del Tesoro, 210
I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax 39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it
info@tecnoazzurra.it

Via M. Comacini, 12
I-22072 Cermenate (CO)
phone +39 031 771374
fax +39-031 773500
www.maurimacchine.com
commerciale@maurimacchine.com

Industrial painting machines as: dry painting booth,
water painting booths, pressurising painting system
and suspended transport lines.

Finishing machines and lines for mouldings.
Finishing machines and lines for flat and raised panels.
Finishing machines and lines for doors and windows.
Special finishing machines and lines.

ELMAG spa

CMA ROBOTICS spa

Viale Elvezia , 35
I-20052 Monza (MI)
phone +39 039 23611
fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it
info@elmag.it

Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172
fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com
info@cmarobot.it

Lacquering and printing lines for furniture panels, hardboard,
mdf or chipboard panels, doors or parquet flooring with roller
or curtain coating technology and uv or hot air drying systems.
Automatic and robotic spray lines with vertical dryers,
flat or uv dryers. Lacquering and printing on coils.

Company specialized in fulfillment of robotized solutions
for painting chairs, tables and assembled furniture.
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SURFACE FINISHING
VERTEK GROUP srl
Via Pigafetta, 2
I-35011 Campodarsego (PD)
phone 39 049 8873132
fax +39 049 8873150
www.vertekgroup.it
info@vertekgroup.it
Vertek Group is born in 1985 with the planning, construction
and sale of painting equipments. Today, after over twenty years
of activity, the firm has grown and, diversifying the products,
it has successfully entered even the principal overseas markets.
Our production foresees the planning and realization of
complete painting lines and machines for the treatment
of wooden surfaces.

AUXILIARY MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT
SMC srl - Macchine e sistemi
per la lavorazione del legno
Via per Castelnovetto, 8/12
I-27030 Rosasco (PV)
phone +39 0384 670948
fax +39 0384 682322
www.smcmacchine.it
info@smcmacchine.it
Smc srl production is divided into no. 4 specific divisions.
Door project. Automatic lines for the working for doors and
doors frames. Automation project. Automatic lines for the
assembly and screwing of ironware. Special machines project.
Window Project.

MAKOR srl

TVM TERMOVENTILMEC spa

Via Casalpiano, 9
I-53048 Sinalunga (SI)
phone +39 0577 634011
fax +39 0577 634080
www.makorgroup.it
makor@makor.it

Via Tagliamento, 1
I-31027 Spresiano (TV)
phone +39 0422 724187
fax +39 0422 724188
www.tvm-termoventilmec.com
info@tvm-termoventilmec.com

Makor Group designs and manufactures systems to finish
profiles and panels for furniture, doors and windows, flooring,
architectural mouldings, and picture frames mouldings.

USE OF RESIDUAL WOOD,
GENERATION OF ENERGY AND HEATING
IMAS AEROMECCANICA srl
Via Lombardia, 14
I-40064 Ozzano Emilia (BO)
phone +39 051 798377
fax +39 051 798843
www.imas.it
info@imas.it
Design, production & installation of air suction filtering
& stocking plants for woodchips, painting booths & boxes,
heating plants and pellets production plants.
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Complete dust extraction systems, pneumatic conveying
systems, storage systems, dosing systems, energy recovery
systems; ducting, special radial fans, self-cleaning bag filters,
rotary valves, unloading systems, storage silos, rotary blowers,
crusher, refiners and components.

O.M.A. IMPIANTI srl
Via Ponticelli, 51
I-51018 Pieve a Nievole (PT)
phone +39 0572 950148
fax +39 0572 953388
www.oma-srl.com
info@oma-srl.com
Components and suction plants for dusts, smokes, fumes - Air
cleaning - Dry and water painting booths - Pressurized painting
plants - Cleaners with activated charcoal for solvents - Suction
benches and booths for the sanding powders - Separator cyclones - Electric fans - Inverters for the saving of energy - Filtering
groups and handled sub-stations with mechanical and automatic cleaning in counter-current with compressed air - Storage
silos - Sparks bearing system and automatic extinguishing - Mills
and refiners for wood - Briquetts presses - Dryers - Pellets presses - Complete plants for pellets production - Boilers and warm
air generators for solid fuels - Industrial insonorizations

PRIMARY PROCESSING
COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl
Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it
info@modesto.it
Our production of woodworking machines: edger, cross-cutter.

PRIMULTINI spa
Viale Europa, 70
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.it
info@primultini.it
Machinery and equipment for sawmills, vertical log band saws,
chipping canter, resaws, edgers and saw servicing equipment.

BIGONDRY srl

STORTI spa

Drying and steaming
technology for wood
Via delle Industrie, 61
I-36050 Cartigliano (VI)
phone +39 0424 219594/3
fax +39 0424 592367
www.bigondry.com
info@bigondry.com

via F. Dioli, 11
I-26045 Motta Baluffi (CR)
phone +39 0375 310324
fax +39 0375 310329
www.storti.it
info@storti.it

BIGonDRY srl plans and realizes: timbers drying kilns, traditional
type, completely in aluminum and/or in masonry, with water
warm 90°C heating system, overheated water, vapor, diathermic
oil; fittings of vaporization for the wood, with distribution of
the direct or dawning vapor; ht phytosanitary treatment plant
(ISPM-15); control's automatisms connected to the PC for the
management and the control of the drying cycles.

Sawmill machines and lines: canter groups, prismatic machines,
edgers, cross cutting machines, multi rip saws, mechanizations,
slabs recovering lines and logs sorting lines.
Nailing machines and lines: nailing machines and auxiliary
machines (milling machines, branders, etc.).
Packs treatment machines and lines: boards stackers and packed
wood registering-sectioning machines.

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275
I-20052 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381
fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
Machinery and services for plywood and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers, press dryers and clipping lines.
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VARIOUS

WOOD PAINTS

CONTROL LOGIC srl

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA
ADRIATICA spa

Via Ennio, 25
I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818
fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it
controllogic@controllogic.it

Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080
fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com
info@icaspa.com
Polyurethane coatings, water-based coatings for interiors and
exteriors, uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings, polyester
coatings, nitro coatings, fire-retardant coatings and pigmented
coatings. Products for parquet floors, special effects, stains,
impregnating agents, glues and tintometric color systems.

Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems for industrial
dust extraction systems.

SALCHI WOOD COATINGS spa

KABELSCHLEPP ITALIA Srl

Via Alcide De Gasperi, 73
I-36060 Romano D'Ezzelino (VI)
phone +39 0424 8386
fax +39 0424 37497
www.salchi.it
info@salchi.it

Via Massari Marzoli, 9
I-21052 Busto Arsizio (VA)
phone +39 0331 350962
fax +39 0331 341996
www.kabelschlepp.it
infoksi@kabelschlepp.it

Polyurethane coatings, water-based coatings for interiors and
exteriors, uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings, polyester coatings,
nitro coatings and pigmented coatings. Special effects, stains,
impregnating agents, glues and tintometric color systems.

Cable and hose carrier systems and life-line cable systems,
guideway protection systems, chip conveyor systems.

EDGES AND VENEERS
ALPI SPA

CORBETTA FIA srl

Viale della Repubblica, 34
I-47015 Modigliana (FC)
phone +39 0546 945411
fax +39 0546 940251
www.alpi.it
info@alpi.it

Via Settala, 8
I-20124 Milano
phone +39 031 761303
fax +39 031 762142
www.corbettafia.it
info@corbettafia.it

Alpi is world leader in the production of reconstituted wood
decorative surfaces.
The continuous research applied to wood innovation - both
aesthetical and technological - and a constant commitment
to environment improvement, make Alpi a benchmark
manufacturer for the interior design and contract industry.
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Corbetta Fia provides the market with a fully comprehensive
product range which includes edging in abs, veneer, melamine,
laminate and aluminium as well as papers for lining different
surfaces and adhesives for numerous types of applications.

TOOLS AND AUXILIARIES
LEUT srl

CRUING srl

Via Pisano, 1 - Fraz. Asparetto
I-37053 Cerea (VR)
phone +39 0442 83244
fax +39 0442 83283
www.leut.it
info@leut.it

Via Scozia, 14 - Zona Industriale
I-64026 Roseto degli Abruzzi (TE)
phone +39 085 8930787
fax +39 085 8930790
www.cruing.com
info@cruing.com

Production of tools for working on wood, aluminium and pvc
with facing in hss, hm, diamond and tantung.

Diamond tools for the woodworking industry.

OMAS spa

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE

Via B. Cellini, 45
I-60019 Senigallia (AN)
phone +39 071 7920718
fax +39 071 7920713
www.omastools.com
info@omastools.com

Via Montanelli, 70
I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950
fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com
info@sistemiklein.com

Woodworking Tools. Programmed Tooling Systems for
Windows and Doors. Cutter Heads. Multi-profile Sets.
Circular Saw Blades. Bits. Planing Knives.

ZUANI srl
Via dell'Artigiano, 57
I-38068 Rovereto (TN)
phone +39 0464 433183
fax +39 0464 436316
www.zuani.it
info@zuani.it
Zuani Company is a leading Italian manufacture of tools
for the Woodworking industry. We are producers of high
precision tooling with tc reversible tips as well as reversible
profiling cutters for cnc automatic and traditional
woodworking machineries for wooden windows,
doors and furnitures production.

Tools for wood-alu and plastic material working.
Tools for automatic boring machines and router bits
for cnc router machines.
M.Conti measuring devices for the woodworking industry.
Special devices for door and windows manufacturers.

C.P. UTENSILI snc
di Crescentini Michele & C.
Via Montanelli, 71
I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 282420
fax +39 0721 281893
www.cpwoodtools.com
info@cputensili.it
Skype: cputensili
CP Utensili a company with 40 years of experience in processing
woodworking tools, is the ideal partner for tooling solution on
demand. The German Quality Norm BG-Prüfzert for the high
production standard and an export quote of 70% confirms
the international prestige of the company. Flexibility and fast
delivery was always the way to success.
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TOOLS AND AUXILIARIES
WITOX srl

UTENSILTECNICA srl

Strada della Selvagrossa, 15/4
Località Case Bruciate
I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 200129
fax +39 0721 200153
www.witox.it
export@witox.it

Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2
I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com

Founded in Italy in 1924, Witox has always focused
on quality, manufacturing a complete range of professional
woodworking tools for the main important markets
in the world.

FUL FABBRICA UTENSILI
LAVORAZIONE LEGNO srl
Via L. Fumagalli, 22
I-22066 Mariano Comense (CO)
phone +39 031 756037
fax +39 031 756851
www.fultools.it
fultools@fultools.it
Ful srl has been producing tools for the woodworking,
plastic and aluminium for more than 30 years.

Production of specials mechanical fixing and diamond tools
for wood working cnc machinery.

ALIPRANDI snc
di Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio,
Paola & C.
Via Manzoni, 10
I-20050 Sovico (MI)
phone +39 039 2013530
fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it
aliprandi@aliprandi.it
The Firm Aliprandi is specialized in the production
of wood working tools in solid carbide and carbide-tipped,
both standard and special production.

BSP srl

FAPIL srl

Strada della Fornace Vecchia sn
I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 402093/400665
fax +39 0721 26627
www.bsppesaro.com
info@bsppesaro.com

Via A. Locatelli, 51/A
I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179
fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it
fapil@fapil.it

Bsp company produces the complete range of tools for wood
working: circular sawblades, brazed tools, tools with
changable knives and pcd tools for all kind of machines.
The high standard and acknowledged quality of Bsp produce
is the result of a thirty-year experience and a high technology
applied for realising it.
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Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design and build cutting
tools for machining wood, board materials and plastics.
Specialists in cnc tooling.

TIMBER DRYERS
TERMOLEGNO srl
IMPIANTI IDROTERMICI
Via del Sile, 4 - Rauscedo
I-33095 San Giorgio
della Richinvelda (PN)
phone +39 0427 94190/949802
fax +39 0427 949900
www.termolegno.com
info@termolegno.com
Dryers, pre-dryers, minidryers, vaporizers, from a basic unit
of 10 m3 up to 250 m3, dryers tunnel-type systems. Turnkey
drying plants complete with waste-wood, gas- or oil-fired
furnaces for the production of hot water, steam, superheated
water, or diathermic oil. Dryer for the plant-health thermal
treatment of wooden crates. Control systems. Measure systems.

SECAL srl
Via della Fornace, 81/33
Z.I. Castelmino
I-31023 Resana (TV)
phone +39 0423 784252
fax +39 0423 784248
www.secalsrl.com
info@secalsrl.com
Drying kilns, steaming chamers, plants for phytosanitary
treatments (Ispm 15 Fao), drying process control systems,
moisture meters, wood waste boilers, turn key plants.

WDE MASPELL srl
Strada di Sabbione, 65/A
I-05100 Terni
phone +39 0744 800672
fax +39 0744 807056
www.wde-maspell.it
wdeinfo@wde-maspell.it
Vacuum driers since 1962.
Production range: vacuum driers for solid wood (capacity from 5
to 100 m3). Vacuum press driers for solid wood (capacity from 0,3
to 10 m3). Vacuum press driers for veneers.

HANDLING AND COMMISSIONING
CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511
fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com
info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose integrated solutions in material
handling and industrial automation sector. Highly personalisable
and specific systems for furniture assembling, the automatic
storage and the handling.
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs (lgv), robotized
islands, conveyors, sorter systems, assembling lines, tilting units,
management softwares.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE
SPAI srl
Via Sansovino, 53
I-31029 Vittorio Veneto (TV)
phone +39 0438 941934
fax +39 0438 941966
www.spaisoft.com
info@spaisoft.com
Cutting optimisation software for panel saws.
cad/cam software for drilling and routing workcenters.
Supervisor and production software.
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Do you need
a qualified interpreter,
skilled staff,
a sales manager?

Are you looking
for new
opportunities?
A new job?

Find a job
on xylon.it
where companies
and people
meet...

Lines with Presses
and Automation Systems
for Doors, Flush panels, Laminated panels,
2 and 3 layer Parquet

SERGIANI spa - Cerasolo Ausa (RN) - Italy - Phone +39/0541/759029
Fax +39/0541/759722 - www.sergiani.it - info@sergiani.it

il legno è il nostro
divertimento
wood is our game
le bois est notre amusement
la madera es nuestra diversión
ÇÈÓÈÅÑzàÕÑÐÃÛÈÖÅÎÈÚÈÐËÈ

ORMAMACCHINE S.p.A.
Viale Lombardia, 47 - I-24020 Torre Boldone - Bg - Italia
Tel. +39 035 364011 - Fax +39 035 346290
ORMAMACCHINE S.p.A. - France
Route Dipartimentale 432
26320 - St. Marcel Les Valence - France
Mobile : 6 82736534

ORMAMACCHINE S.p.A. - Russia
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